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Progress at LAMPF
1992-1993

Clinton P. Anderson
Meson Physics Facility
Los Alamos National Laboratory

FOREWORD

This Progress Report describes the operation of the Los Alamos Meson
Physics Facility (LAMPF) and the research programs carried out there for
the years 1992 and 1993. The accelerator operated for over 100 days in 1992,
providing beams of H., H-, and polarized H- for a rich and varied research
program in nuclear physics. The accelerator had only fair beam availability in 1992 (for example, the average H. beam availability was 72%), caused
largely by problems in the 201-MHz rf system. A major effort was expended
to address these problems before the 1993 run. These efforts were rewarded
by good beam availability in 1993 and few problems with the 201-MHz
system.
LAMPF operated remarkably smoothly during 1993, in the midst of a period
of great uncertainty in the future of the facility and the downsizing of MP
Division, which led to the loss of a large number of key people to positions
elsewhere in the Laboratory. The H. intensity had to be held to no more
than -800 jJA because of a vacuum leak in the A2 target. Nevertheless, the
accelerator operated very reliably and the summer run in 1993 proved to be
extremely productive.
1993 marked the first time that three major new detectors, LSND, MEGA,
and NMS, acquired data. Construction of the LSND neutrino detector was
completed in August and data were acquired during September and
October. These data have yielded the first measurement of the cross section
for v_-C scattering near threshold; the cross section appears to be about a
factor of 2 smaller than predictions based on the Fermi-gas model. Other
measurements made by LSND include a determination of the cross section
for veC --_eN, a study 0f'_ _d vp elastic scattering, and a sensitive search
for V_. Ve oscillations.
The detector performance was in excellent agreement with expectations. Considerably more data will be acquired in 1994.
The MEGA detector took 50 days of production data searching for the
forbidden decay p _ e),. These data will allow the reconstruction algorithms to be tuned and should yield a 1S-fold improvement in the sensitivity
to the _ -, ey branching ratio. The positron spectrometer in the MEGA
apparatus was also used to take data on ordinary muon decay to determine
the p Michel parameter with a statistical precision of 0.00044. The lowmass ehambers
and the intrinsic symmetry of the apparatus should result
in small systematic errors. A determination of p to this precision will probe
left-right symmetric weak interactions.
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The construction of the Neutral Meson Spectrometer (NMS) was nearing
completion in the fall of 1992 when an unfortunate rigging accident
destroyed a major part of one detector arm. A determined effort resulted in
the spectrometer being repaired in time for the beam in July 1993. The first
experiment
with the NMS was the precision measurement
of the
differential cross section for z--p charge exchange at incident energies
from 140 to 260 MeV. These data will provide important constraints on
phase-shift analyses of the z-nucleon system. Additional data were taken
with the NMS on several pion-induced single-charge-exchange
processes.
The experiment at LANSCE studying parity violation in the scattering of
epithermal neutrons from heavy nuclei ran well throughout the production
beam periods. This proces_ exhibits large enhancements allowing many
parity-violating asymmetries to be measured in a single nucleus. Improvements in the experimental apparatus resulted in a given experimental
precision being achieved 400 times faster than that previously achievedl
The anomalous results in 2S2Th, where all seven of the measured parityviolating asymmetries had the same sign, was verified with new data.
However, measurements on uranium and other nuclei did not exhibit this
sign anomaly. Thus, it appears that there is some property of thorium that
is responsible for the sign anomaly.
The determination of the average
parity-violating
matrix element provided new constraints on the meson
couplings in the NN weak interaction.
1993 marked the final run of the experimental nuclear physics program in
Line X. This program utilized the polarized H-beam from the highintensity Optically Pumped Polarized Ion Source (OPPIS). A program of
precision measurements
of the analyzing power in np elastic scattering
was completed. Measurements of the longitudinal and transverse nuclear
response in (p,n) scattering were extended to test models that aimed at
explaining the surprising suppression of the longitudinal response. Other
measurements in Line X included a study of coherent pion production in
the (p, nx +) reaction, a measurement of the analyzing power in np inelastic
scattering, and a study of the production of H0 ions in the interaction of Hions with thin foils. The latter measurement is of importance for understanding first-turn beam lossesin storage rings.
An experiment to perform a precision measurement
of the hyperfine
splitting in muonium took data to demonstrate the experimental technique.
They achieved the first detection of the "old muonium _ line-narrowing
technique in a strong magnetic feld.
The measurements
are in accord
with expectations and indicate that a precision of 10 ppb can be achieved for
the hyperfine interval over the next two years. A group studying muon
capture on polarized SHe demonstrated that their detector is capable of
detecting recoil tritons and measuring their direction. This experiment

,

should yield a precision measurement
constant, gp, in the next year.

of the

pseudoscalar

coupling

An active pion scattering program included a number of experiments
studying pion-double-charge
exchange (DCX) reactions.
These studies
yielded information on two-nucleon correlations in nuclei, the role of
sequential single-charge exchange in DCX, the energy dependence of the
formation of double-giant
resonances,
and the study of the mass
dependence in the production of the double isobaric-analog
state.
An
ambitious experiment studied z + elastic scattering from a polarized 3He
target to separate the dependence of the cross section on nuclear structure
from the reaction mechanism.
A He-jet target was installed at the beam stop and operated reliably even at
high beam currents. The yield of various radioisotopes was measured as a
function of the proton beam current. This measurement demonstrated that
this technique can be used to provide radioisotopes for a radioactive beam
facility and for a planned experiment to measure the level of atomic parity
violation for a range of cesium isotopes.
The CYGNUS extensive air shower array continued to operate during this
period searching for astrophysical sources of gamma rays above 50 TeV.
New limits were set on the emission of high-eners,T gamma rays from a
variety of point sources including active galactic nuclei, primordial black
holes, and gamma-ray bursts. This group, augmented by an expanded
collaboration, is preparing a new detector, Milagro, t_obe built in the Jemez
Mountains west of Los Alamos. Milagro will be the world's first largeaperture, full duty-cycle detector of 1-TeV astrophysical photons.
LAMPF continues to perform world-class research in an extraordinarily
broad program serving a strong, diverse User community. The next year
should see exciting new results in neutrino physics, pion single and double
charge-exchange
scattering,
muonium studies, rare muon decays, and
muon capture. Even though the nuclear physics research at LAMPF will
diminish in scope over the next several years, we anticipate that the firstclass facilities here will continue to serve the national nuclear physics
program in the years ahead.
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MECzA: SEARCH FOR THE RARE DECAY _. -_ e +
Participants
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The failure to observe processes such as # + -_ e+y has led to the postulation
that muon number is conserved.
The Standard Model of electroweak
interactions builds in this phenomenology.
However, there is no physics
reason for such a conservation law, and the discovery of this decay would
indicate the need for new physics. The MEGA experiment at LAMPF
searches for #+ -_e+7 with a branching-ratio sensitivity of roughly 5 ×
10-1s.
The first data with a partial detector were acquired in 1992. The detector
construction was completed in 1993. The year 1993 also marked the first of
three years of data-taking needed to reach the expected sensitivity. The data
are currently in analysis.
The experimental signature for p+ -_ e+T from decays at rest is a positron
and photon, each of 52.8 MeV, that are back-to-back, in time coincidence,
and originate from a common spatial point. The detector consists of two
spectrometers
designed to measure the kinematic characteristics
of
positrons and photons with the hope of matching the above signature. The
MEGA apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The apparatus is contained in a large
solenoidal magnet with a 1.5-T field, a clear bore of 1.85 m, and a length of
2.9 m. All of the charged particles arising from muon decay are confined

PHOTON
LAYER
MAGN
COIL

ELECTRON.
ATOR8

Fig. 1. A simplified cutaway _ew of the MEGA apparatus. The detector is
mounted inside a superconducting solenoid with a 1.5-T field. The muons
enter along magnetic field and stop in the target. Positrons from muon
decays are detected in the eight cylindrical wire chambers and the
cylindrical arrays of scintillators surrounding the beam pipes. The three
large cylinders are pair spectrometers for photon detection.

by the magnetic field to the positron elements, leaving the photon counters
in a relatively quiet environment.
The positron arm consists of two parts, scintillators for tim/ng and a set of
mudt/-wire proport/onal chambers (MWPC) for momentum determination.
The 174 scintillators determine the time associated with the positron. The
positron spectrometer consists of a cylindrical chamber, one with 11.25-cm
radius that surrounds the beam, and seven of 6-era radius that are co.near
and evenly spaced outside the large one. The component of momentum
perpendicular
to the field is measured by the wire hits, and the parallel
component is measured from the induced pulses on the cathodes that
contain stripes that spiral relative to the wires.
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These chambers,
which have a very stringent set of specifications,
performed well in the beam. They have a normal thickness of 3 x 10-4 X o
because they consist only of inflated foils and wires; their shape is
maintained by differential gas pressure. They have operated at 250-MHz
instantaneous stop-rate, drawing up to 300 pA of beam-induced current for
the better part of a LAMPF running year, without degradation of
performance.
The photon arm has three concentric pair-spectrometers
of similar
construction.
Each pair spectrometer is made of lead converters, MWPCs,
drift chambers, and scintillators.
The inner two have three drift chambers
for tracking pairs, and the third one has a bigger turning region for the
particles and an extra row of drift chamber wires added to increase the
acceptance for high energy gamma rays. The increased capability of the
third layer is extremely useful in determining the energy response function
from the decay x°_ )7.
If the x ° is made from stopping pions via
x-p -+ x°n, the energies of the two gamma rays range from 55--83 MeV.
The measurement of track coordinates parallel to de axis of the cylinders
is made by l-cm by 180-cm long delay-line strips with a factor of 40 time
expansion. The resolution of these delay lines is around 8 nun FWHM and
is expected to improve slightly as the analysis techniques improve.
The complete data processing system is assembled. Both first- and secondlevel trigger modules, utilizing PALs programmed according to Monte
Carlo simulations, work well for all three pair spectrometers.
The active
multiplexing of FASTBUS channels that depends on the geometrical output
of the first stage triggers has successfully
reduced the accidental backgrounds from low-energy photons to acceptable levels. The full FASTBUS
system of ADCs, TDCs, and latches is in use. The routing of beth data and
busy signals in a trigpr dependent way is reliable. The third-level trigger
is performing up to requirements and depends on the compute power of an
eight-node farm of DECstation 5240s and their 200 MIPS.

•

The first data to search for p+ _ e+7 were taken in 1992 with a partially
completed detector and an average muon-stop rate of 5 × l0 s _s. Most of the
beam time was used to shake down the detector, but enough data were
taken to roughly match the sensitivity of the current limit for the process.
These data are of good quality and will eventually be combined with the
larger set from subsequent years.
The fully assembled MEGA apparatus took about 50 days of beam in 1993,
split :_)nghly equally between working out problems and collecting data.
The average beam intensity t'or production data was 1.8 × 107 muon-stops
per second (average), about 6095 of the design. The limiting factors were
primary beam intensity and noise in the electron-chamber electronics. The

e

primary beam will return to full intensity in 1994 with the repairs to the A2production target. The electron-chamber electronics has been upgraded to
reduce the noise that interferes with pattern recognition, but an increase in
beam intensity of 20% is the most that is likely to be tolerable. There are
about 20% spare CPU cycles in the farm. Sol, ware improvements in the
third.level trigger are also expected for 1994. The combined effect of all the
improvements should yield more efficient running in the future.
An essential feature of the on-line filter (third-level trigger) is that the two
spectrometers must be in time with one another. The only dire_'t evidence
of this timing is the observation of the allowed process #+ --, e+_vv. The
clear peak observed in Fig. 2 at a time difference of zero demonstrates that
the timing was correctly prepared. The observation of the peak demonstrates that the apparatus can observe a real coincidence process.
During the 25 days of production data taking, MEGA collected about 100
million triggers on tape. These data are currently under analysis.
If the
analysis efficiency can be kept high, the statistical power of these data
'
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Fig. 2. The timing spectrum that indicates the presence of coincidences
positrons and photons from the expected process # + --_e+D,v.
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should
allow 90_
a factor
of 15 improvement
in the from
sensitivity
to #+
-_ e+10
search with
confidence
would be improved
5 x 10-11
to 3.3
x 2Y- 1The
The pri_nary difficulty in the analysis of these data is the development of
reconstruction
algorithms
that both give high efficiency
and good
resolution. Many calibrations and detailed corrections are needed to get the
design resolutions, and this work is in progress. At our current level of
sophistication, the positron and photon spectra are presented in Figs. 3 and
4, respectively.
The positron spectrum sl_ows the characteristic normal
muon-decay shape (modified Ly our acceptance) and a 10-90 resolution of
around 600 keV. The design anticipated 350 keV, but non-uniformities in
the magnetic field have not yet been taken into account.
The photon
spectrum reproduces a characteristic bremsstrahlung shape with an end
point at 52.8 MeV. Refinements in the pattern recognition and quality of fit
are expected to improve this spectrum.
The photon resolution will be
extracted from the above mentioned pion data once the best pattern-
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Fig. 3. The Michel spectrum of normal muon decay as measured with the
MEGA apparatus.
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Fig. 4. The measured photon spectrum from the muon beam.
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recognition program has been found. A substantial part of the full analysis
should be complete during the summer of 1994.
The run during the summer of 1994, with the improvements mentioned, is
exp_
to more than double our existing data set. ff the beam time is
available in 1995, the MEGA apparatus should reach a sensitivity of 7 ×
lO-.-xs.
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TWO-NUCI_ON PROCESSES IN PION.INDUCED DOUBLE CHARGE
EXCHANGE IN 4He: A COINCIDENCE _gA_g._m_IT
OF M
4Ha{x+,z-)3pREACTION
Participants
S. F. Pate, W. Fong, ._d.T. Harvey, J. L. Matthews, 1-I.T. Park,
L. L. Vidos, V. V. Zelevinsky, A. Saunders, M. D. Holcomb, E. R. Kinney,
B. J. Kriss, P. A. M. Gram, and D. A. Roberts
Institutions
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Colorado,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, and University of Michigan
ABSTRACT
Inclusivemeasurements of pion double charge exchangein 3He[1] and 4He [2] in
the 4(1232) resonance region suggest the dominance of a two-step sequential
single-charge-exchange mechanism involving quasi-free nucleons. To investigate this reaction mechanism, we have observedprotons in coincidencewith the
outgoingpion in z . + 4He -_ z-+ 4p at T_. = 240 MeV. Pions were detected in a
magnetic_meter
at 8=. = 32", while protonswere detectedin a close-packed
array of plastic scintillatortelescopes covering 8p = 67.5°-157.5"on the same side
ofthe beam as the spectrometer,and 8p ffi22.5°-157.5° on the oppositeside. We will
present preliminary results for the distributions in energy and angle of the
coincident protons.
Two-nucleon correlations have long been a subject of study in nuclear
physics, from the point of view of medium modifications to the NN interaction as well as nuclear structure issues. Two-nucleon processes play a
large role in the absorption of photons [3] and pions [4--6] by nuclei. The
contributions
of these multi-nucleon
mechanisms
are in many cases
difficult to study directly, since these mechanisms
a_e by nature second
order and may be obscured by first order processes. Pion-induced double
charge exchange (DCX), however, must proceed via interactions with at
least two nucleons (since two nucleons must change charge during the
reaction) and thus affords
thestudy of two nucleon processes directly.
Over the last decade, the cross section for inclusive DCX has been systematically studied over a range of target mass and beam energy, with
emphasis on the energy region near the &(1232) resonance [1,2,7-9].
Several distinct features of these data are worthy of mention. The total
cross section for DCX as a function of A obeys a scaling law (a function only

of A and Z) based on competition between DCX and other channels [9]. Only
the helium isotopes differ significantly from this scaling behavior. Despite
this apparent universality in the total cross section, there is a distinct
change in the appearance of differential quantifies as a function of A.
Figure I sho_,e doubly differential cross sections for DCX on 4He and zSO.
Whereas the 160 cross section has a shape consistent with a final state
described by four-body phase space (i.e., x+ e 160-_ x-+ p+ p+ 140), the
4He data are not consistent with any of several phase space descriptions.
The behavior of the :SO data are typical of targets heavier than carbon [8],
and one sees, with decreasing A, a gradual change to the double-peaked
structure of 4He [7].

_

@
at

0
0

50

100

150

200
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Fig. I. Doubly differential cross _ctions for the reactions (a) 4He( z+,z-)4p
[2,10] and Co)160( z+ ,z- )X [8] at incident energy 240 MoV and laboratory
angle 25 °. The dashed and dot-dashed curves in (a) correspond to the
distribution of events in five-body and three-body phase space, respectively,
while the solid curves in (a) and (b) correspond to four-body phase space.
-10-
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The double-peakedstructure,
seen in both helium isotopes[I,2],
qualitatively
suggeststhe dominance ofa simpletwo-stepmechanism,consisting
ofsequential
single-charge-exchange
(SCX) reactions•
In the vicinity
ofthe
A(1232) resonance,the SCX cross sectionwill resemble the p-wave
1+ 3cos20 dependence.At forwardangles,
DCX eventsresulting
from two
large-angle,
or two small-angle,
SCX eventswillbe favored,
resulting
in the
double-peakedenergyspectraobserved.To investigate
thismechanism in
more detail
isthepurposeofthe presentinvestigation•
We have chosento
detectrecoiling
p1_)tons
resulting
from 4He(x+,x-)4pin a largesolid-angle
scintillator
array,in coincidence
with the outgoingpion. This willenable
us toidentify
thecontribution
ofsuchsequential
SCX processes
by observing
thekinematicsignature
ofeacheventinmore detail.
The experimentwas performed_t the ClintonP. Anderson Meson Physics
Facility
(LAMPF) on the "PsW_'pion beam channel. The beam from the
channelwas directedonto a 25.4-mm-diametercylindrical
liquidhelium
cell.Outgoing negativepionswere detectedat .0--_
= 32° in a magnetic
spectrometer. The focalplane readout of thls spectrometer[1,2,7,8]
consistedof wire chambers for tracking,along with a scintillator
and
Cerenkov detectors
for particle
identification.
Coincidentprotonswere
detectedin an arrayof 15 scintillator
telescopes
(seeFig.2). The thicknesses of the scintillators in a telescope were, successively, 1, 25, 75, 75, and
75 ram. Only the telescopes at the forward angles had five elements. Those
telescopes with four (five) elements could stop protons of 150 (200) MeV,
while the lowest detectable proton energy was about 20 MeV (due largely to
energy losses in the helium target). The solid angle of each proton telescope
was 100 msr.
The solid angle of the spectrometer was measured by observing pions
elastically scattered from hydrogen nuclei in a 25.4-ram-diameter cylinder
of CH positiorte_ below the helium cell--this CH target was accessed by
raising the cryogenic target arm within the scattering chamber.
An
angular distribution of such data also served to calibrate the in-beam ion
chamber which measured_ the flux of beam particles.

'

Figure 3 shows some preliminary results. In addition to the coincidence
data of interest, we also colle_
an inclusive sample at 0__ = 32° fbr TzZ
from 30 to 190 MeV [Fig. 3(a)]. We selected two points in thii distribution a_
which to take coincidence data, near the peaks of the low- and high-energy
structures, 7'x_ = 45 and 135 MeV. One result of those data is shown in
Fig. 3(b), an angular distribution of coincident protons, for 7'z_ = 45 MeV.
The analysis of the coincidence data is well under way.
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Experiment 1054 -- SMC
A NEW HIGH PRECISION EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE THE
HYP_-_'I_,-'E STRUC'I'_
INTERVAL AND _,,:,,:rViAN_I,',,:CT OF
MUONIUM IN ITS GROUND STATE
Participants
M. G. Boshivr, D. E. Ciskowski, S. Dhawan, X. Fei, V. W. Hughes,
M. Janousch, K. Jungmann, W. Liu, C. Pillai, R. Prigl, G. zu Putlitz,
W. Schwarz, P. A. Souder, O. van Dyck, X. Wang, If. A. Wood]e, and Q. Xu
Institutions
Yale University, UniversiUit Heidelberg, Syracuse University,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Brookhaven National Laboratory

Muonium [I] (p+e-), consisting of two leptons, is an ideal atom for testing
the quantum electrodynamic theory of the two-body bound state and also the
behavior of the muon as a heavy electron. In addition, values for the rouen
mass and magnetic moment are determined from precise measurements
of Av and the Zeeman effect of muonium in its ground 12SI/2 state.
The present experimental values for Av and for l_#/Pp, the ratio of rouen
and proton magnetic moments, were measured in a microwave magnetic
resonance experiment at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF)

[2].
AVexp =4 463 302.88 (16) kHz (36 ppb)

(1)

p#/pp

(2)

=3.183 346 1 (11) (360 ppb)

Recent calculations [3t of additional
vide the current theoretical value:

=Av l +

higher-order

contributions

to Av pro-

+AVw.

= 4 463 303.41(1.33X0.06X0.17) kHz (0.3 ppm),

(3)

in which the error of 1.33 kHz arises from uncert_nty
in #_/.pp, the
0.06 kHz arises from uncertainty in a, and the 0.17 kHz is an estimate of
uncalculated QED terms. The small weak interaction contribution AVw.ak =
0.07 kHz is included in Eq. (3). Experimental and theoretical values of Av
agree well within the relatively larger uncertainty in Vth.
-14-
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(&Vth- &V.xp)/&V.xp = (0.12±0.3)

(4)

The goals of the new experiment in progress at LAMPF are to measure An
to 10 ppb and p_/pp to 60 ppb, thus reducing the present experimental
uncertainties by a factor of about 5. The experimental method is basically
the same as the previous experiment.
Figure 1 shows our present experimental setup.

t_mmm Vmml,_

9 rollM),m'Wlndmf

_

_Mi=mwe C=_y

IkmmCoww

p',.<__..

V,mmm mm P._,mm_

(a)

aluminumabsorber
positroncounters

microwavecavity

5 mil kaptonwindow

pressurevessel beam counter

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Overall experimental setup. (b) Detail of muomum target.
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The increased precision should be achievable due to the following features
of the present experiment:
1. Narrower resonance lines due to the use of the old muonium
technique, made possible with a chopped muon beam.
2. A muon beam of greater intensity and higher purity, the latter
obtained by the use of an E x B separator.
3. A magnetic field of 17 kG with improved homogeneity and stability
provided by a superconducting MRI magnet.
Experimental checkout and some initial data taking occurred in a short
run in the Fall 1993. Resonance lines showing the line narrowing associated with old muonium are shown in Fig. 2. The status of analysis of our
initial run will be presented.
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two Zeeman transitions.
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Experiment 1100 -- TOFI

MASS _mg_ffJRzzn_rr OF NEUIRON.RICHISOTOPES
FROM61CaTO
Participants
H. L. Seifert, J. M. Wouters, D. J. Vieira, H. Wollnik, X. G. Zhou,
X. L. Tu, Z. Y. Zhou, and G. W. Butler
Institutions
Justtm-Liebig-Universitiit
(FRG), Los Alamos National Laboratory,
and Utah State University

Nuclear masses are important in the understanding of nuclei because they
embody in a single number the combined effect of nuclear and electrostatic
forces. Of special interest are mass comparisons between many isotopes
that can highlight subtle changes in nuclear structure that occur from
nucleus to nucleus and in testing and improving nuclear mass models
where correct mass predictions are of critical importance to nuclear
astrophysics.
In this article we report on measurements
of thirty-nine
neutron-rich isotopes from calcium through nickel that include the masses
of the most neutron-rich isotopes for these elements determined to date. We
also look at a variety of mass difference calculations to study the local
nuclear structure of these nuclei, to examine pairing energy systematics,
and to ascertain the accuracy of selected mass predictions far from
stability.
The experiment
was performed using the Time-of-Flight
Isochronous (TOFI) spectrometer at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
(LAMPF), which is described in more detail elsewhere [1].

ResulW
The results of our mass measurements
together with the experimental
errors are presented in Ref. [2]. Two observations were noted from these
data. First, though this data set agreed well with the previous results of Tu
et al. [1], there were significant deviations for the most neutron-rich nuclei
of the elements V through Fe with the masses from this work being always
more bound. Second a significant discrepancy was observed between these
data and several previous mass measurements of esNi.
To evaluate the discrepancy between this data set and that of Tu et al. [1],
both data sets were analyzed using a series of identical procedures. The key
-17-
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finding from the analysis is that the present data set is insensitive
to the
choice of mass-to-charge
calibration function while that of Tu et al. is very
sensitive.
This finding points to a fundamental
difference in the data From
the two experiments.
Figure 1 compares
the plots of the differences
between the masses as compiled by Audi-Wapstra
[3] and the fitted masses.
For the present data set, the overall trend of the distribution
is smooth;
especially noteworthy is the absence of oscillations in the region where most
of the unknowns
are located (m/Q = 3.6 to mlQ = 4.0) as opposed to those
present in Tu's data. Moreover, the spread of the data within one mass-tocharge line is smaller in the present data set.
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Fig. 1. The difference betwoen the measured masses and masses from the
Audi-Wapstra mass table [3] for this work (a,c) and for the experiment by
Tu et al. [1] (b,d). On the left-hand side (a,b) are the differences for the
uncorrected data and on the right-hand side (e,d) are tho ,_litTerencosafter
the nonlinearity
corrections
and all fits (quadratic
for thi. data set and
linear plus the terms Z2/v _ and Z2/,V _ for the data set ofTu et al. [1]) have
been applied.
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We conclude from the above discussion that the present data set is the
superior one because of its intrinsically smaller spread in the critical massto-charge region and in single mass-to-charge lines. The consequences of
the smaller systematic trends are that the present data are less sensitive to
analysis techniques and ultimately, as will be mentioned later, show better
agreement with known masses and with mass predictions.
In the case of 6sNi, we find our results are -1.6 MeV less bound than all the
previous measurements
[4-8] that agree among themselves to within
100 keV. We have carefully examined our 68Ni result, which is comprised
of a weighted average measurement
of four charge states totaling over
50,000 events, but no inconsistencies are evident. Given the large disagreement with the previous measurements and the unrealistically sharp dip in
the S h trend which our measurement of esNi would cause, we conclude
that we did not measure the ground state of esNi but rather a high-lying,
long-lived isomeric state.
There has been considerable interest expressed in 6sNi given its proximity
to the N = 40 subshell closure. Potential energy surface calculations using
both Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
[4] and folded-Yukawa, single-particle [9]
methods strongly suggest the existence of a shape isomer. Measurements
of the L-st excited state of_i
( jz =0 ., Ez = 1.77 ± 0.03 MeV) have yielded a
lifetime of 211 (+60/-40) ns .[10]. However, given a transport time. through
our system of-2 ms, we estimate that less than 0.2_ of esNi recoils would
survive in this isomeric state to be measured.
Thus, our data suggest
either an erroneous lifetime determination of this isomeric state or the
existence of a secend, longer-lived (>1 ms) isomeric state with a similar
excitation energy. Further isomeric state work in esNi appears warranted

ven

nndi.

l)Iseum/,m
The two-neutron.separation
energies (_)
in Fig. 2 show a smooth trend
for most of tho _a_es
reported here. The region of enhanced binding
(-1.2 MeV) centered around ssse as first reported by Tu et al. [1] is
confirmed by this work.., In m:udogy to the enhanced bindin K energy re, on
observed around Sllqa [11], Tu et al. suggest that around °_Sc the binding
energy enhancement could arise From the promotion of neutrons out of the
normal sphe.rical lPs_ " level into the deformed 0&gv2- 1/21440] level.
However, unlike the sodium case where the proton ds5 shell was half full
so that n-p interactions could exert their maximal effect in promoting this
deformation-driven rearrangement, the binding energy enhancement effect
seen in neutron-rich scandium isotopes occurs at the beginning of the
proton f?_l shell hither than at mid shell. We are intrigued by this idea and
encourase theoretical exploration of the enhanced binding noted for SlCa.
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Fig. 2. The two-neutron separation energy versus the neutron number.
The (J) represent previously measured masses [3], (,_) are mass values
obtained from a weighted average of masses between this work and
previous work (see Table 2, Ref. [2]), and (0) are masses from tiffs work
only. Mass values that disagreed by more than 2 a from our values were
excluded from the averaging with the exception of eSNi where we excluded
our result for esNi due to the possibility of a mixed ground state--isomeric
state mass determination.
.

s='SSSc, and additional mass, shape, and decay measurements
nuclei.

of these

A reinvestigation of the neutron-excess dependence of the proton and
neutron .pairing energies (A, and Ap) using the same formalism used in
our prevmus work [1] showed no significant changes, even though the most
neutron-rich nuclei have masses that differ by as much as 2 MeV.
Additional refits showed that for An, the neutron-excess dependence
-20-
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decreases from that of Jensen et al. [12] by using a local Z region without
our data and further decreases when either our masses or those of Tu et al.
are included (see Table I). For An, use of the local Z region dramatically
reduces the neutron-excess dependence while adding our results slightly
increases it. We thus attribute the insensitivity of the results to which set of
mass measurements is used to the large error bars of the most deviant
measurements.
These observations confirm our previous assertion [14]
that the natural correlation seen earlier between increasing Z and isospin
for isotopes along the valley of _-stability may be due _ how thz study is
done (global versus local) and not to any intrinsic neutron-excess dependenco in the pairing energies.
Mass measurements
of neutron-rich nuclei starting with isotopes of iron
and extending to higher atomic numbers are of special significance to rprocess abundance calculations because the single neutron separation
energies determine the r-process path. Although our measurements do not
extend out to the r-process path, they provide an importm_t constraint for
validating mass models used in r-process calculations.
Masses are also
important in predicting _decay rates, which are crucial for calculating the
relative elemental abundances.
In particular, there exists a discrepancy
between observed and calculated abundances that might depend on the
predicted half-life values being too long [15,16]. We conclude this section
with a comparison of our masses to four mass models and with an
examination of how _-decay energies calculated from our masses could
improve the agreement between predicted and measured half-lives.
The four mass models we consider for evaluation of their predictive ability
in this critical mass region are the macroscopic models of M011er-Nix [17]
and Tachibana [18], the Jlnecke.Masson
recalculation
of the Garvey,,|,|

,il,

Table I. Comparison of pairing energy calculations.
The fitted functional
form, -AAVa = a - b I s (where the neutron excess I = (N - Z)/A), is taken
from Vogel et al. [13]. Z values in brackets refer to &pAYS values only.
Errors are given in parentheses.
A,,A ys
Data

a

A_A ys
b

a

b

Ill

Jensen et al. [12]
Vogel et al. [13]

I

7.36
72

6)
44

7.55
7.2

I

46
44
i

i

Known data and this work for Z = 21{22}-27:
[

w/o Tu et al. and this work
Tu et eLI.[1]
This work

6.35 (0.13)
5.94 (0.15)
5.76 (0.16)
H,

-21 -

11 (13)
37 (8)
26 (8)
i,,,

5.86 (0.17)
6.58 (0.12)
6.54 (0.14)

33 (12)
11 (9)
17 (9)
i,

Kelson mass relations [19], and the extended Thomas-Fermi approach of"
Aboussir et al. [20]. For the mass measurements, the general agreement
between theory and experiment is good, but two regions exist with small
sys_matic deviations (see Fig. 3). The model by Aboussir et al. [20] overpredicts the binding for the neutron-rich isotopes between scandium and
vanadium, whereas Jth_eeks-Masson [19] calculate a less bound nucleus
for all but one (4STi) of the last few neutron rich isotopes between calcium
and manganese.
All models systematically predict more bound masses for
ss-SSCo than our measurements indicate. Finally, the growing systematic
discrepancies with increasing neutron number are no longer evident, as
observed in the work by Tu et al. [1] for the vanadium through iron region.
For the half-lives, we use the predictions of Tachibana [21] and Staudt [22]
and the measurements of Bosch [15] and Bernas [30]. The Qb-values from
our masses agree well (within 1 MeV) with those calculated by Tachibana
[21] for his half-life predictions. In the case of Staudt [22], who uses three
different mass models (Hilf [23], yon Groote [24], and MSller-Nix [25]), the
Qb-values are too small in the HJ]f and yon Groote mass predictions. Even
so, use of the newly measured masses does not significantly improve the
agreement between the calculated and measured half-lives.
Bosch et al.
[15] found in their r-process network calculations that even the shorter
experimental half-lives cannot resolve the observed discrepancy between
calculated and measured abundances. One possible suggestion they make
to resolve this discrepancy is that in addition to the explosive helium
burning site in a type II supernova, a site with significantly higher neutron
density is requ/red to reproduce the observed r-process abundance peak at
A - 80. A different suggestio n made by MSller and Nix [26] is that the
knowledge of the nuclear ground state decay may not be enough to calculate
r-process abundances because the fl-decay half-life in a high-temperature
environment can be drastically different for nuclei with low-lying isomeric
states.

"

We have measured the masses of 39 neutron-rich nuclei. The comparison
with theoretical
mass calculations
showed good agreement
between
experiment and theory, increasing our confidence in the use of these
models for r-process
calculations.
However, using our masses for
improved half-life predictions does not significantly alter the existing halflife predictions and thus is not sufficient to resolve discrepancies in relative
abundances noted between theory and experiment. A few local deviations
between our masses and theory are found, the most notable being in the
neutron-rich scandium region. These deviations further support the S2n
trend, which suggests a region of enhanced binding centered around SICa
and ss, SSSc. The low binding energy of SSNl from our measurement
suggests the presence of a high-lying, long-lived isomeric state in this
- 22-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental masses and mass predictions from the
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nucleus. Finally, some systematic discrepancies with the previous work by
Tu et al. [1] are observed with the remeasurements generally giving more
bound masses. We have higher confidence with the present measurements
because of the independence of the masses to the particular analysis
techniques used and the lack of significant systematic dependencies.
This research was funded by the Department of Energy. The authors
would like to thank P. MSller for his comments and suggestions.
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Cross sections for pion-induced fission have been obtained with solid state
nuclear track detectors (SSNTD) to register the fragments.
Their high
sensitivity to fission events allows the study of small cross sections for light
targets, while their low sensitivity to lightly ionizing events allows detectors
and targets to be placed directly together in the LAMPF pion beams.
Simultaneous exposures of several targets in a stack make relative cross
sections particularly reliable. Some of these data have been presented for
positive beams at 80 and 100 MeV [1-4] and with both signs at 131 and
138 MeV [5]. Here, further results from the exposures of Refs. [1-5] are
presented, taken with the pion beams from LEP. We also report data at
higher z- beam energies from p8 using the methods of Ref. [5] and at
several z- energies with EPICS, exactly as carried out for Ref. [5].
The SSNTD material was in direct contact on both sides of the target for the
80- and 100-MeV exposures, analyzed in Pakistan. Measurements
of the
positions+of the tracks on both sides allowed determination of binary and
ternary events. Since the angular distributions were found to be nearly
isotropic and tracks were nearly back-to-back [1,6], measuremenr_ of tracks
in only one SSNTD shut can be used to give reliable cross sections as in
Ref. [5], analyzed in Brazil.
Data for heavy targets at 80 and 100 MeV mostly used mica SSNTD material, with development to register events with Z > 16 and Z/fl > 400 to define
• ssion' events [1,2]. The fragment mass data of Ref. [1] show these criteria
to encompass the events fully. Data with CR39 and CN85 are added to the
present work for lighter targets; these materials are sensitive to a lighter
range of fragments but gave consistent yields. For Fe and Cu, CR39 with
the lowest threshold was able to register fragments with Z/_ no less than 60.
At all other beam energies the SSNTD material was makrofol. Comparison
to tracks from spontaneous fission in the same material led us to define
- 26-
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'fission' events to be those above 5 # in length for thick targets of Bi and Sn,
and 7 p for thin actinide samples [5].
Beam normalization was accomplished by the counts in an ion chamber in
the beam just before or just after the samples. Absolute beam fluences
(z/cm _) were determined by comparing ion chamber readings to absolute
production rates of Xlc in plastic scintillator disks approximately the same
size as the targets, and much smaller than the beam spots, using the cross
sections of Ref. [7] and absolute counting of the decays with the INC
facilities.

These cross
have cross
been sections
convertedcomputed
to fissionbyprobabilities
divldinlr
themsections
by reaction
a standard P___
code [8]. Results for pion beam energies From 80 to 138 MeV with both beam
signs are collected in Fig. 1. These are far above the fission probabilities
observed for stepped z- for the lighter nuclei [9]. The target-dependent axis
is taken to be the flssility for the initial target plus the pion beam charge,
that is f = (Z ± 1)=/.4. In the region near lead where the probabilities are
droppin8 steeply, this plot indicates that the fissioning system retains the
effect of the initial pton charge.
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Fig. 1. Fission probabilities for both signs are collected for 80, 100, 131, and
138 MeV for a wide range of nuclear targets, using the flssilityof the target
plus the pion beam sign. Some of these data have been published in [1-5].
The curve is a fit to the parameterization given in the text to characterize all
energetic pion fission probabilities below resonance energy.
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We parameterize this mass dependence for both siffns of energetic pions
below resonance and for flssilities f above 15 by the form:

Pr:A+ +ep((ro
- f)/d)]-*,
with the fissility midpoint f0 = 35.12 and the transition reglon d = 0.9215.
The binary fission probability saturates with B = 0.999 and does not fall
below a value dete_d
by A = 0.00133. The parameterized fit shown is a
convenient summm'y of a very wide range of energetic pion-induced binary
fission probabilities.
Data are still beir_ analysed for both pion signs at 150 MeV l'ora detailed
array of ieotopically enriched targets near doubly-msllic s°Spb, to see if tlm
local maximum in the fission barriers has any influence on the fission
rates. Data for g- at 350 and 500 MeV for a wide ranp of target masses are
also being analyzed, to see if the higher energy will increase the trend seen
in tim figure for piomum
below resonance. A few preliminary data points at
500 MeV in_cato that Pf for Sn is only slightly above the trend found at
lower enerlpes, as evidence of a saturation in the nuclear excitatlon
provided by enerptic pions.
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The LSND experiment

has been designed and built to search concurrently

for v_ --_ v, and P_ --_.U, oscillations with high sensitivity at LAMPF. The
observation of neutrino oscillations would have a profound impact on
nuclear, particle, and astrophysics, as it would imply that lepton number is
not conserved and that neutrinos have mass and contribute substantially to
the mass of the universe.
In addition, the experiment will measure
neutrino-proton
elastic scattering and thereby determine G_ = As, the
strange quark contribution to the proton spin. At low _ the neutrino'

proton elastic _,atterinff cross section.is approximately proportional to ._ =
(-0.63 + _/2)
, so that a cross section measurement directly determines
G_ unambiguously without additional assumptions.
Other physics goals
include measurements of vC charpd-current
scattering, _ -_ vC* (15.11MeV 7) inelastic scattering and _e -_ _e elastic scattering.
The detector is shown in Fig, 1 and consists of a cylindrical tank approximatoly 8.5 m long by 5.5 m in diameter. On the inside surface of the tank
are mounted 1220 8-inch Hamamatsu phototubes, 25q, of the surface area is
covered by photocathede, and the tank is filled with 51,000 gallons (180 tons)
of liquid scintillator consisting of mineral oil and 0.031 g/t of b-PBD. The
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Fig. 1. A schemtic drawin8 of the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector,
which consists of a cylindrical tank approximately 8.6 m long by 6.6 m in
diameter. On the inside surface of the tank are mounted 1220 8-inch
Hamamatsu phototubes, and the tank is filled with 51,000 gallons (180 tons)
of liquid scintillator consisting of mineral oil and 0.031 g/t of b-PBD.
low scintillator concentration allows the detection of both (_erenkov Hght
and scintillation light and yields a relatively long light attenuation lens_h of
more than 20 m for wavelengths greater than 400 nm. Surrounding the
detector tank is a liquid scintillator veto shield that tags cosmic muons that
pass through thedetector. A typical 45-MeV electron created in the tank
produces about 870 _erenkov photoelectrons and 1115 scintillation photoelectrons (-33 photoelectrons per MeV) and can be reconstructed with a
position resolution of-25 an, an angular resolution of-15 °, and an energy
resolution of-6%. A typical 45-MeV proton created in the tank produces
about 500 scintillation photoelectrons and can be reconstructed with a
position resolution of-25 cm and an energy resolution of < 10% [1]. In
addition, excellent particle identification is obtsine51 for particles above and
below _,erenkov threshold through the fit to the Cerenkov cone and from
the time distribution of the scintillation light, which is relatively slower for
particles below (_erenkov threshold [1]. The probability that a neutron or
proton satisfies the electron particle identification criteria is about 10-s.
Pigure 2(a) shows the energy distribution for a sample of Michel electrons
from cosmic muon decays in the tank, from which is obtained the energy
calibration. The end-point energy resolution is 6.0_.
The detector is located at a mean distance of 29 m from the A6 IJ, MPF
beam stop and at an average angle of 12° relative to the incident proton
direction. The beam stop consists of a 20-cm water target positioned 1 m
upstream of a water-cooled Cu beam dump. Approximately 20% of the
protons in the LAMPF beam interact in the upstream targets A1 and ,6,2,
located 120 m and 100 m from the detector, allowing 80% of the LAMPF
beam to interact at A6. The neutrinos arise from pion and muon decay and
-30-
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Fig. 2. (a) The enerlly distribution for a sample of Michel electrons fi_m
cosmic muon decays in the tank, from which is obtained the energy
resolution and calibration. The end-point energy resolution is about 6%.
(b) The electron energy distribution fi_)mmuon decay, where the muons are
produced by vl,C-_ p-X scattering. Approximately 250 events have been
collected, from which will be obtained the first accurate measurement of.
v/_Ccharpd-current scattering near threshold.
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can be separated into two different types--those from decay in flight and
those from decay at rest. The muon decay-at-rest neutrino energy spectrum has a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV, while the pion decay-in-flight
spectrum has an average energy of 100 MeV with an energy tail extending
beyond 250 MeV. As z- produced in the beam stop are strongly absorbed,
the decay-at-rest neutrino flux is almost entirely due to v_ from z + decay
and P0, and v, from p+ decay.
The neutrino flux is calculated from
measu_d pion cross sections, _ and the uncertainty in the decay-at-rest and
decay-in-flight neutrino fluxes are estimated to be 7% and 12%, respectively.
The LSND detector was completed during the past year, and the experiment
began data collection in late August 1993 and took data smoothly through
the September and October running periods. The integrated number of
protons on the A6 target during this interval corresponds to about 2000
Coulombs. The trigger rate averaged 35 Hz during the run and resulted in
150 million total triggers written on 200 8-ram tapes (or approximately 1 TI3
of da_).
The average proton intensity at the A6 beam stop was -700 pA,
resulting in a total decay-at-rest neutrino flux of 9 × 10I_ v/cm _ at the center
of the tank, and the average beam duty factor was 7%. The primary trigger
threshold was 100 hit phototubes in a 200-ns interval; however, this
threshold was lowered to 21 hit phototubes for a period of I ms following
energetic events with > 300 hit phototubes in order to trigger on 2.2 MeV 7,
from neutron capture on free protons. In addition, all activities with > 17
hit detector phototubes or > 5 hit veto phototubes within 50 ps of a primary
event were triggered. Furthermore, there were no primary triggers for a
period of 15 ps following veto shield events with > 5 hit veto phototubos in
order to reject both cosmic muons and their decay electrons.
Several publications are expected to result from the 1993 data sample.
Figure 2Co) shows the electron energy distribution from muon decay, where
the muons are produced by v_C-_ p-X scattering. Approximately 250
events have been coll_,
from which will be obtained the first accurate
measurement
of v C charged-current
s.cat_ring near threshold. Preliminary results indic_to that the cross section Is half that expected from the
Fermi-Gas model, s Figure 3(a) shows the electron energy distribution From
v.C _ e-N scatterix_, le -, ue elastic scattering, and vC -_ vC* (15.11-MeV
74 inelastic scattering (electrons cannot be distinguished from photons in
the detector), and as shown in the figure, the observed number of events
agrees with the expected number. Figure 3(b) shows the same events
plotted versus cos #, where 0 is the angle between the electron direction and
the incident neutrino direction.
A clear excess due to ve-4 ve elastic
scattering i8 observed near cos 0 = 1. In addition, excellent sensitivity for
--, V, oscillations has been obtained with a total estimated bac_.
und of
a_out 10"_ in mixing probability, and a sample of about 100 vp elastic events
has been observed.
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Fig. 3. (a) The electron ene11Fy distribution From v,C-_ e'N scattering,
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(electrons cannot be dis_shed
From photons in the detector). Co) The
same events plotted versus cose, where e is the angle between the electron
direction and the incident neutrino direction. A clear excess due to _e -_ ve
elastic scattering is observed near cos e = 1.

The _
collaboration is looking forward to the 1994 and 1995 running
periods, which should increase the data sample by close to an order of
magnitude. With mzflicient running time, the experiment should reach its
goals of a 2 x 10-4 sensitivity for neutrino oscillations and a 1095 measurement of neutrino-proton elastic scattering, which will determine Cr_= As to
about 0.04. In addition, the experiment will make the world's best measurements of v_C scattering and v,e elastic scattering.
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ABSTRACT
We have measured total cross sections for the reaction z.p _ z+z°p at incident
pionkineticemersiesof 190,200,220,240, and260MeV. Weuse this resultto deduce
a new value of the chirsl symmetry breakinEparameter, { = -0.25 ± 0.10, in a
global constrained fit of the five zgN near-threshold amplitudes, within the
frameworkof the Olsson-Turnermodel. Consequently,we report new soft pion
model valuesfor the s-wave zz scatteringiengtha
lVlotlvsdou
Chiral symmetry is essential to the understanding of the lightest hadrons,
and it provides the framework for all low-energy effective Lagrangian
models, e.g., the chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [1], and recent QCD
formulations of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model in SU(2) and SU(3) flavor
space (for a comprehensive recent review see [2]). The zz system at zero
momentum
is particularly
suitable for studying of chiral symmetry
breaking, since zz scattering lengths vanish in the chiral limit [3]. Early
models of chiral symmetry breaking gave predictions of a_(xz),
the I = 0,2
s-wave scattering lengths, based mainly on current algebra and PCAC
[3-5].
Using soft-pion theory, Olsson and Turner [6] parameterized the
different predictions in terms of _, a single chiral symmetry breaking
parameter.
More recent calculations of zz scattering lengths include the
work of Jacob and Scadron [7], Gasser and Leutwyler [8] (ChPT), Ivanov
and Troitskaya [9] (model of dominance by quark loop anomalies, QLAD),
and Roberts et al. [10] (the "Global Color-symmetry Model').
Aside from the decay K- -_ z-z+e-_,
all of the information on the z T0
interaction has been extracted from studies of the zN -_ zzN reactions. In
particular, the past few years have brought about a number of measure-35-

ments of the xN'-_ xxN reactionscloseto threshold[11-13].Burkhardt
and Lowe [14]recently
performeda comprehensivesoft-pion
analysis
ofthe
existingxxN data,producinga consistent
globalsolutionforthe isospin
amplitudes,
and,hence,a new valuefor¢. Arguably,thebiggestdeficiency
in the data set was due to the scarcez+zup data. Unlike the other
channels,only a handfulof z+p --,x+x°p eventshad been recordedbelow
300 MeV, providing
a poorconstraint
on theglobalsolution.
In LAMPF Exp. 1179, we studied the x+p -_ z +z °p channel in the region of
incident pion kinetic energy from 190 to 960 MeV (the threshold is at
164.8 MeV). Our purpose was twofold: (i) to extract the angle-intograted
cross sections needed for a comprehensive soR-pion analysis, and (ii) to
measure exclusive cross sections with sufficiently high accuracy and
phase-space coverage to allow a model-independent xx phase shiR analysis.
We report below the measured integrated cross sections and their soft-pion
analysis.

t=mhd

Meemd

Our measurements
were performed at the Low Energy Pion beam-line of
the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
Pion beams with momentum
spread AP/p = i(0.15-0.2)% were focused on a specially constructed thinwalled liquid hydrogen target. Beam charge was monitored by means of a
sealed ion chamber and a current integrator.
Almost all protons were
removed from the beam by means of a thin degrader at the beam focal point
in the middle of the beam line. For each beam energy, a residual proton
contamination of 0.2-0.7% was measured by varying the central momentum of the beam line bending magnets downstream of the degrader. Pion
content of the beam was determined by activation of tic in plastic
scintillator disk detectors [15]. Long-term reproducibility of this method
was about i2% or better, while the x. activation cross sections carry
uncertainties of 0.9-4% [15].
Neutral pion decays were d_
in the LAMPF go spectrometer [16].
Protons and charpd pio_is: were detected in a specially constructed 14telescope array of plastic scint/llator detectors. Each telescope included at
least one thin (3 mm) and one thick (25 mm) AE counter, as well as a full
absorption counter capable of stopping the pions allowed by the kinematics
of our reaction. Six telescopes positioned at #lab ;_ 40° subtended a larger
solid angle than the remaining eight.
In order to maintain uniform
angular resolution, we arranged the thin and thick AE counters on each of
the six telescopes into a 4 x 2 hodoscope. In all, 56 distinct angular bins
were covered simultaneously.
Efficiency of the x ° spectrometer was determined in a series of measurements using the pion charge exchar_e r_
at T_i.b = 30 MeV on a CH 2
- 36-
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target, and studying the spectrometer response to penetrating cosmic
muons. Individual efficiencies were measured for every detector in the
spectrometer, and the entire x ° spectrometer assembly was simulated with
Monte Carlo code GEANT3 [17]. The overall uncertainty in the efficiency,
±4%, is dominated by the shower tracking efficiency uncertainty (3%). We
determined the thickness of our liquid hydrogen tartest to 3% accuracy by
comparing the charge exchange yield at 30 MeV with the yield from a
known CH 2 target. We determined the efficiency of the charged particle
detectors by detecting elastically scattered x+ and protoz,_ in a separate,
prescaled trigger, throughout the experiment. This trigf,ter also served as
an on-line monitor of the liquid hydrogen target thickness.
We detected and recorded x°x + and x°p coincident events, as well as the
triple coincidences, x°x+p. Detector acceptances, particle kinematics and
background sources for the three types of events were very different. Thus,
the three sets of data had to be analyzed separately, and can be regarded as
three essentially independent measurements.
In this way, the experiment
has a built-in consistency check. Acceptances were calculated using a
suitably modified version of the PIANG code [18], and checked independently using GEANT3 [17], with excellent agreement.
Combining the
effects of instrumental resolution and acceptance, charged particle detection thresholds, and tarptsize,
we obtain a FWHM of the missing mass
spectra of about 30 MeV/c _ for both x +x0 and x+p events, in excellent
agreement with the observed values. In addition, measurements at 7's =
160 MeV demonstrated that the sil;nal vanished for all three event types
below the threshold of x0 production.
Once the acceptances and resolution functions of"our detector system were
well understood in terms of realistic Monte Carlo calculations, we proceedod to examine the exclusive anf_ar and invariant mass distributions.
Measured distributions of 8_, the dipion polar angle_ of m_, the d/pion
invariant mass, as well as the Dalitz plot_ did not show statistically significant departures from pure phase-space distributions [20]. Hence, the
evaluation of anf0o-intea, rated crou sections from the recorded yields is
straightforward.
-'_
Fin.al values of an_le-inteffratod cross .s_ons
were determined as appropn'ately weighted averages of the three "independent" measurements:
x_p,
gog+, and triple coincidences. In addition to statistical uncertainties, an
overall systematic uncertainty of approximately 9% applies to all data
points. This uncertainty is due to six approximately equal contributions,
associated
with the target thickness,
incident z + normalization,
z°
absorption, z ° and charged particle detection efficiencies, and detector
acceptances.
'-
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Remdts and IZscusslon
The measured total cross sections are listed in Table I, and plotted against
beam energy in Fig. l(a), which also includes all previously published data
in the energy region under study [19,21,11].
Following the method of Olsson and Turner [6], we have extrapolated the
moduli of the reaction matrix elements a(xr._V) to zero kinetic energy in the
._r,_Vbarycentric system, 7_, t'or all five charge channel,., adding _ur data
to the existing database, and imposing the constraints at 7'* = O:

.(,,o,,o,,)
+,(,,+:_,,).
In our analysis we have used m_ = 137.5 MeV, [z -- 90.1 MeV, M =
938.9 MeV, and EA/EV = 1.29, as in Pet'. [14], and exact relativistic phase
space factors to extract the matrix element moduli. We have used the
linear energy dependence of the individual amplitudes above threshold.
Fig. 1Co) shows the constrained fit of thex+x°p amplitudes (the other tour
channels display similar agreement).
The minimum Z 2 of the global fit is
96 for 93 degrees of freedom [20], resulting in the new value of the chiral
symmetry breaking parameter _ = -0.25 ± 0.10. Within the soft-pion model
of Olsson and Turner [6], this fixes the xx s-wave scattering lengths at:

o.177±o.oo6m; ,
-0.041±0.003m; .

and
,,

III

Table I. Total cross sections of the reaction x +p -_ x+x0p deduced from
measurements of (x°x+), (x°p), and triple coincidences, respectively, as
a function of incident pion energy. The incident energy ranges indicated
in the first column correspond to the beam momentum spread. Missing
entries in the table correspond to measurements
with acceptances too
small to allow a stat/st/cally significant determination of the cross section
after background subtract/on.
The last column lists the appropriately
weighted average values.
The quoted cross section uncertainties
are
statistical.
There is an additional overall systematic uncertainty of 9_,
which applies to all data points.
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27.0 + 5.4
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Fill. 1. (a) Total cross sections for the reaction x+p-_ x+,° o as measured
in this work (full circles), and as previously published [19,21,11].
Full
curve: new global fit of mV -_ x'xN isospin amplitudes. (b) Absolute values
of the x+x°p matrix element corresponding to the total cross sections
shown in (a), as a function of T*, the total c.m. kinetic energy. Solid and
broken lines: global linear fit and the associated tmcertainties, respectively.
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In conclusion, our total cross sections are close to those measured in the
x-z°p channel [11], which is to be expected near threshold based on
symmetry.
Inclusion of our data in a global soft-pion fit results in new
values of the 7[7[scattering lengths, which are close to the predictions of
Weinberg [3] and ChPT [1]. It will be interesting, however, to compare
these soft-piou results with an evaluation of a_'2(xx) free of dynamical
model assumptions, following the approach suggested by Bolokhov et al.
[22], using the now available exclusive data.
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The aim of this work is to study the violation of fundamental symmetries
such as time reversal and parity using the compound nucleus as a
laboratory.
Highly excited nuclear states of the daughter nucleus are
formed when epithermal
neutrons are captured by nuclear targets.
Because the compound-nuclear levels are closely spaced, small symmetryviolating nuclear interactions
can produce large symmetry-violation
components in the compound-nuclear wave functions. Symmetry tests can
be carried out by observing the dependence of the neutron resonance cross
section on neutron spin, neutron momentum, and target spin.

•

The Los A/amos Proton Storage Ring and Spallation Neutron Source
provides the world's most intense source of pulsed neutrons.
These
neutrons are pola_M
by passing them through a "spin filter _ consisting of
a cell of dynamically polarised protons. Since 1990 we have carried out
measurements of parity-violating longitudinal asymmetries by measuring
the helicity dependence of the resonance part of the total cross section

AL:

•

During 1992 and 1993 we made extensive improvements to our apparatus.
A new cryogenic "spin filter" was installed that increased the neutron
polarization from 25% to 70% and the beam diameter from 4 cm to 8 cm. A
new detector for tr_namltted neutrons, which allowed us to count neutrons
at the rate of 500 MHz, was built. A prototype detector for neutron-captured
_,rays was built. In order to accommodate the increased beam size, a new
spin flipper and a new SHe ion chamber for neutron flux measurements
-42-
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were built, Taken together, these improvements reduced the statistical
errors in the measurement of parity.violating asymmetries by a factor of 20
in transmission
mode measurements•
The capture gamma detector
allowed the use of isotopically
separated targets in capture mode
experiments.
As the summer 1993 run began, a number of questions needed to be
resolved. Measurements of parity.violating (PV) asymmetries had shown
non-statistical behavior. Seven out of seven parity-violating asymmetries
measured in 2s_l_ were positive.
Furthermore, thirteen out of fifteen
asymmetries measured in all nuclei were positive and the positive asymmetries were larger in magnitude than the negative asymmetries.
These
results called into question the statistical model of the compound nucleus,
which predicts that PV asymmetries should have random signs.
The
twenty-fold improvement in statistical error allowed us to obtain highquality data for a number of targets. Figure 1 shows the neutron transmission spectrum and the PV transmission asymmetry for the 63.5-eV p-wave
resonance in SUU vs. neutron time of flight. The much stronger 65.0-eV swave resonance occurs to the left of the weak p-wave resonance• The large
PV asymmetry results from the admixture of the strong nearby s-wave
resonance into the weak p-wave resonance by the parity-violating
nuclear
interaction. The statistical error in the PV asymmetry is less than 1%.
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The data from the summer 1993 run are now being analyzed, but
reliminm7 results are available. The sign tendency of"PV asymmetries in
zI_ has been confirmed. Ezght out of eight asymmetries that are non-zero
with greater than 3 standard deviation statis.tical significance are positive.
The probability of this occurring by chance zs 2-" = 0.8%. However, PV
asymmetry measurements carried out in other targets show random signs.
Table i summarizes the signs of measured asymmetries.
Table I. Summary of
I
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These data place severe constraints on models that attempt to understand
the
tendency isof not
PV universal
asymmetries
to have
a common
The
phenomenon
but in
is _SZrh
apparently
restricted
to 2SZl"nsign'.
All
models proposed so far, based on sintjle-particle components in the nuclear
wave fhnctton [1], spin-flip dipole doorway states [2], and weak optical
models [3], predict that the phenomenon should be universal. The most
likely explanation seems to be that a pair of"nearby doorway states is
involved. These states must have opposite parity, be nearly depnerate, and
be weakly coupled to the compound nuclear resonances.
The second contribution of the 1993 data is to demonstrate that PV is a
universal phenomenon in the compound nucleus. All of.the nuclei studied
in Table I showed several resonances with non-zaro PV asymmetries.
When the data are completely analyzed, we will use statistical techniques
[4] to eztract M s (themean squared matrix element) of the PV nuclear
interaction from the measured asymmetries. The value of M z for each
tarpt will provide a constraint on the weak meson.nucleon couplings Fz
and Fp usin8 the statistical theory of parity mixing in the compound
nucleus [5]. The consistency of the constraints for the range of nuclei in
Table I will provide a test of the theory.
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Most experiments that studied the ( z +, z-) reaction on various nuclei had
concentrated on reactions which lead to the double isobaric analog states
(DIAS) or to high-lying giant resonances in the residual nuclei. However,
in theee pion deuble charp exchange (DCX) experiments, states in the
residual nuclei which are between the ground states and the DIAS in
excitaUea energy were fi,_usntly observed [1-4]. These statoe are referred
to asthe T_ states.
The purpose of Exp. 1207 was to measure the forward-angle excitation
functions of°SNb(z.,z -) and SeFe(z+,z-) leading to the T< states. By
studying these states, we attempt to improve our understanding of the
reaction mech.,i_
of pion-nucletm DC_ At present, theoretical accounts
of the reaction mechanism of pion-nucleus DCX remain inadequate [5].
The 98Nb part of this experiment was done in 1991 using the Energetic Pion
Channel and Spoetremeter (EPICS) facility, and the results have been
published [6].
The second half of this experiment was partly done in 1993, also using the
EPICS/kcility. Measurem_ts of the cross sections of _Fe( z +, z-), leading
.to the T<peon
.states
of SeNi,
were ofmade
at theandlaboratory
of 5 °,
incident
kinetic
energies
164, 230,
292 MeV.angle
The tarpt
was natural iron with an areal density of 1.8 g/era2. The 164- and 230-MeV
spectra are shown in FiB. 1. Both the L_ound state of NNi and the DIAS
were populated and can be seen dearly in the spectra. Four T< states were
also strongly populated at Ts = 164 MeV. Analysis of the data is continuing
and we expect to report the results shortly.
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Two exotic vibrational nuclear modes have been observed in several experiments carried out at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF).
These new collective modes are the giant dipole built on the isobaric analog
state (GDI_IAS) [1] and the double giant dipole resonance (GD_DR)
[2].
The two resonances have now been confirmed on a wide range of nuclei [3].
All previous data have been meuured at a single pion beam energy of
295 MeV. Experiment 1209 provides the first measurement of the energy
dependence of double resonances in nuclei excited by DC_ Measurement8
were taken at a constant momentum transfer that corresponds to the peak
cross section of the GDR®IA8 ang_.'_r distribution at energies ranging
between 110 and 296 MeV.
The measurements were performed at EPICS with the standard pion DCX
setup on two target nuclei: ISC (90% ennchment, 0.425 g/cm_) and 51V
(1009b enrichment, 1.94 g/cma). The data on 18C have been published
recently [4]. The croe8 section increases with energy and the excitation
function for the GDROIAS has a typical non-spin-flip signature, expected
from simple consideration and verified by sequential model calculations.
Figure I shows tlm 18C(z+,z-)180 missing-mass spectra at five different
incoming pion beam energies. In addition to the ground state (g.s.) and the
three low-lying narrow states reported eadier [5] (at Q =-22.0 MeV, Q =
-23.4 MeV, and Q =-25.0 MeV), most spectra clearly show the existence of
a wider peak located in the continuum region at Q = -27.6 MeV (Ez =
8.7 MeV above the g.s. of 180). This resonance was previously identified as
the T, = 3/2 component of the giant dipole resonance built on the isobaric
analog state [6]. In Fig. 1 this resonance is labeled GDR®IAS. Figure 1
demonltrates that the cross section for the GDR®IAS increases significantly with beam energy. The three low-lying states at Ez = 3.1, 4.6, and
6.1 MeV exhibit a substantially different excitation function. Figure 2 displays the excitation fimction for the g.s., the states at 3.1, 4.5, and 6.1 MeV
-49-
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Fig. 1. Double-differential cross section spectra for (x+,x -) reaction on 1SO
target at 295, 260, 220, 180, and 140 MeV. The dashed lines are the fitted
background with a polynomial shape and the solid lines are the fits to the

spectra using NEWFIT.
._.

'

and the GDR®IAS. The fim_wreindicates that the GDROIAS can be fitted
with a cos2(0) dependence, similar to non-spin-flip transitions in inelastic
scattering [7]. The solid line in Fig. 2(e) is the result of simple sequential
model analys i s. The calculations with a fixed transition strength for the
GDR and the IAS give an adequate representation
of the measured
excitation fimction for the resonance and indicate that the excitation of the
G DR®IAS in this energy region proceeds by a two-step sequential
(x+,x°),(x°,x
-) mechanism.
Therefore, pion DCX should be a unique
probe t'or exciting isotensor double giant resonances in nuclei. The data for
the low-lying states in 1So have been discussed elsewhere [4] and will not be
repeated here.
Figure 3 presents the double differential cross section spectra on SlV
obtained from E1209 at six different beam energies between 110-9.95 MeV.
The scattering angles were varied to give a constant momentum transfer
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Fig. 2. Excitation function at 140-296 MeV for the g.s., the three low-lying
states, and _e giant dipole built on the isobaric analog state. The dashed
lines are sin=(e) or cost(e) curves, normalized arbitrarily to the data. The
solid line labeled CCIA in (e) is the result of simple sequential model
calculations using the computer code NEWCI-IOP.
(q = 82.7 MeV/c), which corresponds to the peak cross section of' the
GDR®/AS. The data are currently replayed for Further analysis. Again,
the cross section for the GDR®IAS clearly increases with pion energy and
is well reproduced by the simple sequential model analysis. However, the
SZV data show that in addition to the DIAS (Q =-14.0 MeV) and the
GDR®IAS (Q = -32.4 MeV), the spectra contain a new interesting narrow
resonance at Q =-17.8 MeV. The resonance is most clearly seen at 260
MeV and has a smaller cross section at the upper and lower energies. A
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new proposal has been submitted at LAMPF to identify the nature of this
new resonance obNrved in the Slv( x+, x-)61Mn reaction at _ = -17.8 MeV
(E= = 14.9 MeV) with a width of 2.6 ± 0.4 MeV [8]. Possible identification of
this resonance located highly in the continuum has been suggested [8];
however, further measurements
(especially angular distribution)
are
essential to discover the origin of this new phenomenon.
•

....
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Very large cross-section ratios R ffio(z+,z+'O)/O_z-,z-'p)
were reported
[1-3] for the exclusive ( z _ , z _ p) reaction on 4He at the incident pion energy
Ts = 180 MeV. Whereas measurements [4] of the inclusive (z _, z _ ) cross
sections on 4He gave z+/z - ratios of_= 1 as expe_
from charge symmetry,
the ratios for the exclusive reaction were found to be as large as 50 [1,2]. If
the (z _, z_'p) reaction were purely quasifree, one would expect R - 9 as for
the free z-p reaction. Distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) calculations with the code THREEDEE [5] predict
the peak position and the shape
of the z + data quite well, which indicates that the quasffree amplitude is
the major component of the ( x +, x+'p) reaction. But the x- data exhibit a
fairly fiat angular distribution where the DWIA calculation predicts a
maximum.
The angular dependence of t_ze x- data suggests strongly that one or more
reaction amplitudes must interfere with the quasifree scatterin, g amplitude. The interference effect is expected to be strongest for ( z-, x- p), where
the quasifree amplitude is relatively weak. Some suggested amplitudes are
from the excitation and decay of short-lived states in the target [1,2] and =triton knockout [3], which would be stronger for z- than z +. A third
possible amplitude, proton knockout by the intermediate A, was proposed [6]
in order to explain large ratios observed in the 160( x _ , g'±'p) reaction.
In order to investigate the importance of the different amplitudes, we took
( x_, z ± p) data on 2H and SHe over a range of incident energies and some
additional data on 4He. By varying the incident energy, we change the free
z-proton
amplitude,
which should help in isolating
the quasifree
-54-
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amplitude.
Complications arising from resonance excitations in the target
are minimized in reactions on 2H and 3He nuclei since they have no known
excited states. In addition, excellent wave functions are now available for
these light nuclei, which should facilitate the analysis of the data.
We measured triple differential cross sections, dSa/(df_:, df_p dE z) for the
(_,_°p)
reaction on 2H, SHe, and 4He at the Los Alamos Meson Physics
Facility. The incident pion energies were 180, 210, 240, and 300 MeV, i.e., at
and above the Ps s z-nucleon resonance.
The cooled gas target that had
been employed in'Eef. [1] was used at a temperature of 40 K and a pressure
of- 1.5 atm. The pions were detected with a large acceptance magnetic
spectrometer in coincidence with protons in several fast CsI "phoswich"
detectors that could be moved and centered about the quasifree angle.
As in Refs. [1-3], the dSa/(d_z,d_pdEz)
were integrated over a range of
excitation energies of the target to extract double differential cross sections
and the ratios, R, of the z + and z- double differential cross sections.
Measurements were also made of R for _ + p elastic scattering with the
x_ and proton detected in coincidence. The experimental values for z _ + p
agree with the predictions of the z-nucleon phase shift program SAID [7]

(Fig. 1).
The cross-section ratios R for 2H, SHe, and tHe were measured at the
constant momentum transfer q t 0.96 fm -x as the incident pion energy was
changed. Some data were taken at -=1.5 fm-1. At q =_0.95 fm -1, the ratios
were found to be considerably larger than the free z-nucleon ratio for all

three target..
Some preliminary results for 2H(z±.,_'p),
summed over deuteron excitation energies between 6 to 40 MeV, are shown in Fig. 1. The ratio R is of
order 20 at q :- 0.96 fro- 1 at all incident energies with a maximum at
210 MeV. The large deviation from the free pion-nucleon ratio of 9 implies
that, at this momentum transfer, the proton-knockout reaction does not
proceed exclusively by quasielastic scattering..At
th.e larger momentum
transfer of 1.5 fm-_ andat, T s = 300 MeV, the ratio R m closer to the free znucleon values (Fig. 1). Our new data for the at T z = 180 MeV and q =
0.95 fm-1 for tHe are in good agreement with the previous results reported
in Refs. [1] and [2]. The ratios obtained for SHe (not shown here) are similar
to those for 2H.
Previous work [8] on 2I-I(z_,_°p)
measured the proton momentum distribution at Tz = 228 MeV and several combinations of scattered pion and
knockout proton angles..-At angular settings corresponding to free z + p
kinematics, the measured R is near 9, as expected for quaaifree scattering
and the measured proton momentum distributions are qualitatively reproduced by a DWIA calculation.
At pion-proton angular combinations that
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are different from the quasifree values, the experimental ratios R are 9 or
smaller and the DWIA calculations fail to fit the proton momentum
distribution.
Ga_
[9,]performed a relativistic Faddeev calculation for the (z _, z_'p)
reaction on rH. The full three-body calculations fit the data of Ref. [8] better
than the simple DWIA calculations. The fit is good in the region of the
proton momentum distribution where the invartant mass of the outgoing
pion-proton pair is near or below the A mass. When the pion-proton
invariant mass is above the A mass, the full three-body calculation gives a
poor fit to the data with the exception of a few pion-proton angular
combinations. For the data presented in this paper, the invariant mass of
the outgoing pion-proton pair is near or below the A mass. Thus, it would
be interesting to see whether the full three-body calculation willpredict the
large ratios observed in our experiment.
P

de

.

Measurements [10] on _H for the (z-,z- n) and (z-,z- p) reaction at Ts =
150 MeV and momentum transfers q = 1.4 and 1.7 fin-1 gave generally
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smaller ratios than our values, but were consistent with the energy- and qdependence of our data.
In conclusion, at the momentum transfer q - 1 fm-1 and at all incident
energies, the cross sections ratios R for the (x ±, z_'p) reaction on 2H, 3He,
and 4He are much larger than the free z _ + p scattering values.
This
result suggests that one or more other processes interfere with quasifree
scattering, even in a system as simple as deuterium.
At the momentum
transfer q - 1.5 lln -I at 300 MeV, the cross section ratios alz consistent with
those for quasifree scattering.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department
Robert A. Welch Foundation.
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Recent high-statistics (z+,z -) data From Exp. 11154have revealed for the
first time that pion DCX can provide a new genersJ method/'or accurate
determination of the T_ = 7' + I giant dipole state in 7"= 1/2 nuclei [I]. This
new implication of pion DCX and the phenomena of double giant
resonan©ee in nuclei are described in Ref. 1. The main idea of Exp. 1217 is
illustrated in the schematic energy level diNpram shown in Fig. 1. Ou_r
goal was to use the above method in order to determine the 7"_Biant dipole
state on two light 7"= 1/2 nuclei: °Be and UB. It is well known [2,3] from
photonuclear reactions that the giant dipole resonance in non-selfcomte
nuclei has two isospin components 7"<.=7' and 7"_=7' + 1, where 7'
is the isospin of the tarset nucleus. For nuclm with large neutron excess,
the upper.isoepin component is weak and therefore difficult to measure
experimentally. For the light nuclei, comparable etre_
are expected/'or
the two isospin components; however, the frafpnentation of the GDR
stronjly Ob_
the measuremmit of the isoepin splitting. In both cases,
no dear auijzmzents ark given to the energy ©entroid of the two i8ospin
components of'the ODIL
Previous DCX measurements have shown that for 7' = 1/2 nuclei, one can
accurately determine the T_ component of the ODR by measuring the
GDR®IA8 in the 7'. = 7'- 2 nucleus, which has a single isospin value (7"=
3/2). The GDROIA8 is therefore the analog of the T_ GDR in the target
nucleus. Pion DCX jives, therefore, a powerf_ tool for studying isovector
_citatiom without the interference from isoscalar excitations.
The measurements were performed at EPICS with the standards pion DCX
setup on two target nuclei: lZB (97.5% enrichment, 0.67B g/cm ), and VBe
(10095 enrichment, 0.482 K/cmS).
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Fig. 1. Schematic energy level diagram of isospin fragment of the GDR and
the GDR@IAS on 7' = 1/2nuclei. The listed Q values refer to the case of DCX

on zsC(Rd. 5).
Figure 2 presents the on-line doubly differential cress-section spectra on ZZB
obtained from Exp. 1217 at incoming pion energy of 295 MeV at two different
scattering angles.
The data are currently being replayed for further
analysis. The lowest peak in the spectra displayed in Fig. 2 appears at Q =
-15.44 ± 0.06 MeV. This state might actually be the first excited state of zzN.
Theoretical calculations [4] as well as systsmatics suggest that the first
excited stats of ZZN should be at about 0.34 MeV above the _ro .und state
(g.s.), which is expected at Q = -15.20 ± 0.14 MeV. The g.s. of "'N :s not yet
observed in any experiment; however, the first excited state was seen in
heavy.ion transfer reactions. The wider resonance at about Q = -24.0 MeV
corresponds to the giant dipole built on the isobaric analog state (labeled
GDR®IAS in Fig. 2).
•

DCX spectra (s +, x-) on enriched z°B (99.195 enrichment, 0.730 s/cm 2) were
staken simultaneously,
under the same kinematical conditions, using a
trip enrsched ZZB-Z°B target. The Z°B spectra show no signs of the
[GDR ® IAS), which is forbidden on a self-conjuazte nucleus.
Figure 3 displays the 9Be_zr+,s-)9C spectra at two different angles, 18° and
33 °. The [GDR®IAS) is strongat
18° but vanishes at 33 °. In the 33 °
spectrum, the ground-stats transition becomes the dominant feature. The
18° spectrum shows that two new low-lying states are observable in sC.
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Fig. 2. Double differential crose-section spectra for the (x*, x-) reaction on
11B at Tz = 296 MeV at scatterin8 angles of (a) el,b = 5° and Co) _ =18°.
The arrows indicate the fitted location of the g.s., the new resonances and
the giant dipole built on tho IAS. Short vertical lines represent statistical
uncertsinty of the data. The dashed lines are the fitted background with a
polynomial shape and the solid lines are the fits to the spectra using
NEWFIT.

Our data. do not allow a unique identification of' the new resonances
.observedm DCX on 9Be and IXB. In a previous study of DCX on ISC [5], we
indicated that the low-lying resonances observed in the XSC(x+,z-)XaO
might be associated with a new type of double resonance state, not observed
so far, namely the Gamow-Teller resoc_nce built on the isobaric analog
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as Fig. 2, but for _1_ and scattering anglos of (a) _,_ = 18° and

(b)_,_,=33o.
state [GT ® IAS). The identification we based on the excitation energy, the
observed cross section, and the spin-flip signature of the excitation
function.
Further high-resolution
studies (e.g., excitation
function
meuurement) are needed to investigate the nature of the low-lying narrow
resonances observed in 9C and I1N above particle threshold.
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We have built and _tested-an apparatus that serves both u a target designed
to produce highly polarized muonic SHe and an ion chamber to detect the
recoil tritons from the reaction
/_- + SHe -_ SH+ v.

(1)

We believe that we are now ready to use this apparatus to measure the
induced pseudoscalar coupling constant gp.
In this progress repor_,"we will review the theory of measuring gp by
determining the spin-dependence of muon capture and briefly describe our
method for polarizing: muonic SHe. Finally, we will present results of our
apparatus testa at LAMFF._'Convincing triton signals of excellent quality
for both neutron and'muon capt_wes have been isolated.
ot Mmm Capture In POlarized Muonie she
As has been discussed by a number of authors [1], the muon capture
reaction (1) can provide unique information about the charged weak
current of SHe. This current may be written in terms of four form factors,
gv, gJ/, gA, and gp, which depend upon the four momentum transfer Q2.
The form factor gp, which arises from the fact that the quarks are confined
in the proton by QCD forces, is important in muon capture because the
mass of the initial state lepton, the muon, is significantly different from
that of the final state lepton, the neutrin_
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Numerical estimates for the form factors are given by: gv = 0.82; g_ =
-4.73; gA = -1.06; and gp = 0.68. The first two form factors are obtained
from CVC and electron scattering data, the third from beta decay of all,
extrapolated to our value of Q2, and the last estimate comes from PCAC.
One way of viewing our experiment is that we are testing the degree to
which the PCAC preSet/on holds true. It has also been suggested that the
difference between &p for SHe and the proton may be significant and is in
and of itself interesting [2].
To see the full potential of our experiment, it is useful to write the neutrino
rate per solid angle as:

where _ is the polarization direction and k is the direction of momentum of
the neutrino, and Pv and PT are the vector and tensor polarizations of the
muonic helium core. The parameter A is a measure of the degree to which
there is a non-statistical distribution in the singlet and triplet states, and is
expected to be zero. The average rate F = RA for an unpolarized initial state
defines the constant R, and the constants A, B, C, and D are given in terms
of the form factors &v, &M, HA, and gp evaluated at the appropriate _.
The constant A has been measured using unpolarized SHe, but no other
experimental information exists on this system. In fact, the quantities B
and C are more sensitive to 8P than is A. The present effort is aimed at
determining B by measuring the triton rate as a function of cos 0T, the
direction of the recoil triton relative to the muon polarization.

-,,.

The experiment requires an apparatus that combines
being a polarized target and.also a direct/on-sensitive
have developed a high-pressure SHe ion chamber that
temperature with ample Rb density, which serves both
Polarizinl

the two functions of
triton detector. We
can operate at high
purposes.

Muoni¢ Helium Directly with Po/ar/zed Rb

We will first describe the polarized target function of the apparatus. We
have developed an approach for producing polarized muonic helium that
yields average values for the vector polarization P_ an order of magnitude
larger than with previous techniques [3]. The muonic He is polarized by
collisions with laser optically pumped Rb. Polarization occurs during both
neutralization and subsequent spin-exchange collisions. The cross sections
of these processes are sufficiently large that with a Rb number density
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[Rb]- 10is cm-s, both occur with time scales comparable to the 2.2-/_sec
muon lifetime. This number density is achieved by attaching a Rb reservoir
to the detector and enclosing the apparatus in art aluminum box with
electric heater panels on the interior walls which serves as an oven to heat
the cell to ~ 200°C. Tests at Princeton in late 1993 and early 1994 have
established that our diagnostics are sufficient to allow careful control and
monitoring of rubidium number densities in the active region of our
detector.
After the short lived collision which affects only the spin of the valence
electrons, the polarization is shared with the_ pseudo-nucleus.
obtained average values of P_ of 26.8 ± 2.3% m 3He.
Description

of the Ionization

We have

Chamber

Our detector is constructed from stainless steel. The body consists of 6-indiameter tubing with two viewports and a 50:pm-thick, 2.5-cm diameter
stainless steel muon window set in the sides. Laser light enters through a
window mounted on the end flange and passes through the 4-in-diameter
transparent mesh cathode.
For charged particles stopping in the cathod_d
region, the size of the
pulse induced on the grid--anode voltage is proportional to the number of
ion pairs created and is independent of the position of the track [4]. The
shape of the pulse gives information about the track direction and orientation, as described below. We also digitize the cathode--grid pulse, which
gives information about the distance between the track and the grid. To
help identify which tracks are from stops in the central, polarizedregion of
the detector, the central 2 in of the anode is instrumented separately from
the outer annulus.
However, for the analysis presented here, the outer
anode pulses are not used.
Rmult=
We took data at the Stopped Muon Channel at LAMPF in 1993. The detector
was mated to the end of the beam line through an insulating spool piece,
which was lined with Kapton to reduce possible backgrounds due to nuclear
muon capture in iron; an Invex (CIoH2aN204) collimator with a l-cmdiameter hole likewise was added before the muon window.
A novel muon beam tune, discussed elsewhere, was required to stop the
muons in this relatively thin target [5]. Data acquisition was triggered by
running the inner anode signal through an integrating amplifier and
discriminating on its output. In addition, by clos'mg th e beam plugs and
running at a lower trigger threshold, we were able to observe the thermal
neutron capture reaction,
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n + SHe-_ p+ aH,

•

with a Q of 0.8 MeV, at any time when the accelerator was operating.
Figure 1 shows a pedestal subtracted pulse height spectrum for neutron
capture data. The dearly evident peak provides a calibration of our energy
scale. The width of the peak is about 30 channels, corresponding to an
energy relmlution of"ff = 895. The non.beam ba_und
rate at around 300
channels, where we expect to find the tritons from muon captures, is
negligible.
For data taken with the muon beam, the uncut pulse height spectrum
shows no obvious structure. However, the events of interest are those in
which the triton track has a large component perpendicular to the grid;
tracks with [cos_/,[ < 0.6 will make a small cont_bution to an asymmetry
measurement.
Then events should have the umque szgnature of a very
long rise time and width. We have imposed cute requiring the rise time to
be greater _
10 _ (we estimate that this value corresponds to [cos 87,[ 0.6) and FWHM greater than 15 ps. The resulting pulse height spectrum
has a prominent feature at approximately 300 channels (Fig. 2). This is
about twice the energy of the peak seen in the neutron capture data, as
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run

expectS.
Note that two features of the muon capture events--the presence
of a muon, which increases the pulse height, and the duration of the pulse
that is on the same order as the RC time constant of the system, which
lowers the pulse height--mean
that the pulse height is only roughly
proportional to the triton energy.
Indeed, the width of the peak is
dominated by the distribution of the pulse heights of the stepping muons.
Six consecutive events that pass the cuts are shown in Fig. 3. Note that
noise is low; in general performance of the ion chamber, even at elevated
temperature with Rb vapor and laser light present, has been excellent.
We fit these pulses using a Function based on a mathematical model of the
ionization along the muon and triton tracks and the behavior of our
detector. The fits for the pulses in Fig. 3 are shown as solid lines, with the
muon and triton components shown as dotted and dashed lines. Floating
parameters for these fits are the starting times of the muon and triton
pulses, cos 8 for the muon and triton, and the length of the muon track in
the fiducial region of the detector. Other parameters such as the electron
drift velocity and the time constants of the detector and electronics are held
fixed at values determined by making several fitting passes for a portion of
the full data set. '['he triton pulse height may be fixed or varied.
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Fig. 3. Six consecutive pulses Froma muon run, passiI_ cuts on rise time
and width, with pulse height within the peak shown in Fig. 2. Solid curves
are From a fit to a model of our apparatus,
and consist of a muon pulse
(dotted line) s_mmed with a triton pulse (dashed line). In events (a), (b),
and (d) the triton track was "up" (away From the grid); in events (c), (e), and
(f) the triton track was "down."

The triton track may be "up" (cos #7, > 0, corresponding to a trajectory away
from the grid) or "down" (cos07, < 0). An "up" triton signal appears in our
detector after the corresponding
muon pulse [Pig. 3(a),(b),(d)]
while the
reverse is true for most "down" tritons [Fig. 3(c),(e),(f)], since the projected
triton track length is longer than the d/stance the muon track ionization
drifts during the muon lifetime.
About 1/3 of"the pulses that pass our cuts
do not have good fits; bad fits are charae4_erizee_ by large values of Z 9 or by
unphysical
combinations
of' parameters,
e.g., cos0T > 0 with the muon
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pulse starting later than the triton pulse. These appear to be mostly tracks
starting or ending outside the fiducial region or events with an extra muon,
as well as a small amount of background from neutron captures.
With six floating parameters, some of which may be highly correlated,
many of the pulses have local minima in the Z_ /'unction. Depending on
the starting values, the fit may converge on a local minimum corresponding to incorrect values of the parameters. One way to mitigate this effect is
to select only events where the fit converges to the same parameter values
from different starting points. For such =convergent events," the distribution of triton pulse heights is shown in Fig. 4. The resolution is PH/6PH =
15%. Fixing the triton pulse height parameter at the peak value of 0.94
greatly reduces the severity of the local minima for most pulses.
A check on our ability to fit the pulses correctly involves comparing events
fl_m the upper and lower parts of the detector. Since the grid pulse starts
as soon as the muon enters the cell, but the anode pulse starts after the
charge has drifted across the grid, the relative timing At of the two pulses
is roughly proportional to the minimum z coordinate (perpendicular to the
grid) of each event.
Large (>18 ps) and small (<14/4s) values of" At
correspond to events whose minimum distance from the grid are large or
.
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Fig. 5. Asymmetry in number of"
events with large and small values
of"z, as a function of minimum &Z2.
Horizontal axis is labeled with bin
numbers, corresponding nonlinearly to &Z2 as described in the text.

small, respectively. We generally expect events with cos 07, < 0 to have z
closerto the grid than thosewith cos_r > 0.
To verify this, we divide our eventsthat passthe cuts into binsaccordingto
AX2, definedas the differencein Z# obtainedfrom fits assumingcos_ > 0
and cos_/, < 0; eventswith "up"('down') tritons shouldhave AZ" < 0 (> 0).
In each bin we compute an asymmetry A = (N L -Ns)/(NL + Ns), where
NL(N8) is the number of events with large (small) values of At. We expect
A to be positive when &Z2 is negative and negative when _Zs is positive.
The result is shown in Fig. 5. Each point represents the asymmetry
computed for events in a range of values of AZ_. (The binning of Az2 is
nonlinear. Bins I to 9 cover 5 < &Zz < 10(k,bins I0 to 13 cover 100 < &Zz < 500;
bin 14 contains AZ2 >500. Negative bin numbers correspond similarly to
eZ_tive values of AZ_.) The asymmetry is seen to be stable and nonzero for
above about 35. This result gives us confidence in our ability to
reconstruct the triton track parameters Fromthe pulse shapes, and demonstrates that we are able to measure asymmetries using our apparatus.
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The positron arm of the MEGA detector [1,2] has been used to measure the
Michel parameter [3] p in normal muon decay, p -., evP. This decay is an
easily accessible, purely leptonic process, which makes it an impo_t
testing ground for models of the weak interaction.
In recent years,
sufficient information about rouen decay has been accumulated to permit a
model independent analysis of the interaction [4], but improved precision is
needed to distinfrtflsh between the currently accepted standard model of the
weak interaction [6] and proposed extension&
The muon decay rate is given by

l-x+

(4x-3) ,

where z =/_,/F,m,z; 0 is the angle between the positron direction and the
muon spin; p, & and { are Michel parameters; and P_ is .the average muon
polarization. The positron mass, the W mass, and the Michel parameter
have been nefftectod.
The best previous value [6,7] for p is
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s

p = 0.7518 ± 0,0026.
A deviation of' p From the standard model value of 0.75 would indicate new
physics. An example of a candidate extension is the left-right symmetric
model [8] band on the gauge group SU(2)_ ® SU(2) L ® U(1). In this model,
the weak charged current is carried by right as well as left handed bosons
(W_, WL). The mass eigenstates Wx and Ws of the quark interaction, with
masses m_ and rag, could be a mixture of the chirality eipnstates
with
mizing angle _. The Michel parameter p becomes

The constraint on the _
angle provided by the precision of the previous
measurement
of' p is shown in Fig. 1. This result complements other
experiments that test the left-right symmetric model.
The experiment
is performed by measuring the energy spectrum of
positrons From Michel decay. Theoretical spectra for three values of p are
shown in Fir. 2. The abscissa is the energy of the positron in units of
z = _,/_=,s.
These spectra are independent of the angle of' the positron

0

-0.05

0

¢

0.05

Fifr. I. Parameter space limits for the Minimal Left-Right Symmetric
Model taken From Ref. [9]. The present constraint on the mixing angle
comes from Ref. [8]; the limits implied by the statistical precision of. this
experiment are indicated by the dashed lines.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical Michel spectra of unpolarized muon decay with three p
valuu for the Fractional energy x z 0.7.

with respect to the muon spin even for a polarized muon beam if the solid
an.ale for icose is matched.
Althous4s the MEGA apparatus was not designed for this measurement, it
is a very low-mass apparatus with many independent, essentially digital
parts. The larse number of elements allows many checks for systematic
errors. Another important feature is the high degree of"symmetry for the
upstream and downstream elements of the spectrometer.
The MEGA
apparatus has good acceptance for positrons with 0.75 < x < 1.0 in a single
setting of the mapetic field and a subset of the data has a reasonably fiat
acceptance over this range of z.
A schematic view of the MEGA apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. It is
contained in a superconducting solenoid with a bore of 1.9 m and a length of
2.5 m and is operated at a field of 1.5 T. A beam of about § KHz of"surface"
muon8 (29 MeV/¢) enters along the axis of the solenoid and stops in a
vertical 250,.#m mylar taqtet. Positrons From/z -_ ev_ are confined to the
central region (3(}-cm radius) and are measured in a set of thin high-rate
MWPCs [10]. A Michel decay event is triggered by a hit in any scintillator
contained in barrels of' 87 scintillators each located at the upstream and
downstream ends of the central region. The photon pair spectrometers outside the po_tron arm are not needed for the p measurement.
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Data were taken in two short runs durin4 1992 and 1993. The 1993 data are
o/. better quality and are being analyzed presently. Over 500 million trigKers
were recorded in a 5 day period. Fieure 4 shows the reconstructed energy
spectra for a sample of the data From each of the three data configurations.
The nominal data set was taken with a surface beam tune and 1.5 T me4netic field. A second data set was taken with the mapetic field reduced to
test our understanding
of the acceptance. The increased acceptance for
lower energy positrons in the case of the reduced malrnetic field is evident
in the spectrum. A third data set was taken with a decay tune that reversed
the muon polarization. The spectra/'or the normal and reversed spin data
are very similar, although a detailed analysis reveals small differences due
primarily to differences in the beam phase space. For the range of' z
included with good acceptance, the expected statistical precision on p is
, where N i8 tho number oF events. For _e subset o/. the .data with
fence, the sum of"the three data sets will yield a statistical precision on p of'0.0(O44.
In Fig. 5, the dam spectrum for the decay tune is reproduced together with
preliminary Monte Carlo spectra calculated for p = 0.75 and for the
derivative of the theoretical spectrum with _respect to p. A 2_ minimization
program is used to find a best fit of a linear combination of the two Monte
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Fig.5. (a)Energy spectrumof"positrons
from the decay tune data.
(b) Monte Carlo spectrum with p = 0.75 for the experimental conditions of
the decay tune data.(c) Monte Carlo spectrmn for the same experimental
conditions as (b), but using the derivative of the theoretical spectrum with
respect to p.
Carlo spectra to the data. If the normalization coefficient of the derivative
spectrum, (c), is nonzero, that would indicate that the preferred value of p
deviates from the nominal value of 0.75, To extract an accurate value for
rho from the data requires that the Monte Carlo simulation accurately
reproduces the experimental apparatus. The critical requirements include
reproducing the geometry of the detectors and simulating the efBciencies of
the chambers and scintillators. The detector geometry comes from physical
measurements and analysis of the data. The chamber efficiencies are
extracted Fromthe datL In the case of the scintillators, because they were
the trigger for the experiment, it was necessary to take auxiliary data to
determlnA their ef_ciencies. This was accomplished by using a signal from
one of the chambers for a trigger.
The analysis of the spectrum from muon decay will need to include
radiative corrections. The first order radiative __ct/ons
have been
parameterized by Sachs and Sirlin [II] as two functions of,, on,_associated
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with p and one associated with 8. If second-order radiative corrections are
not available, the analysis procedure can be modified to reduce the sensitivity of p to radiative corrections at some cost in statistics.
The analysis of the experiment is dominated by understanding
and
minimizing sources of systematic error. Monte Carlo studies indicate that
systematic errors will contribute at the level of 8/)/) = 0.0003, which is well
below the level required. For some contributions, the required level of
understanding has been reached; for the others more wor_ i_ in progress
and we expect to reach the desired level for all known l_tential sources of
systematic error. For example, the energy resolu_cn _m the data is about
600 keV. Our knowledge of the match between the data and Monte Carlo
resolution is currently limited by the Monte Carlo statistics to a precision of
about 50 keV. We want to achieve a match at the level of 10 keV. As the
Monte Carlo statistics are increased, some fine tuning of the Monte Carlo
may be required.
The chamber alignment, chamber efficiencies, and scintillator effciencies
are being determined from data. Adequate statistics exist to reach the
required level of precision; the problems lie in developing algorithms to
extract the necessary values and then implement sufficiently accurate
representations of the physics in the Monte Carlo. Our understanding of
the beam phase space and the magnetic field are at the required levels.
In szlrnmAv_, if the systematic errors can be reduced below the level of the
statistical errors, the improvement in the precision of p will be about a
factor of six. The schedule for completing the analysis is to have a preliminary value, based on about 25% of the data by early June 1994, and the full
analysis by the end of this s, lmmer.
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The mass dependence of the DIAS is still not completely understood.
first thought to go as [1]:

dfl

= f(N-Z)(N-Z-

1)A -*°/s .

It was

(1)

But it was found later that this expression does not provide a good fit over all
nuclei. A better fit for the T ffi 1 nuclei was found with an A -7Is mass
dependence [2]. This provided an exceptionally good fit for the T = I nuclei,
and the A -1°Is dependence was a reasonable fit for the rest of the data,
giving a Xa of 2.8. Recent measurements have carried this trend a step
further. New data for S_Fe and _)Ni show that the _m._s dependence for the
T = 2 nuclei is A -7Is [3,5]. Preliminary data on e4Ni and 78Se suggest that
this is true for T = 4 nuclei also [5,6]. Is this a global dependence? All
isospins may follow the same trend. But for each isospin the cross section
is lowered when the (N- ZXN- Z - 1) factor is added. We now have a
mass dependence with a stair-step like shape, with a different step for each
isospin, and the slope of these stairs is close to the A -x°/s dependence. A
reasonable fit to the A -1°/s dependence will be found for a random sample
of the data because of this. The A -7Is dependence was hidden within this
global set and did not show up until more data were measured.
This mass dependence over different isospins is still not well understood.
There are data at several isospins, but there are many holes. We will
measure a large set of data to fill in these holes. Odd Z nuclei work nicely
for this experiment, because we will get a single stable isotope for each
target naturally, and not need any isotopic enri'chments. Up to now the
only published values for odd-even nuclei are °iV and _13i [2,4]. We will
measure a set of data that fin m these holes, namely SSMn, 7SAs, 8Sy,
1
1_7 is
les
lsl
ss
s
°eRh,
I, t_La, He, and
Ta. The targets of Mn and _Y have the
same isospins as other nuclei already measured. Data on these nuclei will
provide information on the slope of odd-A nuclei of the same isospin. Data
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from the targets of 7SAs and l°SRh will help complete the set of isospins
from T = I to T = 7. This will provide data for the mass dependence of the
different isospins. The other targets of 1271,XagLa,165Ho, and tSlTa will fill
in the lack of data between T = 7 and T = 21.5, where there are apparent
shell effects. These measurements, with the existing data, should give a
complete set of isospins to be able to find shell structure dependences in the
D/AS cross sections.
In Au_ast 1993, the EPICS spectrometer was set-up for small.angle DCX
measurements,
and this experiment was started. The spectrometer was
set at 5° for each target to give the maximum value of the D/AS cross
section. A beam of x+ at 292 MeV was used to give us the maximum beam
flux that we can achieve. We were able to measure data on 5SMn, 75As, and
soy, and get some data for lSSHo. Prelim/rmry fits to these data are shown
in Fig. 1. The large central peaks are the D/AS; the smaller peaks around
the DIAS are other states that are not well determined. Analysis cont/nues
to normalize these peaks to produce cross sections that will be compared to
other DIA_ measurements.
The rest of this experiment is still on the
EPICS queue and will be completed in the future.
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Recent work on pion elastic scattering from polarized lp-shell nuclei of spin
J = 1/2 revealed large discrepancies between theoretical predictions and
experiment. For example, experiments on lSN [1] and lSC [2,3] measured
small analyzing powers or asymmetries,. Ay, whereas, theory [4-6] predicts
that Ay should be large. The theoretical Ay for elastic scattering from 1/)shell xiuclei show a strong dependence [2,6] on the details of the nuclear
structure input, implying that valuable information on the nuclear spin
density is contained in the data. However, as indicated by the _'ailure of
current reaction models to reproduce the measured asymmetries,
either
the x-nucleus interaction and specifically its spin-dependent part is not yet
understood, or the nuclear wave functions of laC and lsN are not sufficiently well known, or both. Thus, pion data on a nucleus of well.known
structure are needed in order to test the validity of reaction models without
the complications of nuclear structure. SHe appears ideal for such a study
because reliable wave functions have been obtained by rigorous Faddeev
calculations [7-9].
We note that pion scattering on polarized nuclei is
sensitive to the isosca]ar part of the ground state spin density whereas the
transverse magnetic form factor from electron scattering measures the
isovector part.
Asymmetry measurements on polarized .SHe have become possible with the
development of the high-density,
optically pumped _He gas target at
TRIUMF. This target was used at TRIUMF in a pies scattering experiment and very large values of Ay were found in x + scattering at 100 MeV
[10,11]. At this energy, the uymmetry is sensitive to neither the reaction
model nor the nuclear wave function. Thus, there is considerable interest
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in an extension of these measurements to energies at and above the P3s
resonance where the asymmetries are predicted to become increasingly
sensitive to the detaiis of the reaction model and of nuclear structure.
However, these measurements could not be done at TRIUMF because of the
lack of a suitable spectrometer and the relatively low beam fluxes at the
incident energies where the differential cross sections decrease significantly.with increasing energy. Therefore, the TRIUMF .target was set up in the
P_E area at L,qMPF where high beam fluxes are avadable at Pas resonance
energies and above. The scattered pions were detected with the Large
Acceptance Spectrometer (LAS). Measurements
were taken at incident
energies 7's = I00, 142, 180, and 956 MeV and laboratory scattering angles
ranging from 40 ° to 100°. The data are currently being analyzed.
The TRIUMF target apparatus [10] was used with one key modification,
which was the addition of a diode laser [12] during the experiment.
The
diode laser added power to the optical pumping system and significantly
increased the polarizations.
Polarizations were typically 35--45%, once
reaching as high as 55%. Data were taken almost exclusively with x +
because beam fluxes are typically five times larger than with x-. A future
experime_zt should be dedicated to taking data with It- because, at Pss
resonance energies, the spin-dependent amplitude for x- is expo_
to be
three times larpr than for x + since the spin of SHe is primarily due to that
of the neutron.
The target cells were cylindrical in shape, 4.8 cm in diameter and 6.5 cm in
length. These cells were "large" by TRIUMF standards in order to accommodate the larger beam spot at IJ.MPF (2.2 cm by 2.2 cm). The relatively
large size of the cells limited the polarizations attained in this experiment
to smaller values than at TRIUMF. The targ,_t cells were made of quartz
glass that was about 1.5 mm thick at the cylindrical cell walls and 0.4 nun
thick at the hemispherical
endcaps (where the pion beam entered and
exited the cell). The cells were heated to a temperature of approximately
175°C in order.to achieve the ,required Rb density for optical pumping. This
made a correction necessary for OHe leaking from the quartz cell when hot.
The pressure in tl_e cell and the cell temperatures
were measured
periodically.
In addition, the time periods when the cells were hot were
recorded so that a correct/on for the pressure loss could be made.
The orientation of the SHe spins (and thus the sign of Ay) was defined by
use of a liquid crystal which only transmits left-hand cii_-ularly polarized
light. This device determines the helicity of the laser light, and thus the
direction of the target polarization. The magnitude of the polarization was
measured using the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique of
adiabatic fast passage (AFP). Absolute normalization factors for the NMR
signals were obtained by comparing the NMR signals from the 3He with the
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weak signals from the protons in a water-filled cell of the same dimension
[10].
The front wire chambers of the LAS allow trace back of the scattered
particle trajectories to a plane at the target. This plane is perpendicular to
the central ray of the LAS. The projections of the reaction vertices onto this
z-y plane (with z being perpendicular to the reaction plane) were used to
discriminate between events from SHe and the glass of the cell walls. The
regions of high density of the events in Fig. 1 are from scattering from the
glass in the endcaps of the cell. The events from inside the cell are concentrated in an area within the limits of about-20
mm < x < +10 mm and
--83 mm _;y g 0 mm, and a two-dimensional software cut was placed on this
region. Events from the side walls could not be eliminated by software cuts.
Thus, the beam striking the aide walls (and the top and bottom) of the cells
was reduced by a conical lead collimator that was specially machined _o
match the beam divergence.
From a preliminary replay of the data, the top and center panels of Fig. 2
show missing mass spectra measured at 180 MoV and 0isb - 80% norrealized to integrated beam flux for the two target spin orientations.
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Fig. 2. Typical normalized yield spectra at T, - 180 MeV and 8_,b " 80 °.
Top panel: target spin parallel (T), center panel: target spin antiparallel ($)
to the normal to the reaction plane. The difference between the spectra in
the top and center panels is shown in the bottom panel.

target polarization parallel to the norm of the reaction plane is indicated by
(T), the one antiparallel by (_). The SHe elastic peak has a width of about
4 MeV (FWHM). The difference spectrum is shown in the third panel of"
Fig. 2. The aeymmetrlu were obtained using
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Here N, and N, am the normalizednumber ofceunt_in the SHe eluti©
peak wi_ the Sl_le spins oriented "up" and "down," respectively,
p is the
target polarization. A lar_.positive
asymmetry is a.Pl_, nt in the region of
the elastic peak from _He (Fig. 2, bottom panel, Mismng Mass = 0).
Figure.8 shows a preliminary angular distribution of. A_ for x.+ .elastic
scatterml at Tx = 180 MeV. The first-order
theoretical predictions of
Kamalov [18] and Gibbs [14] are also shown. None of the calculations gives
a satisfactory
description
of the data.
We observe large positive
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3He (_*,_*) at 180 MeV
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analysis of the data is preliminary.

'

asymmetries near 80°, but the maximum of A, is shifted towards.larger
angles than predicted by the first-order calcul_tion. The calculations of
both Kamalov and Gibbs use up-to-date Faddeev wave functions for SHe;
however, different approximations are used in their reaction models (see
Refs. [15] and [16]). The dot-dashed curve was obtained with an energy shift
of 20 MeV, that is, the pion-nucleus amplitude was derived from the pionnucleon amplitude at an energy 20 MeV below its actual value. The
numerical values of the asymmetries are likely to change Somewhat as we
make progress in the analysis of the data.
We note that at 142 and 180 MeV at scattering angles near 50°, there is
evidence for negative asymmetries of about -0.2 (not shown) in contradiction to any of the conventional model calculations that predict positive
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asymmetries. Negative asymmetries at these angles can be reproduced [17]
by introducir_ a strong modification of the spin-dependent part of the pionnucleon scattering amplitude in the nuclear medium. We are still
investigating the possibility of a systematic asymmetry at these angles. We
also note that a theoretically predicted enerlty-dependent sign reversal of Ay
at about 80° is observed, but between 180 and 256 MeV and not between 140
and 180 MeV as in the full calculation of Bennhold et al. [15].
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Experiment 1268 -- NMS
OF PION-NUCIJ_N
CHARGE EXCHANGE
NEAR THE A RESONANCE IYSING THE NMS
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J. Comfort, H. C7annell, L. Nguyen-TansiU, S. Matthews, j. Amann,
R. Boudrie, C. Morris, M. Rawool-Sullivan, M. Whitton, B. Park, Q. Zhao,
P. Hui, D. Smith, A. Marusic, I. Supek, N. Kozlenko, and S. Krugiov
Institutions
Abilens Christian University, Arizona State University,
Catholic University of America, University of Colorado at Boulder,
George Washtni_n University, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
New Mexico State University, University of Pennsylvania,
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (Russia),
and Rudjer Boskovic Institute (Croatia)
ABSTRACT
The moasmment phase ofLAMPFExp. 1268, z'p -_ z°_Jcross sections near the 4
rasonanee, has been completed. The new Neutral Meson Spectrometer at Los
Alamoe was used to dateet the z ° through the rr deesy mode. The goals of the
experimentare: (I) to cheekexisting data that do not agreewell with partial wave
analyses (PWAs) at the back angles near the A, (2) to provide accuratedata for
input to eharse-dependentPWAa,(3) to investigate eharp splitting of the A, an_
(4) to complementexisting and fhturemeasurementsof z*p-_ Jr*pthat shouldhelp
clarify the discrepancies at lower energy through analytieity constraints of the
PWAs.
The LAMPF Neutral Meson Spectrometer
(NMS)is
shown in Fig. 1.
LAMPF Exp. 1268 was the first to use this detector in the two-arm
coincidence mode. The configuration Used for each arm during most of
Exp. 1268 was a plane of scintillators for vetoing charged particles, two
converter planes, and a calorimeter.
Each converter plane consisted of an
active layer of bismuth germanate (BGO), dimensions 14" x 28"× 0.25"
(thickneu), followed by cathode-strip chambers to reconstruct the ?,_ e+evertex. The calorimeter consisted of a 6 x 10 array of pure Csl crystals,
each 4" × 4" × 12" (thickness). The thicknesses of each BGO converter and
the Csl calorimeter correspond to slightly more than 0.5 and 16 radiation
lengths, respectively.
The final configuration will have a total of three
conversion planes in each arm. The NMS is designed to provide an orderof-magnitude improvement over the z ° spectrometer in rate and energy
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Fig. 1. The LAMPF Neutral Meson Spectrometer.

resolution, and provides more than a factor of two increase in solid angle.
ThlD enhanced energy resolution of the NMS is not required/'or measuremente of x-p --_xun, but it does sad in background rejection.
The low-energy-piton (LEP) channel at LAMPF was used to provide zbegins at kinetic energies of 188.8, 163, 190, 214.8, 9.87, and 263 MeV. These
energies were selected to complement the measurement of elastic _p-->
z_p cross sections at TRIUM_ [1]. The NMS was placed at central angles
in the laboratory of 200, 75°, and 180" for each of these energies. Additional
measurements were made at 47.5 ° and 108° for some energies. The arms of
the NMS were positioned to detect _,rays from the x ° decay out of the
x-p _ x°n scattering plane, as approximately depicted in Fig. 1. with the
-89-

x- beam going into the figure at a height between the crates of the active
elements. For the 20 ° and 180 ° measurements, the beam passed between
the crates, inside the support structure. The radial distance of the arms
was slightly more than one meter, so that x°s were detected at angles of
approximately i20 ° from the central angle. The scattering angle of each x°
is reconstructed in software from the determination of the direction and
energy of the 7Lrays.
The primary target used in the experiment was 2 cm of CH2. A carbon target with the same energy loss for the incident x- was used for background
subtraction. An example of the. reconstructed
x0 kinetic energy at _'x- =
190 MeV, 8NMS= 20% zs shown m Fig. 2 for both of these targets. Here, the
situation is quite favorable because of the difference in Q values for charge
exchange scattering on protons and carbon. The width of the peak in Fig. 2
is dominated by the kinematic broadening of detecting x 0s over the angular

interval 0° < 01.b < 40°.

190 MeV n-p

Tr°n

3O0

200

CHZ Target

In
4=1

C

0
(.3
100

Carbon

0
100

120

140

1 60

1 80

200

-- 2ZO

Z40

n" Kinetic Energy(MeV)
Fig. 2. Reconstructed
x ° kinetic energy for charge-exchange
from CH2 and C targets. The central NMS angle here is 20°.
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The solid angle acceptance of the },rays from the _o _ )7 decay must be
calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation. Programs have been developed
to incorporate precise coordinates obtained from surveys of each NMS
geometry and to calculate acceptances for different bins of the lab scattering
angle. This angle is calculated from

where E1.2 are the energies of the two _,rays, 01.2 are their lab angles, and 71
is the opening angle between them. The programs must accurately model
both the energy response and the vertex determination of the NMS before
reliable acceptances (and hence absolute cross sections) can be obtained.
Very preliminary results from Exp. 1268 at mid and back angles for
190 MeV are shown in Fig. 3 (statistical errors only). The most comprehensiva existing data for z-p _ z°n cross sections near the A resonance are
those of Jenefsky et al. [2]. Neutrons were measured using TOF. The data
are compared with the VPI [3] and Karlsruhe-Helsinki
[4] partial-wave
analyses in Fig. 3. The preliminary results from Exp. 1268 are systematically lower than the previous data and the partial wave analyses.
The
results for the angle bins at the edge of the acceptance are particularly
suspect until more detailed comparisons with a GEANT-based simulation
of the NMS can be completed. The Jenefsky data are seen to be systematically higher than the PWAs at the back angles in this energy interval at
and above the A. A forward-angle measurement by Bayer et al. [5] is also
shown in Fig. 3.
The present measurements
over the complete angular
technique. Combined with
available to invesfigatQ the

will provide a means to check the existing data
distribution using a totally different detection
the measurements of Ref. [1], new data will be
dmrgasplitting of the &

1. M. M. Pavan et al., Vol. I of the proceedings of this symposium.
2. R.F. Jenefsky et al., Nucl. Phys. A 290, 407 (1977).
3. R.A. Arndt, J. M. Ford, and L. D. Roper, Phys. Ray. D 32, 1085 (1985).
The SMg0 solution was obtained from the SAID program, available
from the authors.
4. It. Koch and E. Pietarinen, Nucl. Phys. A 336, 331 (1980); G. HOlder,
F. Kaiser, R. Koch, and E. Pietarinen, Handbook of Pion.Nucleon
8¢atter/n_, Physics Data No. 12-1 (1979).
5. W. Bayer et al., Nucl. lnstrum. Methods 134, 449 (1976).
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Experiment 1272 -- P3
PION INDUCED SINGLE CHARGE EXCHANGE IN DEUTERIUM
Participants
H. T. Park, J. L. Matthews, S. F. Pate, J. F. Amann, C. L. Morris,
R. M. Whitton, E. R. Kinney, C. Mertz, and J. Redmon
Institutions
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
University of Colorado, Arizona State University,
and Abilene Christian University

In the first experiment to make use of a major component c_fthe Neutral
Meson Spectrometer, the differential cross section for d( x-,x°)nn
was
measured at incident pion energies of 164, 263, and 371 MeV.
A single calorimeter crate consisting of a 6 x 10 array of pure CaI crystals
was used to detect bo..thdecay photons from.a z 0 produced in a CH.2, CD 2, or
C target, as shown m Fig. 1. Hydrogen (m the CH2) was used m order
measure the acceptance of the crystal array, as the p( z-, x0) cross section is
reasonably well known [1]. The large solid angle (about 100 msr) allowed us
to reduce the incident pion flux to a level (approximately one million/sec
instantaneous) that permi_
the use of in-beam scintillators. A tight time
coincidence (8 ns) between the first two scintillatom (SO and S1) registered a
single beam particle. The absence of a similar coincidence in the downstream scintillator $2 signified that a particle had been removed from the
beam. If, in addition, a hardware sum of the CsI pulse heights exceeded a
threshold correeponding to 60 MeV, then the event was recorded--thus, the
hardware trigger was (SO • S1. _'2. CsI). The veto scintillators in front of
the crystal array were_ not part of the hardware trigKer, but were used in
software to identifT and rejeetthe events in which charged particles entered
the crystal array. For the measurements near 0°, the crystal array was
placed in the path of the pion beam--pure CsI is highly radiation resistant
[2] and no permanent damage resulted.
The segmentation of the calorimeter was sufficient to allow identification of
the p_se heights associated with each photon shower and reconstruction of
the z _ angle with a resolution of 10°. A Monte Carlo simulation of the
electromagnetic shower processes in the detector aided the event-by-event
reconstruction by providing effective photon conversion depths for use in
determining the photon angles.. :This simulation also indicated that the
optimal compromise between resolution and solid angle would be attained if
-93-

CsI

Crystals

Fig. I. Scale depiction of the apparatus. The crystal array is shown at 90°
at a distance of 38 cm from the target. The "fiducial volume _ (the unshaded
area) consisted of all the crystals except those on the perimeter of the
detector.

only those events were accepted wherein the pulse height distribution From
each photon peaked in a "fiducial volume" (see Fig. 1) consisting of all the
crystals except those on the perimeter.
Requiring further that the two
photon momenta add up to Ipve the correct x ° invariant mass removed any
remaining ba_und
particles.

.

with the ofcarbon
Spectra
z ° energy
bsc_und
from CD2and
subtracted,
CH2are
targets,
shownfor
in F[gT".=
2. 164
TheMeV,
widthandof
the hydrogen peak is partially due to kinematic
broadening--after
removing this effect, we are left with a resolution of 12 MeV, in agreement
with the Monte Carlo simulation.
The yield from deuterium per incident
pion was converted into a differential cross section by comparing it to the
yield from hydrogen per incident pion at the same angle and beam energy.
The values of"the hydrogen differential cross section were taken From a
phase-shift calculation [3].
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Our results are shown in Fig. 3. The 164-MeV data are well reproduced by
the relativistic Faddsev calculation of Garcilazo [4]. An overall reduction of
the cross section compared with that for p( x-,x °) is observed, an effect
presumably due to multiple scattering. The data at higher energies, away
from the &(1232) resonance, do not show this reduction. No calculations

exist at present at these energies.
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We acknowledge the contributions of R. L. Boudrie, P. Hui, L. NguyenTansfll, M. Rawool-Sullivan, and D. Rowntree in the acquisition of these
data.
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The nucleon-nucleon
scattering lengths are fundamental quantities in
nuclear physics whose relative magnitudes are constrained by charge
symmetry and charge independence of the strong nuclear force. However,
measuring the neutron-neutron scattering length with high enough accuracy to address fundamental charge symmetry issues has been a difficult
and elusive experimental task.
The neutron-neutron scattering length, aM, is difficult to measure directly
because of the lack of a free neutron target (although direct measurements
have been proposed [1]). On the other hand, the proton_proton scattering
length, ap_, is amenable to study via direct p.p scattering.. It is therefore not
so difllctilt to approach experimentally, though inference of the_scattenng
length is still somewhat model dependent because of the presence of the
Coulomb force [2]. The neutron-proton s.cattering length, ann, is not only
relatively straightforward to study expertmentally but is aIso free from
Coulomb force complications.
Charge symmetry requires that a._ : an_. However, a small difference
between a,_ and anm should e_st _ecause of charge symmetry violation
effects alrdady known to occur [3]_ For example, the mixing between the
rho and the omega mesons is thought to follow from a mass difference
between u and d quarks, which obviously implies lack of charge symmetry.
This effect is also thought to be responsible, at least in part, for the difference between SH and SHe Coulomb-correctod binding energies [4].
•

_lW
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Most attempts at measuring ann described in the literature involve studies
of nuclear reactions which produce three hadrons (two of them neutrons, of
course) in the final state. Since the thres particles exist in the continuum,
each one may carry a continuous range of momenta, and the way in which
they share the total momentum is sensitive to the interactions among them
[5]. The 2H(n, nn)p has been the reaction most commonly used to study ann.
However, since the proton affects the final state interaction between the two
neutrous, theoretical interpretation of the experimental data in terms of the
scattering length is not straightforward [6]. This is a general feature of the
measurements involving three final state hadrons.
More than thirty years ago, Wilkinson suggested that the 2H(=-,nn)_,
reaction would provide a powerful approach to ann measurements
[7],
assuming, even in 1972, that it would be a high priority at IAMPF and
other meson facilities.
The 2H(z-,nn)_, reaction has only two strongly
interacting particles in the final state. Since all three final-state particles
are detectable, the experimental situation is very favorable. Theoretical
interpretation
of measurements
involving this reaction is in principle
much more reliable than in reactions with three strongly interacting
particles in the final state.
The present
below.

status

Of the n-n and p.p

The accepted value of app is-17.3
A suggested

average

scattering

lengths

is summarized

± 0.2 fm [4,8].

value of anm from the 2H(n, nn)p reaction is -16.8 ±

0_4_m
[8],
butto-23
values fin.
fromOther
different
.measurements
rang. from above
down
reactions,
such as SH(d,2n)SHe
and
SH(t,2n)4He, yield results ranging from -16 to -17 fin [8].
•

_,

Measurements
Of a u using the ZH(z-,nn)_, have also been published. A
An
value of-18.7 + 0.6 fm [2,8] was obtained in a recent measurement.
earlier study had obtained a value of-16.7 ± 1.3 fin [9].
This summary of am_ values reveals sizable differences even in the
_H(z-_n)Tezperiments.
One value is close to that obtained from 2H(n, nn)p
data, while the other is more negative by some 2 fro. It bears noting that a
difference between ana values inferred from reactions involving two and
reactions involving three final-state hadrons could be an experimental
indication of the existence of the elusive three-body force [I0].
In order to confirm the value of a_ as inferred from studies of the
_H(z-,nn)7'
reaction and reduce its experimental uncertainty, we have
carried out measurements
of neutron spectra in coincidence with highenergy gamma rays from stopped pions in the LEP cave. The target was a
-99-
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cylinder of liquid deuterium 5 cm in diameter. A 1.75" beryllium slab was
used to bring the 50-MeV pion beam to rest in the middle of the target.
Neutrons were detected by an array of 24 neutron detectors, and a single
arm of the neutral meson spectrometer (lqMS) was used to detect gamma
rays. The large solid angle, high efficiency and high x-y position resolution
of the NMS was a critical ingredient in the success of Exp. 1286. Our
neutron detectors were cylindrical cells of pulse-shape-discriminationcapable liquid scintillator about 5" in diameter and 3" thick. Their arrangement relative to the NMS is depicted in Fig. 1. Data were accumulated over
a period of two weeks, with liquid hydrogen and empty target runs
included.
,_
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Fig. 1. Experimental
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arrangement.

"

Fig. 2. Neutron counter array. The numbered circles are the neutron
detector cells. The lettered rectangles are char_d-particle
veto scintillator
paddles.

Figure 2 shows the array of the neutron detectors, which was arranged in a
honeycomb pattern for maximal symmetry. The detectors were placed in
an array of five rows. The top and bottom rows contained four detectors
each, the second and fourth rows contained five detectors each, and the
third (middle) row contained six detectors. At 2.5 m from the target, each
neutron detector subtended an angle of about 3°, while the angular separation between adjacent detectors was about 4.8 °. Pulse Shape Discr4"mln,tion
(PSD) was used to separate neutron events from gamma events in each
neutron detector. Plastic scintillators 0.25" thick were used in front of the
neutron detectors to veto charged par_cles.
Data analysis is presently under way. We will extract a,, for two classes of
events:
those involvins only one neutron and a E-ram, (kinematically
complete), and those involving two neutrons and a g,mm, (kinematically
overcomplete).
Figure 3 shows a neutron TOF spectrum for detector
number 11 from the 1H(x-,n) 7 reaction, which, owing to its simple
kinematics, is ideal for the study of our entire system response. The arrows
indicate the window used to sate the NMS S_t_mmAx-y position spectrum
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of the NMS
- 101-
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulation of"the position spectrum of the gamma rays
in coincidence with neutron detector number I i. This simulation was done
with a uniform incident beam intensity, which may account for the
departure from the observed distribution shown in Fig. 4. Further Monte
Carlo work will focus on improving the agreement between experiment and
simulation.

gamma position spectrum in coincidence with a neutron in detector II.
This simulation, after further work, will be used to guide our data analysis
and to generate spectra from theoretical modeling, which will be compared
with data t'or the purpose of extracting a,,,,. Prelhninary results show that
the statistical
accuracy of our results will be much better than in the
previous measurements.
Finally, we note that careful neutron detector
efficiency measurements have been carried out at TUNL and at the Los
Alamos Ion Beam Facility. Data from these measurements will be reduced
to provide a complete determination of our experimental system response.
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Experiment 1289-

LEP

THE SPIN-FLIP ELECTmC DIPOLE IN
PION SINGLE CHARGE EXCHANGE
Participan',s
D. A. Smith and H. T. Fortune
Institutions
University of Pennsylvania

The isovecter.monopole
(IVI_._)has been observed, using the old z ° spectrometer, on six nuclei from _Ca to 2°spb [1,2]. The resonance was found to
be around 35 MeV in excitation in z +, and 25 MeV in z-, and has a width of
20 MeV. The state was identified in these nuclei by fitting a Lorentzian to
the data and comparing the cross sections found to theoretical calculations
for the IVM. The data fit the theory quite well, showing there is a broad
resonance with a 0. shape in this region of excitation. But there are other
giant resonances close in excitations to the IVM, viz., the isovector giant
quadrupole (IVQ), and the spin-dipole resonance (SDR). The group that
found the IVM, at the time, stated that the data could not prove or disprove
the existence of the IVQ, and they ignored the possible existence of the SDR
[1,2]. This experiment iste measure the SDR in pion SCX using the new
NM8.
The spin-dipole resonance is the gia_it dipole coupled with a nucleon spinflip, or an L = 1, S = I transition. The combination of Z, = 1, S = I gives the
SDRauangu_.
di_,
,, _+tlci+_
" u_on
....... similar to that +of a 0_ state, i.e., like the IVM
[3). This SDR_must be in the pion SCX data, but how strong will it be?
Using a microscopi_q_distorted-wave
code, the absolute magnitude of
the SDR and the GDK++I_av_been calculated for 4°C(z-,z°).
_e
code
calculated the 0+ Stmmgthl uling the full (sd) _ (fp) nuclear wave functions
for the 8DR, and, (_ld)-+
(3s2d) and (lp),+(2p)
for the IVM. The
components of these calculations have been added together to get the total
resonance cross section. The calculations matches the data remarkably
well in both shape and _tude.
The data probably contain _oth IVM
and SDR contributions. The SDR calculation has almost the same shape as
that of the IVM calculation, and there is no way .to tell the difference
between the two from the data [4].
How do we tell the difference between the IVM and the SDR if they have
almost exactly the same anlPdar distributions?--by
measuring the energy
dependences.
The IVM has a cross section that increases with pion
-105-
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momentum, while the SDR cross section will decrease with the pion
momentum. This difference in energy dependence will give us the ability to
separate the two resonances. Also, the SDR should be about 5 MeV lower in
excitaiion than the IVM. Given the re_olution of the new NMS, this energy
difference will help to resolve the difference between the 1VM and the SDR.
The experiment will use a x- beam for t.he measurements.
This is mostly
because the isovector giant resonances will have no isospin-splitting
with
the use of x-. But also the giant resonances will be lower in excitation, so
there will •be a lower ba.ckground
to56worry about. The experiment will also
40-,_.
use two different nuclez, Ca and Fe. These have been chosen because of
revious measurements of the GDR and IVM on 4°Ca and S°Ni [1,2], where
Fe is a nude,: comparable to s°Ni but less expensive. For heavy_ nuclei,
the dipole resonances will be Pauli blocked, making the (x-,x °) cross
section decrease with mass, and makine_ the SDR harder to observe. Also,
the nuclei 4°Ca and 5eFe are related to an approved proposal at EPICS.
Experiment 1233 is approved to look for giant resonances built on the IVM
using DCX.
The experiment is to measure pion SCX using a x- beam. Three energies
will be measured to separate the IVM From the SDR; these energies will be
120, 165, and 230 MeV. Angular distributions will be measured at each
energy for identification of the states, but this will require only two angtdar
settings of the NMS at each energy, two settings will measure eight an_les
from 0° to 40°. Data will be tak.en using two tarpts at each setting, 4uCa
and NFe, and using a target thickness of 1.0 g/cm z.
In October 1993, hall"of the PAC approved beam time was used to measure
one of these targets. SSFe was used for small angle measurements at the
given three energies.
This was hoped to be enough data to show the
existence of the SDR in this nucleus. Measurements of 4°Ca were done for
164 MeV, the other two energies were not done. One hundred fifty hours
are still approved atA- priority in the NMS queue. We will use this time to
continue mea.surements of the large angle data, and the other two energies
for 4°Ca. Figure 1 shows the data on 5eFe at 120 MeV. The NMS was
divided into 5° angle bins, and the 20" spectrum was subtract_ from the 5°
spectrum.
Forward peaked resonances will be positive peaks in the
spectrum, such as the SDR. The GDR peaks at 18° and is observed as a
negative peak. The spectrum shows a forward peaked resonance at an
excitation around 20 MeV, and the GDR is observed at the excitation of
15 MeV. The nature of the forward-peaked resonance is still not known,
and the data analysis continues.
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Fig. 1. Data on MFe at 120 MeV.
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Experiment 1293 -- BR
np EI.ASTIC ANALYZING POW_
Participants
M. W. McNaughton, K. H. _cNaughton, G. Glass, P. J. Riley,
G. Gtflmez, J. C. Hiebert, R. H. Jeppeson, R. Ransome,
H. Spinka, I. Supek, G. E. Tripard, and H. Woolverton
Institutions
Los Alamo8 National Laboratory, University of Texas at Austin,
Texas A&M University, Argonne National Laboratory,
University of Montana, Washington State University,
University of Central Arkansas, Rudjer Boskovie Institute (Crotia),
_gi
University (Turkey), arid University of Manitoba
The np elastic analyzing power has been measured from about 30° to 180°
c.m. by scattering 485- and 788-MeV polarized neutrons from a liquid
hydrogen tarpt. In 1992, we measured the analyzing power from about 60°
to 180° [1]. The data report_ here confirm the previous data and extend the
angular coverage to forward neutron angles by detecting the recoil proton at
backward lab angles.
There are three reasons for these new measurements, as follows.
1. The absolute normalization of the np analyzing power affects all the
LAMPF polarization measurements, both in area B and at the NTOF
facility, taken since the polarized neutron beam became available in
1977. The data that were taken in 1992 [1] disagree with previous
measurements [2]. The preliminary data reported here agree with
reference [1].
2. By extending the data to 30° c.m., we overlap with quasif-ree data
meastu_d by scattering polarized protons from deuterium [3]. The
agreement between the free np data and the q_
pn data ties the
absolu,_ normalization of the neutron beam to the proton beam, and
the np data to thepp data.
3. The shape of the angular distribution arises from interference
between the isospin-0 and isospin-I amplitudes, and is a sensitive
probe of the iso_pin-0 inelasticities. These inelasticities are the major
source of disagreement between the phase-shift analysis of Arndt [4]
and Bua [5]. Arndt follows the prescription of Bystricky et al. [6] and
-108-
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assigns substantial
isospin.0 inelasticity
near 800 MeV. Bugg
restricts the inelasticity to a few partial waves, and finds evidence for
coupling to a pair ofdelta resonances below threshold.
Figure 1 shows excellent agreement with the pre-existing phase-shifts of
Bugg, though the final angle and background corrections are not included
in these pre]imlnary data. For most of the data, these corrections are small
(about 0.3 ° in c.m. angle and 0.003 in the analyzing power), but they are
larger at the e ztreme angles. The corrections will improve the agreement
between the dataand thefit. The agreement seems to support theanalysis
of Bua.
The status of the nucleon-nucleon program is summarized as follows•
1. The pp elastic data are complete at 500, 580, 650, 73_, and 800 MeV
and have been used to obtain the isospin-I amplitudes [7]. The
various phase-shift analyses are in satisfactory agreement. The final
pp elastic paper from LAMPF, measuring absolute differential cross
sections to better than 1%, was published in 1993 [8], and includes
references to other cross-section data. References to spin-dependent
data are listed in Ref. [9].
0.4
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Fig.1. ap elastic
analyzingpower for788-MeV polarizedneutronsscattered from liquidhydrogen. The curves are Arndt'sand Bugg's preexisting
1992 phau-shiftsolutions.
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2. The most recent np elastic data are contained in Refs. [1,10-13].
Earlier data are referred to in these papers. Some data have been
corrected or omitted, as discussed in Ref. [4].
3. The np total cross section measurements
from LAMPF [14] and
TRIUMF [15] disagree beyond their quoted uncertainties.
At this
time there seems to be no satisfactory way to resolve this discrepancy.

,

4. The estimates of the np inelasticities
by Arndt and VerWest [16]
dis_
with those of Bystricky et al. [6]. These inelasticities are
based on sparse and very old data, most of which are inaccurate or
inconsistent. There is no foreseeable possibility of checking these
data. However, the elastic data constrain the phase-shift analysis
well, so the best procedure may be to omit the old inelastic data, and
allow the inelasticity to adjust to the total and elastic data.
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Experiment19.94
--NTOF
I

SPIN DECOMPOSrlION OF M
GIANT RESONANCE REGION
FOR M
Ca(p,n) AND Pb_n) REACTIONS AT 795 MeV
Participants
D. Prout (Spokesman), E. Sugarbaker (Spokesman), T. N. Taddeucci,
J. B. McClelland, C. D. Goodman, J. Rapaport, F. Todd Baker,
B. K. Park, D. Cooper, S. D. DeLucia, and B. Luther
Institutions
The Ohio State Uzfiversity, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Ohio University,
University of Georgia, and New Mexico State University

In 8epfmnber 1993, spin observable measurements of the giant resonance
region on Pb were performed at NTOF at 795 MeV. The purpose of this
experiment was to investigate the substantial cross section appesring above
the GT resonance in Pb at 796 MeV. This feature is absent in 200-MeV Pb
data where most of the experimental and theoretical charge exchange effort
has been focused.
Sophisticated
DWIA calculations that work well at
200 MeV have shown that some of this stren_*,h may be dipole excitation
(AL = 1, AS = 0); however, these calculations cannot account for a significant fraction of the strength at higher excitation.
There is the intriguing
possibility that this cross section is due to the Isovector Monopole (IVM).
Indeed, charge exchange reactions at 795 MeV have been singled out as
promising reactions with which to search for the IVM [1].
Spin transfer observables are an excellent way of_tamining
the spin
character of the continuum. We have measureci IPNN and DLL over this
region of excitation at 0°. Replay and data reduction have been completed at
Ohio Stats University for the 0° portion of the experiment. These data have
been decomposed into longitudinal and transverse partial cross sections
and are shown in Fig. 1 along with the spin transfer observables.
This
allows us to distinguish between AS = 1 and AS = 0 cross section and has led
to intoresting results. Unlike the predictions, most of the strength is AS =
I. The vertical and horizontal lines are transverse strength ( AS = I) and
the diagonal lines indicate the longitudinal strength ( AS = 1). The AS = 0
strength is shown in white. The proportion of each of these partial cross
sections does not change in going from the GT into the high excitation
region of the bump. Since the GT is pure unnatural parity, this implies
that this extra strength is also unnatural parity. There is the possibility
that this strength represents high lying "missing" GT strength.
G. Love
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Fig. I. The top panel shows the natpb 0° cross section data from Exp. 1294.
The partial cress sections for the _wo transverse (horizontal and vertical
lines), loagi_dinal (diagonal lines) and S = 0 (white) are shown. The
bottom panel Shows the DNN (solid) and D_ (open) results that were used
_o decompose the cross section. This shows that the strength in the bump at
30-40 MeV energy loss is predominantJy
of unnatural parity.
The experiment was only part/ally finished and no angular distribution was o_,',ained,

so a decomposition of the data into difl'erent multipoles was not possible.
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has indicat_i that as the beam energy is increased a larger fraction of the
intqrated 0° spectrum should consist of GT strength [2]. Analysis of these
data are continuing at OSU.
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Experiment 1296 -- NTOF
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COINCIDENCE STUDY OF L_C(p,nz.)ISC
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Rutgers University, College of William & Mary,
University of Tokyo (Japan), Institut de Physique Nucleaire (France),
Los Alamos Nat/onal Laboratory, KEK (Japan), Ohio State University,
University of Georgia, and New Mexico State University
Experiment: _1296 was a coincidence measurement Of the _2C(p, n z +)
reaction,, using the NTOF channel at LAMPF supplemented by a pion
s_cctrometer. It was designed to look for coherent pion production, with
left in its ground state. The pion spectrometer used a straw chamber
for tracking, and scintillators for timing, particle identification, and
trigpring.
All detectors were mounted in the yoke of the NTOF beam
dump magnet. Detectors were built in mid 1993. Pion spectrometer
development runs took place in August and September, with data runs
d_fing October 1993.
The physics motivation is the study of the A resonance in nuclei. Hadronic
chargo exchan_ res_ons show a strong and attractive shift in the A peak
position, which is believed to result from spin-longitudinal (pionic) correlation effects. Only modest shifts are observed in electron scattering, where
such effects should be absent. The first charge-exchange measurements,
which looked also at A decay products, gave some evidence for coherent pion
productioxL Studies [1] at KEK of decay particles in coincidence with
'neutrons from 12C(p,n)showed evidence for single pion events that left 12C
in its ground state. Such events, with a strongly forward-peaked angular
distribution, have also been seen in (3He,t) [2,3]. Such coherent pion
production has been suggested [4-6] as a signature of pionic collectivity.
The experimental resolution, however, has been too poor to make definitive
claims. Ezperiment 1296 extends the range of measurements to 0°, where
cross sectiona.are ezpected to be larger and the signature clearer, and
improves the energy resolution by a large factor over that available in
previous experiments.
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Fig, 1. A schematic diagram of"the NTOF facility at _F.
The straw
chamber and trigger scintillators are placed inside the yoke of the swsepinl
magnet BM-05.
A schematic description of our set-up is shown in Fig. 1. Neutrons created
in the X2C(p,n) reaction at 0° went straight toward the Neutron Time Of
Flight Facility (NTOF) liquid scintillator detector array, 170 m away. The
proton beam was swept into a beam dump by a sweeping magnet. This
magnet also bent pions emitted at angles from 0° to 10° with momenta from
150-400 MeV/c into a straw chamber mounted inside the magnet yoke, but
just outside the mNjnet pole faces. The chamber was 90 cm long and 15 cm
high, with four planes consisting of frem 64 to 80 individually instrumented
vertical wires and three planes of horizontal wires. Particle positions were
determined to o- 700 Inn in each plane with strs_ht line fits; this rssolution i,_ consistent, with the expeeted 200-1an resolution of the chamber plus
the curvature of the tracks in the magnetic field. Angular information is
good to a few mr, once the curvature of the track is considered. Monte
Carlo studies indicato that the resolution of this system was - 5 MeV/¢, but
varied across the acceptance of the chamber.
Two scintillators placed behind the straw chamber provided _r
signals
and time-of-flight information for distinlr.ishinlr pions from the more
intmsse proton _
CHs absorbers between these scintillators were
used to range low-energy protons out of the trigpr, so that the proton
trigljer rate was only a few times the pion trigger rate. The absorber also
reduced accidental coincidences from (n,p) scattering in the scintillators.
Shielding stacked between the detectors and the target, and between the
detectors and the beam dump, further reduced unwanted hits.
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A coincidence system had to be set up with detectors separated by 170 m.
The NTOF neutron data were obtained as singles data, with NTOF operating in essentially its standard configuration for nonpolarization measurements. Typical rates were - 200 Hz. The charged particle detectors were
recorded by a separate computer system. A singles trigger started analogto-digital conversion of this data, at rates of several kHz. Neutron triggers
were also sent to the charged-particle electronics.
The charged-particle
trigger was set to automatically fast clear the event, unless a coincident
neutron trigger came in about 2 ± 0.15 ps later. The 0.3-#s width corresponds to a neutron energy range of about 300 to 800 MeV. The real +
random coincidence rate was about 5 Hz. Dead time from fast clearing the
singles triggers was about 20%.
The data streams are synchronized in replay in the following ways. Alignment events were generated by the NTOF electronics when acquiring data,
and sent to both data streams at a rate of I Hz. The 80 beam pulses per
second are then aligned by data events indicating the end of each macro.
pulse. Ramp generators read into ADC's indicate the time of events within
a macropulse, so that the charged particle may be aligned with one of the
three or so neutrons from that same macropulse.
Because the real to random ratio is small, it was decided to also measure a
spectrum of purely random coincidences from early neutrons. This allows
the real spectrum to be determined by a simple subtraction.
To identify
whether the event was definitely random or possibly real, long-mnp TDCs
were used to measure the neutron and chars_ particle trigger times with
respect to the start of the macropulse with 1-ns precision. Comparison of
real and real + random event rates on line suggested a net rate of about 100
real events per hr.

'

The pions, protons, and b_und
are shown in Fig. 2. The baclq_und
events appear as the intermediate # and mass peaks. # is calculated from
the ratio of path length, derived _From the track in the straw chamber, to
time of flii0at, which is the difference in scintillator and RF times plus an
offset. Mass is calculatod from the momentum, also derived from the
track, divided by _. Both # and mass peaks for the pions and protons show
up at about the correct controids, indicating that the time, path length, and
momentum calibrations are approximately correct.
A neutron energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The A peak, visible at about
500 MeV neutron energy, or _ = 300 MeV, is not as prominent as typical for
NTOF datIL Two effects increase the badq_und.
First, NTOF usually
measures neutron polarization; with the requirement that the incident
neutron hits two scintillators,
some background is removed from the
spectrum.
Second, for this measurement the NTOF detector was moved
30 m closer to the cave, outside a trench in which it usually sits. This
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Fig. 3. Sii_dannn of neutron energies measured by NTOF.
decreased the shielding between it and the Area A beam stop, leading to
background rates of about 30 Hz when Line A was running. Each of these
effects should be removed in the real/random subtraction.
A s-mined energy "s__
for real plus random events is shown in
Fig. 4. At this point, no clear signature has been seen for the zgC(g.s.)
coherent x peak, although such a signature would be expected for the
statistics shown. In addition to the possibility that there is no coherent peak
in the spectrum, we are investigating
several possible aspects of the
experiment and replay that could cause the peak to not appear. These
include potential
problems in the particle identification,
momentum
measurement,
detector
alignment,
and the coincidence
matching
algorithm.
Thetime
scale for these efforts is anticipated to be several
months.
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Fig. 4. Summed energy spectrum, Es+ + T,, + calculated 1_ recoil energy.
The coherent x peak would appear as a peak of width a few MeV at energy
800 MeV.
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D. J. Vieira, and the LAMPF He-Jet Collaboration
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As the nuclear science community prepares the scientific and technical
case for a high-intensity; high-beam-quality, broad, mass-rangw radioactive
beam facility, such as the IsoSpin Labor._tory (ISL)[1;2], one of the most
critical quastion| regm'ds the ability t,, sCale-up the target/ion source
system to higher beam intensities.
More specifically for the ISL initiative,
can the thick-target approach be advanced to operate reliably at the 100-#A
level? And given thai many species (especially non-volatile, refractory
elements) m not readily released from thick-target matrices, what alternatives are available?
Herein we explore an alternate approach, that of a thin-target, He-jet
system, which is well suited to the production and rapid transport of nonvolatile species. As such, the thin-target He-jet approach is complimentary
to the thick-target method, but it also has its own set of advantages and
disadvantages
(see Pet's. [3] and [4] for more details).
One important
difference is that the production target can be well removed from the Joy
source. This means that the target can be made more robust and can be
separately disposed of, while the ion source can be reused and maintained.
As such, a He-jet system thus provides an opportunity to employ a more
sophisticated set of ion sources. However, there are losses associated with
transporting the activity from target to the ion source and the ion sources
must be designed to operate under the conditions of continuous gas flow
and aerosol (NaCI and KCI in the present case) loading.
Finally, to
compensate, if only partially, for the reduced target thickness, the He-jet
system should be designed to operate with multiple targets and at as high a
beam intensity as possible. In this report we feature the first successful
demonstration of a thin-target, He-jet system operating at beam intensities
ofup to 700/U_I
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Beyond its importance as an alternate source for radioactive beams, this
work also benefits our efforts to measure the 68-78 atomic parity nonconser.
ration (PNC) transition rate in a series of Cs radioisotopes
(Cs-PNC
experiment [5]). This experiment
is extremely important as a highprecision test of the Standard Model of electroweak interactions in nuclei,
but it is also extremely challenf_ng to undertake. One of the initial steps in
mounting this experiment is to provide a long-term, low-maintenance
source of radioactive Cs species, capable of delivering these species for
several months at a time with intensities on the order of-10eatoms/s.
Given limitations in the number of atoms that can be optically trapped and
thus meuured batchwise in the proposed PNC experimental apparatus,
higher Ca intensities cannot be effectively utilized. The He-jet system thus
represents a good mn_h to the needs of this experiment.

TheIAMP7ThiTmpt,

Demommoa Espmtmeat

A sketch of the He-jet target chamber is shown in Fig. 1. The chamber
consists of two thin-walled (0.7 ram) stainless steel coaxial tubes that are
actively cooled by high-pressure water flowing between the inner and outer
tubes. The target has been designed to withstand beam intensities of up to
1000 pA with total beam deposition powers of-6 kW. Finite-element stress
and temperature calculations were carried out during the design stage to
ensure that the target surface temperatures could be kept low (-200°C) in
order to reduce potential collection losses from heat/gu turbulence effects.
Moreover, sp_al gas flow, smoke studies were carried out with a plastic
mock-up to verify that uniform gas flow throughout the helium gas
stopping volume was achieved.
1 mS. 000 MeV

.__

pmme btam

__

_tmors

WtU' out

7
Holn

_

Fig. 1. Sketch of the LAMPF He-jet target chamber.
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The production target consists of a t_.'n (-12 mg/cm 2) coating of 238U20a,
which was electreplated onto the inslde surface of' the tuner tube. The
entire assembly was then welded together with the capillaries being brazed
into the endcap beforehand. Fission and spallation products that recoil out
of the tarlrets: (1) m stopped in the central volume of'helium gas; (2) attach
themselves to aerosols suspended in the helium; (3) are swept out of the
target chamber by the gas flow; and (4) are entrained in one-to-seven
differentially pumped capillary tubes. The activity is then transported
-30 m in times on the order of"a second to a moving tape collection and
detection station where the various activities are measured.
A closed-loop, gas recirculating system (see Fig. 2) is used to contain
radioactive gas emissions and to faciUtate operation at high flow rates.
This system, which consists of several pumps, purifying filters, a cold trap,
and an evaporative,'_6_-type'aer0"s'61
generhM_,"fs
fully computer
controlled. It is designed to operate at target pressures of up to 6 arm and at
flow rates of i std Vs or less.
Upon exit from the capillary, the transpo_
activity is deposited on a
movinfr tape collection system [6] that sequentially or continuously moves
the activity in Front of'a high-purity Ge tram-ray
detector. Becsuse of'the
larga mounts
of' activity transported (typically several Ci), the Ge was
removed From the countin8 tape position by 1.6 m. Moreover, the Ge
lmA
_PROTON
800 MoV/ BEAM
GENERATOR
AEROSOL

& DETECTOR
TAPE
DRIVE

_

TARGET CHAMBER
ROOTS BLOWER
METALBELLOWS
PUMP
I
PAPERFILTER _

ROTARYPUMP

OIL DEMISTER
COLDTRAP

I_I_. 2. Schematic of'the He-jet gas 1_dzctdation system.
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detector was well shielded and collimated to limit the detectors point of view
to only the correct tape counting position. Finally, a combination of aluminum and lead attonuatore were routinely used to keep the counting rates in
the Go detector below 40,000 Hz, where system performance began to
degrade. Gamma-ray spectra were recorded on an IBM 386 computer
usin8 the 8100 system [7] for data acquisition. Livetime performance of the
overall systom was monitored using a fixed.rate pulsar, and gamma-ray
detection efBcienciu were determined using calibrated gamma standards.
Oly-line, we extract_ the transported yields of individual, gamma-ray.
emitting radionuclidu using modified versions of the automated multipeak gamma-ray analysis code GAMANAL [8] and the decay-curve

anea d, cod,CLSq[9].
By chsnfi_ the sample collection and counting length sequence, data were
acquired for a wide variety of species spanning the half-life range from
seconds to days. In a few cases, long.lived samples were collected and
chemically separated off-line using a resin column method [10]. Each
elut_ flqtction was then quantitatively r mma counted to ext_ct the yields
of individual isotol_. Fig. 3 shows a typical gamma.ray spectrum obtained
from one of the eluted samples containing several cesium radioisotopes. In
general, the on.line summa spectra were considerably more complex.
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Fig. 3. A gamma-ray spectrum measured from a sample eluted elYof •
AGSOWX8cation column wi.th 0.2 N HNOs. The .spectrum represents a 20minute count of the Cs-dominatod chemical Fraction taken 22.6 hours after
the termination of a 3-hour sample collection period, s_Cs (TIv_ = 6.2 hrs.),
lS_Cs (T_t = 1.34 days), and 13eCs (Tit _ = 13.2 days) are dearly evident,
among other activities.
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Rmulm
After a through ©h_kout and debuffginl of the system, a variety of measuremente

were performed to charhctJriN

and optimize the performance of

the thin.tarpt, He-jet system. Then included: (1) the investigation of gas
flow rates versus target pressure for different sized capillaries; (2) the
optimization of the aerosol conditions using either NaCI or KCI at di_erent
oven t_mporatures;

(3) the meaeuroment of transport times by pulsing the

braun on and o_ and (4) the determination of transport yields as e ¢_nction
of beam intensity, beam poeition relative to the center of"the target, and
operating tarpt pressure/flow rate conditions.
highlill!Ste of' our findings are presented here.
One impo_t

feature

is the linear

scaling

For brevity,

only a few

of our yields

with beam

intensity f_m 10 to 700 _IA, as illustrated in Fig. 4. At the highest beam
intensity, tho outside eurh_
tmnporaturo of the tarpt chamber reached
-220°C (as measured by an array of.thermocoupl_ attached to the outside of
the tarpt chamber), in flood _ment
with our calculations.
Moreover,
we observed no eiffns of hmt-drivms turbulence eff_
or losses in yield as
was fom_,in a previous hiffh-intensity attempt [11]. At all intensities, we
found that the water-a_ed,
thin-tarpt, He-jet system worked as expected,

fftving roliabia as_ stsb_ IMU_ormanm:oncethe M._

conditions had been

J

m4
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....
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For those isotopes with measured production cross sections, we can extract
the overall He-jet transport and collection efficiency, which generally
ran_
from 10 to 3095. The He-jet emdency is deduced from the measured
collection rate, as obtained From the r_mma decay analysis, the calculated
production rate using the known cross sections, and a calculation of. the
fraction of reaction products that recoil out of the tarpt and the fraction of'
recoils that are then stopped in the central He gas volume. The latter
quantities are calculated usin# a Monte Carlo code in which known ranpenergy relationships and a uniform angular distribution/'or the reaction
products have been aseumod. The results presented in Table I exemplify
our flndinp.
We comddsr a He-jet efficiency of 20-30% to be quite reasonable given the He-jet performance determined by the Chalk River group
[12], who used heavy ion beams of 1 pA or less.
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Table I. Measured collect/on rate| and derived He-jet efficiencies for
several Cs and Rb isotopes measured in a sample collected For 2000 s
using a beam intmmity of 685 _
target thickness of 12.5 n_/cm 2, He gas
pressure of 2.4 atm, flow rate oF0.2 std. l/s, and KCI aerosols.
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We have found that this water_ooled, thin.tarpt, He-jet system works quite
wall, even at the hi,hast beam intensity of 700 pA. No loss in scaled-up
yields or st,_ of beam heated turbulence effects were observed. Once we
became knowledgeable
about optimizing the He-jot aerosol conditions,
reliable and stable performance was achieved.
Measured collection rates
/'or Cs radioisotopes were typically in the 107-108 atoms/s range with He-jet
e/_ciondee of, lO-3(F/5. This performance encouragu us to proceed with the
Ce-PNC weak interaction experiment.
Additional data, especially for the
refractory, non-volatile species, are still under_oin_ analysis.
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Although this demonstration experiment lasted for two months, we did not
have time to test several of the features that were built into the system•
These included the ability to run multiple targets, which could increase our
yields by a factor of 3 or more, and the ability to use several capillaries
simultaneously to reduce the transport speed (most important for shortlived species). Further checks of"the target robustness should also be
performed.
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ANALYZING POw_
FOR THE _o INEIASTIC
AT 790 MeV: np --_N/Vx
Participants
G. Glass, P. Riley, I. Supek, K. Auer, and E. Lomon
Institutions
University of Texas at Austin, Rudjer Boskovie Institute,
Los Alamos National Laboratory,
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology

This experiment used the same setup as an elastic one, as shown in Fig. 1,
but was arranged to detect proton, in the spectrometer at 23 ° and conjugate
neutrons or protons at -20 °. The neutron beam energy was centered
around 790 MeV and the spectrometer protons had momenta between 475
and 1000 MeV/c. The conjupte particles were distinguished as either a
neutron or a proton with the use of a thin counter (V-counter) placed in
front of tho thick array of scintillators (N-counter).
A hit in V was
interpreted as a conjugate proton. Some charged pions could register as
protons, but these were considerably diminished since their time of flight
was usually short enough to have them eliminated by the timing gate put
on the N and V counter time-of-flight value.
The targets were CH_ and
carbon, the latter being used to extract the __n
events via subtraction.
Data were obtained to give a measure of the analyzing power with respect to
the npz ° final state integrated over all proton momenta between 475 and
1000 MeV/e.
A(npz°)

•

= -0.138 + 0.068.

The ppg" final state was more difficult to deal with due to the many
components of accidentals associated with the triple coincidence between
the spectrometer proton, the V-counter, and the N-counter.
Here the
analyzing power measurement result is
A(ppz-)

= O.085+0.221,

where the error was increased by the usual _/v
scaling factor (in this
case, 2.1) to account for the difference between two _ of data. The experiment also obtained the inclusive measurement of analyzing power with
results shown in Fig. 2 of analyzing power versus spectrometer proton
- 129-
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momentum. These represent events without regard to whether
or proton struck the N-counter.

a neutron

Another result of this experiment is the ratio of the np: 0 final-state
section to that of the ppg" final state,

cross

°_nPX°! = 2.00_0.12,

ppfJ

and is in line with the total reaction cross section ratio prediction of
VerWest and Arndt [1], and the X- results of Thomas et 81. [2] and Dubna's
(1959) x_ data. They get ratios closer to 2.8-2.9.
It is anticipated that these data will serve to pin down models" [3,4] that
treat the inelastic channels in the isospin-0 and -1 states.
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S. C. Frankle, D. J. Punk, M. S. Gulley, R. L. Hutson, P. B. Keating,
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Work at the High Resolution Atomic Beam Facility (HIRAB) concluded
with a study of the interaction of relativistic H- ions with thin foils. This
was an extension of our previous work on beam-foil interactions [1] anda
follow-up to an exploratory run in 1992. This work was stimulated, in part,
by the problem of first-turn losses at the Proton Storage Ring. The present
(1993) run featured improved on-line data acquisition and better control over
systematic effects.
A comprehensive theoretical study of beam-foil interactions has not been
attempted due to the complexity of the problem. Perturbational treatments
do not work because the perturbations are too strong. Theoretical work has
attempted to explain the interaction of highly charged ions traversing thin
foils nsing stochastic models [2], and it may be possible to extend this work
to the case of relativistic beams.
Foil stripping of H- directly to H. is being considered for proton injection in
the next ge.ne.rati.onof high-current proton storage rings. This technique
'can result m significant losses because excst_ states of Hv, which are also
produced in the foil, are field stripped in the downstream bending magnets.
Without due care in the injection system design, many of the resulting
protons will be outside tim acceptance of the storage ring and will be quickly
lost. This experiment combined the efforts of the Proton Storage Ring (PSR)
development group and a basic research group that has been doing
accelerator-based atomic physics research at Los Alamos using laser-ion
colliding beams for the past twenty yearn.
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Tedn,tque
The experiment
used the "laser-quality"
external H- beam at the High
Resolution Atomic Ream Facility at LAMPF. This facility features a beam
kinetic
energy that could be varied from 100 to 800 MeV with typical beam
parameters of 2-ram spot size, 100-_rad divergence, and 0.05% 8p/p. With
special tuning, the beam parameters could be improved to < 0.5-ram spot
size, < 10-_ad divergence, and - 0.01% _p/p [3].
The apparatus consisted of a foil box with remotely interchangeable Foils,
the gradient magnet, a five-meter flight path and the detector system (see
Fig. 1). The detector system was a scintillator telescope and a scanning
scintillator. The scintillator telescope covered the entire beam so that the
experiment could be properly normalized.
The data collection and scanning scintillator
were controlled from the electronics trailer using a
personal computer. Foil thicknesses were comparable to those being used
for injection into existing storage rings and to those being considered for
storage rings at the next generation of spallation neutron sources.
As a beam of H- ions passes through a Foil, some are stripped completely to
p_tons, H +, some emerge as neutral hydrogen in various excited sta_s,
HV(n,l,m), and some pass through unscathed as H-. The various speaes
were analyzed by measuring their trajectories in the gradient magnet
downstream of the/'oil. Each excited state would field-strip at a particular
field value in the gradient and the outgoing proton would then be bent in the
field. The magnet's field shape was similar to the Fringe field in a ringbending mapset.

Gradient

H'bum

Oetectrr Plane

Foil

.1,2)

! _

'

_

H+

/
0.83m _

"1

__

5.27m

r

Fig. 1. Schematic of experiment to measure
Standard beam diagnostics and phase-space
shown.
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production of excited states.
tailoring apparatus are not

•

The gradient magnet was a half-quadrupole turned sideways to the beam.
The beam entered through a hole in the return yoke and then encountered a
vertical magnetic field whose strength increased linearly with distance.
The maximum field available was 1.9 T and the length of the gradient
region was 0.2 m. The magnet had been used previously to study the
ionization probability of the H- ground state as a function of field [4].
We used carbon and aluminum oxide foils ranging from 20 to 500 micrograms/cm z in thickness.
The foil thicknesses were determined in a
separate experiment [5] using a combination of alpha ranging, Rutherford
back scattering, weighing, and optical transmission.

,aMh/S
The analysis of the H ° excited states depends upon a model for field
stripping.
When the H ° enter a magnetic field, they are subjected to a
motional electric field in their rest fi_ame. This field is given by
......

F=(3×

10e)_×B

,

(1)

Where F is in V/m and R isin Tesla. The symbols _,and _ are the usual
relativistic parameters of the beam. For an 800-MeV atom, _I= 0.842 and _ =
1.85. Thus, a magnetic field of 1 T transforms to an electric field of
4.7 MV/m in the rest frame of the atom.
This intense electric field, causes the atom to become unstable since the
electron can tunnel out through the potential barrier. Ionization will
proceed rapidly at a critical field given, to first order, by
Fe[V/m ] = 5.142× 1011
9n 4
,

....

where n is the prindl_"_l_ntum
•

.

number of the spherical states.

(2)
"

.._

In the presence of a field, the states with definite lifetime are parabolic
states represented
by the quantum numbers (nl,n2,m)[6].
These are
.related to the spherical states (n,l,m)
through the Clebsch-Gordon
coei_ciente.
The principal quantum number is related to the parabolic
quantum numbers by .....
n = nl +n_ +m+ 1.

(3)

The states in the magnetic field are described using the Damburg-Kolosov
(DK) formalism [7]. DK represents the unstable states as Breit-Wigner
resonances and gives a formula for the widths in terms of the field, the
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Stark-_
enersy of the state, and the parabolic quantum numbers. The
energies of the states are calculated to fifth order using perturbation theory.
We have testedthe DK formalism by comparing it to exact numerical
calculations.
These numerical calculations were verified in a previous
experiment where we used a laser to excite the Stark states [8]. We found
that the DK energies are accurate to 0.06% and the DK widths are accurate
to better than 20% in the region of interest.
Our analysis code starts with a given distribution of excited states, finds out
where they ionise using the DK formalism, and then traces the H .
trajectories through the magnet and into the detector using the measured
map of the magnetic field. The input parameters are then varied using a
non.linear optimization code until a best fit is obtained.
Many of the
software subroutines
were developed in our previous series of foil
experiments [1].

Resub
The expomnt

was very dean with sigual.to-ba_un,

d ratios of between

10 6 and 10". Prelhninary
results for both basic physics and storage ring
implications have been presented at recent conferences [9-14]. The experiment verifies that excited states of H° are produced in sufficient numbers
(approximately 1%) to be a problem in the next generation of storage rings
unless spe_al precautions are taken. There is evidence that higher values
of the orbital quantum number I are populated than would be predicted by
purely statistical _ente.
The dependence of the population on principle quantum number n shows a distinct break between n = 2 and higher
values.
Placing a magnetic field directly at the foil appears to alter the
distribution of excited states [14].
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The purpoes of this experiment was to determine and understand the
radiation damage issues for silicon detector systems exposed to very high
fluence levels (>10Z4/cmS). The HRS beam line proved to be ideal for those
studies, providing a well-characterized beam of heavy particles, which
could csues displacement damage, and which was of sufficient intensity to
provide the required fluences even when the beam spot was expanded to be
over 5 cm in diameter. It is extremely unfortunate that the channel is no
longer operational.
We made detailed measurements to quantify the different radiation damage
effects: surface cha.,lring, leakage current increases, carrier trapping, and
dopant concentration changes in silicon detectors. Following the exposure,
we determined the parameters describing short-torm self-annealing
effects, and then followed the behavior of the devices for well over a year to
determine lens-term mmealin4r effects. We found that in contrast to the
beneficial nature of the short-term annealing, on a longer time scale, some
of the properties of the detector actually degraded with time (following their
initial short-term improvement), even without any additional radiation
exposure. The degradation continued to a point, where the detectors were
actually worse off than when they were initially removed from the beam.
Figure I shows the behavior of the voltage required to deplete (operate) the
detector. The temperature dependencies of both the short- .and long-term
annealing were deteranned. _ Our results now form the basis of all plans
for operatin8 silicon detectors in high-luminosity environments.
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Mush level-crouing
resonance (pLCR) has been established as a powerful
variant of the mush spin rotation/relaxation/resonance
(pSR) technique [1],
and has been widely used to understand
hyperfine interactions
of
muonium-substituted
free radicals [2], and muonium defect centers in
semiconductors [3]. The latter application of pLCR has technological
importance because it can be used to ezRm(_e the role of hydrogen in
semiconductors,
especially hydrogen passivation
[4]. Due to the high
mobility of H and its reactivity in semiconductors, it is difficult to study
isolated H in these materials.
On the other hand, one can use muonium
(p+e-) as the hydroi_
analos (mass of Mu is 1/9 mass of H) and examine
its behavior in semiconductors, where previous studies have shown it to be
s'unilar to H. Much interest in the role of H in semiconductors has been
generated in the past st_mral years by the discovery that H can pas_vat_ the
electrical activity of defects and impurities in semiconductors
[5]. The
primary source of information on H in semiconductors
has in fact come
from m_nium
studies. In this progrees report we present experimental
observations
of./K,CR, in 6gheavily-doped
GaAs:8i
and assign the resonances
•
', TL
'TS
to Mu interactions wsth
(]a,
Ga, and
As quadrupole moments. These
results, in conjunction with previous transverse- and longitudinal-field
data, allow us to speculate that diamagnetic Mu in GaAs:Si is due to Mu-.
If confirmed, this would be the first observation of Mu- in a semiconductor.
'I_ ....

_

Jl, .....

Jl

• "+.c+

......

J, +,-+

+

++

In a pLCR
polarization

experiment,
positive muons (p+) with nearly 100% spin
are implanted in the sample of interest, which is subjected to
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an external, longitudinal magnetic field--the
direction of the field is
coincident with the direction of the p+ spin. Muons decay via weak beta
decay into positrons and two neutrinos with a lifetime t_ of- 2.2 ps, with an
asymmetric decay distribution.
Typically, positron counters are arranged
in the forward (F) and backward (B) direction of the p + spin and detect the
emitted positrons in a time-inteLn_al mode, thereby yielding a measure of
the forward-backward asymmetry,

A=NV-N8
Nv+Ns
P

=*--I'- t

o

(1)

ecx,

where a is an instrumental asymmetry and P(H,t) is the time evolution of
the muon polarization along the direction of applied field and initial p+
spin. In contrast to time-difYerential pSR, there is no need to keep track of
when the muons enter the sample; therefore, there is no restriction on the
rate of muons impinffing on the sample and a higher flux is obviously
advants4_, us. At present, the world's most intense p+ beam is LAMPF
(- 2 × l0 w'_+/e), and advantage is taken of this high flux to do pLCR
experiments.
Muon level-cro_n_
resonmwe occum when the longitudinally applied field
is such that the Zeeman energy of the p + matches the nuclear quadrupole
spli_
of"the host nucleus.
At this field value, there is a loss of" p+
polarization resulting in a dip of the asymmetry plot. In a simplified case,
we have

•

Hm, is the resonanee magnetic field, 7_ and 7: are the _yromagnetic
ratios of the p+ and host nucleus, and fIq is the quadrupolar interaction.
Thus, a measm
of the _
spectrum provides Hr., and information on
Qv _.be
extracted.
The experiment
is performed by scanning the
lon__
mapwtie field and measunng the asymmetry, as a function of
temperature.

Singl_tal

[100] GaAs:S/provided

by Laser-Diode, Inc., was prepares1_by
the liquid encapsulation Czochralski method with a - 3 × I0 xs cm -s Sidopant concentration (n-typo). The effect of the heavy doping is to cause the
sample to undergo an insulator-to-metal
transition so that it conducts at
temperatures
below the ionization
temperature
of the impurities.
Furthermore, this doping shifts the Fermi level to near the band-gap edge,
producing a strong effect on the stability of the muonium states.
For
-148-

temperature scans, the sample was mounted on a cold-finger of a heliumflow cryostat with automatic temperature control. Magnetic field nulling
coils were used to remove extraneous fields and a scan coil was used, in
addition to a large He mholtz coil, to rapidly (0.53 Hz) scan the longitudinal
magnetic field. The apparatus has been described in a previous publication

[6].

ResultaandDlseusM,am
The _R
spectrum for [100] GaAs:Si taken at 300 K is shown in Fig. I;
resonances occur at 9.6, 21.6, 26.4, 34.8, and 40.2 mT. This spectrum is
temperature dependent with maximum intensity at RT. With decreasing
temperature, the resonances decrease in intensity, and near 150 K the
signal is barely resolvable.
Thus, the muonium interaction with the
surrounding quadrupole moments is temperature dependent, suggesting a
transformation of the muonium species.
We note that implantation
of
muons into semiconductors
typically produces two distinct neutral
paramagnetic centers MuT (normal muonium) and MuBc (anomalous Mu,
labeled Mu*!, and a diamalpnetic center MuD. From previous work on
GaAs, the emstence of MuT has been established. It is characterized by an
isotropic hyper6_e interaction and rapid _ion
[7]. Mu*, characterized
by an anis0tropic hyperfine interaction, has also been experimentally
verified. This center occupies a bond-centered site in a relaxed Ga-As bond

[8].

As a _-st step in determining the muonium sites in (]aAs:Si, we assume
that the measured pLCR spectrum is due to muonium interactions with
neighboring quadrupole moments, and calculate a dimensionless quantity
K that is proportional to the electric field gradient. Because the EFO is
expected to be independent of the particular isotope for a given nucleus, K
should be the same for the two resonances corresponding to either m(]a (J =
3/2; ab,md-nce = 60_) or riga (J = 3/2; abundance = 40_). For a nucleus
with IDromaipwt/e ratio 71 and quadrupele moment O_, the pLCR field is
given, by
=[K_/(_'_-7_)],
where 71,/2z = 1.355 MHz/mT..After
pe_ble
combinations of resonances, we find that K Is the
nma (within 3%) if we make the following assi_nnent_ riga(21.6
roT) and
U(_a (34.8 roT) correspond to one slte and _IGa (26.4 mT) and UGa (40.2 roT)
correspond to another site. Thus, we suaest that we have two distinct sites
in OaAs:Si where muonium interacts
with neighboring
quadrupole
moments. Further, we assume, without calculation, that the resonance at
9.6 mT Is due to ?SAs (J = 3/2; abundance = 100_). These results give only
the site assignment; a detailed calculation using the full Hamiltonian to
describe the appropriate muon-nucleus interactions will be required to
understand the details of the specific sites [8]. This calculation must start,
however, with some assumptions reprding the possible sites in GaAs:Si,
which are provided by the _R
data reported herein.
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Fig. 1. Tim pLCR SlZ_'_'umfor [100] GaAs:Si taken at 300 K.
Based on previous transverse- and longitudinal-field pSR experiments in
heavily-doped n-type GaAs:Si, it has been shown that both Mu* and MuD
exist in this sample [9]. The pLCR spectrum associated with Mu* occurs at
high fields (- Tesla) [10], and thus we speculate that our low-field
resonances are due to MuD. The charge state of MuD is not presently
known, but based on theoretical calculations for H, it has been suggested
that it is likely Mu- [9]. Further, it was shown that the likely site for MuD
was a tetrahedral site with Ga the nearest neighbor. These suggestions are
consistent with our _R
observations. Of"considerable interest is the
mechanism responsible for converting the unknown low-temperature
muonium species to Mu- above - 150 K. Further work will be required to
unravel these questions.

Muon level-crossing resonance experiments were done on heavily-doped
GaAs:Si (n-type) as a fimction of temperature. Resonances were observed
.at 9.6, 21.6, 9.6.4, 34.8, and 40.9. mT, and were assigned to muonium
interactions with quadrupole moments of S°Ga, T1Ga, and VSAs nuclei.
-150-

Temperature-dependent
_LCR data show that the strongest signals occur
at RT and decrease with decreasing T, becoming unobservable below about
150 K. In conjunction with previous transverse- and longitudinal-field _SR
data, we speculate that our resonances are associated with MuD in a
tetrahedral site .with Ga nearest neighbor. The charge state of MuD may be
Mu-, which, if confirmed, would be the first spectroscopic observation of
such a state in semiconductors.
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The CYGNUS air-shower array, located near the LAMPF beam stop,
detects extensive air showers that are produced by the interaction of ultrahigh-energy (UHE, 40 TeV-10 PeV) cosmic rays with the Earth's atmosphere. One of the goals is to observe astrophysical point sources of UHE
g_
rays. The CYGNUS array, one of the world's premier arrays,
conmsts of 204 scintillation cetmters deployed over 80,000 mz. CYGNUS,
which grew out of the LAMPF-based nuclear physics research program,
has been running o_ntinuously since 1986 and has collected nearly 500
million events. The Fall-altitude site, the infrastructure at LAMPF that
facifft_ted_/d0mitin_ the experiment, and the availability of large, shielded
detectors (the veto shields for the LAMPF neutrino experiments) to serve as
muon counters, made CYGNUS a particularly cost-effective experiment.
The CYONUS arrayft"the
only Los Alamos observational facility for
ground.based astronomy.
Among the achievements of the CYGNUS group are the first all-sky UHE
survey, the first comprehensive search for UHE emission from a variety of
point astrophysical sources, the first observation of the shadow of the sun
and moon in cosmic rays L and the invention and demonstration of the
advantages of large water Cerenlmvcounters
asair-shower detectors.
In 1998, the CYGNU8 collaboration had four papers published in refereed
journals. They include a search for UHE emission from active galactive
nuclei (AGN), a daily search for UHE emission from a variety of potential
- 155-

point sources, and a search for UHE emission in the final seconds of the
evaporation of primordial black holes.
By their nature, compact astrophysical objects might be expected to be
episodic, rather than steady, emitters of UHE photons. It is difficult to
imagine how they could sustain continuous UHE emission. The EGRET
detector aboard the CGRO satellite has detected a variety of new GeV
sources, all exhibit/n8 rapid variability in emission. In this past year, the
CYGNUS collaboration has performed a search for UHE emission over all
time.scales,
ranging from seconds to years, from a large number of
potential point astrophysical UHE sources; this is the first such study. No
emission has been detected.
A paper on this study was submitted for
publication. Figure 1 shows typical upper limits/'or the steady flux from
these objects as a function of the declination of the source.
One of the surprising results from EGRET has been the detection of GeV
emission from over two dozen active galactic nuclei (AGN). The Whipple
air _erenkov telescope has already detected one of these AGNs, Markarian
421, at 1 TeV. These measurements indicate a differential energy spectn_n

Fig. 1. The 90_ conftdenco level flux upper limit for continuous emission
from a candidate point source as a function of the declination, assuming
there are no excess events observed from the source position. The dashed
curve (and left axis) shows the flux limit as a percent of the cosmic-ray flux;
the solid curve (and right axis) shows the flux limit above 80 TeV for
gamma rays, assuming a gamma-ray spectnml the same as cosmic rays.
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of roughly E -2. Because of its distance (-100 Mpc), photons with energy
above 100 TeV are expected to be absorbed by ( e+,e -) pair production off the
2.7-K cosmic microwave background.
CYGNUS data from April 1986

through January 1993 yield an upper limit for the flux from Mrk 421 above

50 TeV of 7.5 × 10-14 photons/cm2s -t (at the 90% confidence level). Figure 2
shows the flux upper limit together with the fluxes measured by EGRET
and the Whipple telescope. The paper also contains published stringent
upper limits on HE emission from all of the Northern Hemisphere AGNs

detectedbyEGR_.
Density fluctuations

in the early universe can lead to the formation of light

black holes. The massspectrumof these blackholesis sensitiveto the form
of the density fluctuations: and the equation of state of the universe.
Primordial black holes (PBHs) should be detectable through the Hawking
radiation that they emit. The emission spectrum is blackbody, characterized by a temperature that is inversely proportional to the mass of the
black hole. The radiat/on leadsto a loss of mass and therefore an increase
in temperature
and luminosity.
This runaway process leads to UHE
emission in the last seeonds of the lifetime of a PBH. A PBH of'initial mass
104
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6 × 1014 g would have a current temperature of' 10 TeV and a residual
lifbtimo of'-1 second. The CYGNUS group pioneered a novel analysis
technique that allowed a sensitive search for the evaporation of PBHs. The
resulting new upper limit on the rate density of.evaporating PBHs (8.6 x 10s
evaporations pc-Syr-1), is the most restrictive by nearly two orders of
magnitude.
One of the most exciting phenomena in astrophysics is gamma-ray bunts
(ORBs). Previously thought to be local (galactic) events of low lur_noeity,
observations by the BATSE detector aboard CGROindicate that GRBs do not
duster in the galactic plane. Even more startlinfr, EGRET has detected
8aroma rays FromORBs with energies as high as 26 GeV with no evidence
of a spectral cutoff'. The CYGNUS group searched for UHE emission from
the ORBs seen by BATSE. The upper limits for the UHE flux for some of
these bursts imply that either the eners7 spectrum steepens sifpliflcantJy
below I00 TeV or that the GRBs are at cosmological distan©es and the UIIE
photons are attenuated as d/scuued above.
There have been some observations made around 1 TeV (very high enersy,
VHE) with air _e_ov
detectors. One source (the Crab nebula) has been
estabUshod as a constant emitter of VI_ photons. Another source, the
AGN Markarisn 4_1, has also been observed to be a source of _
photons.
As optics1 devices, however, air _erenkov detectors can only observe one
source at a time, and only on dear, moonless nights. Thus, they are of
limited value in etudyinl highly variable sources, and are incapable of
studyinfr emission From random directions in the sky, u is necessary to
search for emission from 8aroma-ray bursts or evaporatinfr primordial
black holes.
Thus, there is considerable interest in building an air-shower array with
an enersy threshold below 1 TeV that can perform all-sky, 24.hour-per-day
observationL The CYGNUS froup invented and demonstrated the use of"a
larse water 0,ermko_,Nun_r
as a low-enersy-threshold air-shower
detector. The CYGNUS Stoup, augmented with additional collaborators,
has proposed such a detector, called Milagro, to detoct cosmic gamma rays
Frombelow 1 ToV to several PoV. Mila4rrowill be built in an existing larse
(60 m x 80 m), covered, water pond at a Laboratory site located in the Jemez
Mountains near Los Alamos. Figure 3 shows an aerial view of the empty
pond at the Milqro site.
The proposal for Mil_
construction Funds has been approved by the NSF.
We ezpect to obtain DOE/HEP Funds for site preparation. A construct/on
period of 3-4 yesrs is envisajed. We will continue to operate the CYGNUS
detector

while _

if being

constructed.

,kftor M_lagro is operational,

we will move the CYGNU8 scintillation detectors to the site to augment the
capabilities of M/Isgro.
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The major scientific goals of Mflagro are:
1. The first all-sky VHE map.
2. The first search/'or _
emission i_om gamma-ray bursts. These
results will determine the upper end of the energy spectrum of GRBs
and may allow a determination of their distance from earth.
3. A search/'or VI_ and UHE emission From active galactic nuclei.
VHE emission from one AGN, Markarian 421, will be observed.
These meam_rements will provide constraints on the acceleration
mechanisms in AGNs and the strength and spectrum of the
interleaf©
i_,_i
radiation field.
4. The most sensitive direct search for primordial black holes ever
performed.
5. Measurement of the VHE energy spectrum from the Crab nebula.
This will distinguish between various models that have been
proposed to explain high-energy emission Fromthe Crab.
6. A seaw_ for episodicVHE emission from many point sources.
7. The measurement of VHE gamma-ray emission From the galactic
plane. _This, measurement will help constrain models of the
production and trapping of cosmic rays.
8. ObIervation8 0f I]_q_Jin the apparent position ,of the shadow of the
sun. This determines the component of the sun s magnetic field that
is perpendicular to the _ of sight.
9. Measurement of the time structure of energetic solar mass ejections.
This will determine if Uumeejectionsinvolvo solar trapping of high.
enersy partidw.
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T.6 TREORY GI_UP _

HIGHLIGHTS

Briefly summarized hero m selected research topics in which members of
the Modtum-gnerlff Theory Group of the Theoretical Division have been
involved during 1992-98. Them topics cover a wide ranffo of'subject matter.
Further inf.ormat_on can be obtained by contacting T-5 group members:
J.A. Carlson, J. L. Friar, B. F. Gibson, J. N. Ginocchio, T. Goldman
(Group Imuior), P. HonnmZ,and R. R. Silbar. C. J. Benesh, C. W. Johnson,
and R. G. E. Timmormans, who hold postdoctoral appointments durin4r

this
_

_

eoa_l_i_d
tothis
mlx_'L..

_,

qN_nmmdqCD_

adla_o_Uon
withw_lr,o_ at Iowa8_to,we_-o _do a studyof'_o
E772 and N._k3data oa_.J/q_ preduetion usiz_l nuclear' tarllotak _r,.al.stato
interactions oF c0 pairs are modeled usinll simple Olauber Theory and
ei_
a amstant J/Y nucleon cross section of 4 rob, or a cross section that
incorporates the effbet of'color transparency. The modification of the initial
stats quark distribution is modeled at small _ by tho parton recombination
picture, 'm which tha effeet of interactions between partous in different
nudeom in the nucleus is calculated _
porturbat/ve QCD. At larger
_, a parameterisation of'the ratio of parton distributions to those in the
proton is used. Wo find that both the NA3 and E772 data are well described
by tho constant czoes moetionmodel, with no evidence for color transparency

as a _on
o__. a_luamofthofour-momontumofthomesonand
foundthattho eft'oct
ofsuch substrueturo
is to introduce
a sisnifieant
variation
abeantin tho,
©onvontional
fixed-mixinll-amplitude
assumption.
Boeausotho_
ofthismomm_tum depondeneo
on thecontribution
ofp-m
mixing to charse symmetry breaking (CSB) is disastrous (an amplitude
fitted to tho expeflmentel point in the time-like reffion contributes less than
one-fifth of tho CSB fbund in the conventional approach), wo confirmed the
systomaties of our. result in a bosonie loop ealeulatie_ Maltman has since
cl_mod
for s_.
theory. similar
We hamrolulq_
repeated
_.
quark loop model amin the o_

mizing
_
loops in chiral, perturbation
x'-rp
mixinll
ealculation..,usu_l
tho same
p.m study. Although it is not possible to
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match absolute scales, it is possible to compare the rate of variation of the
strength as the squared four-momentum varies near zero for the
quark loop and chiral perturbation theory calculations. These agree within
the uncortaintie_ of tlm soundly.based chiral perturbation theory method.
Thisaddssupport
totheesa4mtial
result
oftheoriginal
calculation,
thatthe
matrixdenwnt variation
cannotbe iiluor_.
We alsoealeulated
thediagonal
self-eneqKy
variat/en
attheoM-looplevel.
Hers we _
thatthevariation
withsquaredfour-momentumcouldbe
larse, everwhelmtnl the effect of mass terms. In fact, at this level, the
diNlonal _ons
can amplify the CSB effect strongly and compensate
for the lmsm in strength due to the variation of the mixing matrix element.
We mneludo that them diagonal self4norsy corrections must be calculated
ftdly nonporturbatively befimDthe net result of them _
matrix element
variations on CSB san be determined.
__

_D

We have studied the formation of a chirally symmetrie color nonet (octet
plus singlet) of scalar and pseudesealar glueballs.
A o-model-like
structure is/bund, where the 81uoncondensate appears as the analq to the
o field and mixes with it. The anai_
SUllpSte that the difficulty in
obmrvinj the lowest nuns eolor-singlet giueball stats is similar to that for
the o meson. Conversely, the nonlinear o model then suggests nonlinearis/ng the color multiplets.
These scalars couple to color sources (quarks and gluons) with two powers
of the strong coupling constant. This produces an interesting effect when
the inf_red 8rowth of this coupling is taken into account: The effect of
exchanges of the eolor-stnglet scalar has the right properties to produce,
using the one-boson-exchange approach familiar to nuclear physics, a
eolor-confSnin8 scalar potential, even if the scalar field is massive. This
potential dominates that born "one:gluon exchange, and is consistent with
spectral observations in heavy q-_arksystems. We are studying experimental sisnsk that may aid in discovery of this scalar siuchail, based on our
interpretation of it as a eolor-mssmtie flux loop.
Hsdmn latsncffmm

Recent work on the few-nucleon systems has suggested that chiral
perturbation theory may provide a fS-ameworkfor calculating the bulk of the
potential energy in those systems. The demonstration that OPEP alone
generates roughly 80_ of that energy makes it imperative to determine as
much of the rest as possible "from first principles." The calculation by
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Coon, Friar, and Weinberg of the leading-order
three-nucleon
force
contribution, and the calculation of the next.to-leading-order
two-nucleon
force by van Kolck and Ord6flez are still far from adequate. Shorter-range
contributions must be calculated, and this will require a systematic treatment of as much of the correlated two-pion exchange between two nucleons
as is tractable.
Contributions From nucleon resonances must also be
treated. It appears I/italy at this juncture that phenomenological verification of much of this treatment will be necessary, and it appears that the
NJjmeKon nucleon-nucleon partial-wave analysis group can provide the
necessary sensitivity.
Although it is by no means certain that chiral
perturbation theory can provide the necessary Framework without resorting
to impractically high orders of perturbation theory, it may be possible to
generate an understandir_
of most of the triton binding from "first
principles."
Inversion Potential Analysis

of Nuclear Dynamics

in aH

Triton calculations, utilizing new Nijmegen local potentials that fit the
nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering data in the range of 0-350 MeV almost as
well as the Nijme_en phase shift analysis, were recently completed by Friar
and collaborators.
The results were summarized as yielding a binding
energy of 7.62 ± 0.01 MeV, some 0.86 MeV smaller than the experimental
value of 8,48 MeV. Alternatively, the Hamburg group has developed the
technique for constructing inversion potentials from quality phase-shift
data to the point that one can generate equally precise partial-wave local
potentials on a mesh. That is, we can now compare triton binding energy
results for potentials constructed From (1) a theoretical, meson-exchange
approach and (2) an inversion prescription that generates an equivalent
partial-wave local function. Thus, one can investigate quantitatively the
effect of uncertainties in the on-shell scsttering data on the estimate of the
error in the SH binding energy, as well as the effect of noniocal/ty in the
potential models.
The discrepancy between the experimental value for the triton binding
enerlry 8nd results for various NN potential models has been attributed by
soum to the need to induda a three-body force (3BF) in the Hamiltonian.
It
was recently shown by the Hannover group that, when the full TucsonMelbourne (TIM[)three-nucleon force (zz, xp, and pp terms), which was
designed to be used with nucleon-nucleon potentials that incorporate only
nucleon degrees of freedom, was combined with the Reid soft-core, Paris,
and N'tjmegen potentials, the model aH binding energies were quite close to
8.48 MeV. That is, a 3BF can play a role in the triton. The source of that
3BF is not nseeasarfly established; it may come in part from nonlocality in
the nueleen-nucleon force. For example, combining the TM 3BF with the
Bonn-B potent/al leads to significant overbinding of the triton. This implies
significant double counting, when one combines the TM 3BF with a non-165-

local potential such as Bonn-B. It has been shown by Polyzou and GlSckle
that a unitary transform relationship exists between Hamilton/ans comprised of local NN plus NNN potentials and Hamiltonians
comprised of
nonlocal NN potentials.
Their mathematical
study did not enforce a
requirement that the interaction have a Ions-range one-pion-exchange
(OPE) tail, but it is not difficult to conceive of restricting the unitary transformations to ranges shorter than OPE.
To test these concepts, we have completed exact SH binding energy calculations using inversion potentials generated from phase shifts corresponding
to contemporary
nucleon-nucleon
potentials
(including the Nijmegen
medals) as wen as modern phase shift analyses. Using phase shifts from a
given local potenthd model generates an inversion potential that yields the
same SH binding as the ori|_ul model. By studying variations in the NN
phase shifts outside the 0-350-MeV energy range in which the potentials
are fitted to the NN observables, we are able to place bounds on the triton
binding energy calculated with partial.wave
local potentials that include
errors due to the underlying uncertainties
in their fit to the nucleonnucleon phase shift:
7.7 ± 0.2 MeV. Furthermore, by comparing results
for the Bonn-B potential with results for its local inversion counterpart, we
find that some 0.25 MeV of the binding energy is due to a long-range
nonlocality, which may correspond to a three-nucleon
force when the
Hamiltonian is restricted to a local function.
Novel _ft.Photon
Analys/s
Below the Pion-Production

of POT
Threshold

The bremsstrahlung
cross section for hadron-hadron
scattering can be
written as o= A/k+B+Ck+...,
where the coefficients A and B in the
expansion can be expressed in terms of the on-shell (elastic scattering)
amplitudes.
Numerous attempts to analyze nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung in terms of the soft-photon approximation (A/k + B) have been made.
For more than 30 years the conventional Low soft-photon amplitude has
been widely used for studying nuclear and particle bremsstrahlung
processes.
It seemingly provided a good representation
for several pp?f
measurements.
However, it was recently shown that the Low amplitude
fails to describe the higher energy 280-MeV PP7 cross section and
analyzing power data from TRIUMF.
We have proposed a novel soft-photon amplitude to replace the conventional
Low prescription. This new amplitude belongs to one of two general classes
of soft-photon amplitudes, which we derived last year in conjunction with
our analysis of np_, experiments such as that now under way at LAMPF.
We have demonstrated that the ppT cross section data from low energies to
energies near the pion production threshold can be consistently described
by our new amplitude. We will apply the new amplitude to predict cross
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sections and analy_
powers for the proposed PP7 experiments
(Jttlich), CELCIUS (Uppula), and KVI (Groningen).

at COSY

In addition to reproducing the existing ppy data, our new soft-photon
amplitude essentially eliminates the discrepancy between the soft-photon
approximation and potential-model calculations.
This agreement implies
that "off-shell" effects in the pp bremsstrahlung measurements to date are
essentially negligible. Finally, our investigation of the conventional Low
amplitud_ has revealed why it works in some cases but fails in others.

P/on Doub/ Charge£xchanle and GeneralizedSeniority
The double charge exchange reaction (DCX) is a unique reaction in that it
takes place, in lowest order, on two nucleons. For this reason, DC_ which
is an isoteneor reaction, holds the promise of determining the isotensor
part of the two-nucleon density in nuclei. The pion is the least complex

probe with whichDCXis possible. Progressin understandingpionDCXas
a probe of pairing correlations in nuclei has been made at LAMPF by
studying this reaction on the calcium isotopes as a function of neutron
number. It has been shown theoretically and confirmed experimentally
that tim DCX cross section to the DIAS is an explicit function of neutron
number for targets with only valence neutrons and seniority zero and
depends on only two complex amplitudes for DCX on two valence neutrons,
called A and B. The amplitude A is long range and measures primarily
the average DCX cross section on two valence neutrons independent of their
total angular momentum. The amplitude B, on the other hand, measures
the eztont to which the DCX cross section on two valence neutron pairs
coupled to angular momentum zero differs from this average DCX cross
section. Furthermore, these amplitudes have dissimilar dependence on
pion energy, and hence various aspects of the nucleus can he studied at
different energies.
In particular, B is comparable to A at about 50 MeV
pion energy, which makes this energy preferred for studying the groundstate transition. Furthermore, in the seniority model, the transition to the
ground state depends only on the amplitude B, not on any new amplitude.
Since B can be dotermln.,d fi_om the DIAS transition, the ground state can
be pred/cted within the seniority model and any deviation can then be used

to determi

the senioritymixing.

However, the calcium isotopes are not typical of medium weight or heavy
nuclei for which coition
mixing is large.
For nuclei with only
valence neutrons filling a major shell with .many active orbitals,
generalized seniority has been shown to be approximately conserved. We
have shown that, for a target with good generalized seniority, the cross
section to the DIAS has the same dependence on the neutron number as
that for seniority, but the expression of the two amplitudes for DCX on two
valence neutrons in terms of the microscopic shell-model wave functions
-167-
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differs from the amplitudes with no configuration mixing.
This cross
section formula gives a good fit to recent DCX measurements at LAMPF on
five nickel isotopes.
In contrast, unlike seniority, in generalized seniority the transition to the
ground state depends on a third amplitude. Furthermore, the ground-stats
transition depends on the relative normalization of the target ground state
and the ground state of the residual nucleus. This relative normalization
has implicit dependence on the valence neutron number through the
Hamiltonian. We have calculated this relative normalization for the nickel
isotopes. We are able to fit the measured ground-state cross section within
the large error bars of the experiment.
Clearly, more accurate data are

The Interacting

Boson Model With Isospin

The interacting beson model has been a successful model of the low-lying
collective states of heavy nuclei. The version of the model that distinguishes
between neutrons and protons (IBM-2) assumes that the low-lying collective
states are composed primarily of correlated monopole, (JS = 0.), and
quadrupole, (JZ = 2.), p_rs of protons and pairs of neutrons.
IBbi-2 is
valid for nuclear states that have the valence protons (or neutrons) filling a
nu_jor shell that is dosed with respect to protons (neutrons).
Such states
automatically have a definite isospin. However, when the valence neutrons
and protons are filling the same major shell, that is, N - Z, such as in light
nuclei, then isospin must be introduced.
To take into account isospin
within the framework of boson models, a monopole and quadrupole
neutron-proton pair must be included in addition to the proton-proton and
neutron-neutron pair in order to complete the isospin triplet. Although this
IBM-3 was introduced for light nuclei, there are some medium- and heavyweight nuclei with N- Z and, with the advent of radioactive beams, there
may be more nuclei studied in this category in the future. We are studying
these nuclei by two approaches.
Since these heavy nuclei have collective low-lying states, in the first
approach we determine the intrinsic motion of'the collective motion in a
manner similar to that done for IBM-2. Because isobaric analog states are
at high excitation energy, we want an intrinsic state for each isospin
multiplet.
We determined such a state, which is a function of the
quadrupole shape parameters and used it calculate the collective energy
surface of the most general isospin invariant IBM-3 Hamfltonian. We have
used tiffs energy surface to determine the possible collective motions as a
function of mass number and isospin under the restriction of isospin
conservation, the first time that isospin conservation has been considered
in connection with collective motion of the low-lying states. We have also
determined the excitation energies of the normal modes that are the band
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heads for the excited collective bands. These include a "scissors"-type
isovector mode; that is, a magnetic excitation due to the oscillation of the
protons and neutrons with respect to each other. In the second approach,
which is more quantitative, we diagonalize the isospin conserving IBM-3
Hamiltonian and determine the nuclear spectrum, eigenstates, and
transition rates. As a first application we are calculating the spectroscopy
of the N - Z - 40 nuclei. Recent measurements on these nuclei suggest that
they ave very deformed, but the collective motion may not be that of an axial
rotor, but of a "gamma"soft rotor, a type of collective motion, which is a very
rare in the well-studiod nuclear isotopes near the valley of stability. We
shall investigate whether or not this type of motion is a consequence of
isospin conservation.

Str.uuwmm
Physics of AN._

Coupling in Light Hypernuclei

Based upon the 1-MeV 7transition observed between the 1+ excited state and
the 0* ground state in the A = 4 hypernuclear isodoublet, shell-model
c_.cula.tio_, precU,cteda s'.unilardoublet structure in the A = 10 system. The
spin-spin interaction was inferred from the level structure of _He/4H. The
low-lying states in _°B were assumed to be dominated by a weak-coupling
picture in which tlm A with S = 1/2 couples to the J =3/2 ground-state analog
of 9Be. A recent BNL experiment was designed to observe the predicted 7
from tlm transition between the js = 2- excited state and js = 1- ground
state of _°B following tlm (IC-,z-) reaction on the J = 3 ground state of X°B.
The .(K-,z-)
reaction in the forward direction, where the spin-flip
amplitude (proportional to sin 0) vanishes, leads to the 2- state in IA°Bbut
does not reach the 1- state. If the 1- state is the ground state, then one
should observe tlm 2- -, 1- transition. No _was seemL
One possible explanation for the unexpected null result is that the shell
model prediction for the level ordering, based upon the observed 0*-1 .
splitting of tlm levels in tlm A = 4 system, is not correct. Gibson and
IMhnum have shown that one obtains a 0. ground state and 1. excited state
in the A = 4 system, even though the free-space hyperon-nucleon interaction indicates that the spin-triplet interaction is stronger, by accounting
for Pauli suppression of the AN._]V coupling in a proper four-body
calculation. The frm_space hyperon-nucleon interaction would lead to a
prediction that tim 1. A = 4 state should lie lower in energy, being the
ground state. The novel result, that one obtains instead a 0. ground state of
tlm A = 4 system, follows from the hypothesized spin-isospin suppression of
tlm coupling of the r. to tlm trinucleen T = 3/2 nuclear core excited states
that lie high in the continuum and have a more complex spatial structure
than does the T = 1/2 nuclear core ground state. One might anticipate that
such a spin-isospin suppression of the (T =0)A ,., (T = 1)I;conversion would
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be absent in the _B hypernucleus. Consider an aaA2Vmodel of this A = 10
system. Because the a has no spin, the spin of the low-lying _B levels
would be determined by the spin-dependence of the interaction between the
A in the ls shell and the valence nucleon in the lp shell with no suppression of the AN-F.N coupling. Assuming that interaction corresponds to the
free-space force, then one can easily understand a prediction that the
ground state of the A = 10 system is the 2- state. A model calculation is yet
to be completed, but in such a picture no _,transition should have been
observed in the BNL experiment.
AA._

Coupling in Light AA Hypernuclei

Strangeness represents a nontrivial additional degree of freedom in
nuclear physics. Unraveling the SU(3) structure of the baryon-baryon
interaction is basic to our developing a fundamental understanding of the
nuclear force. Investigating the AN, F_, _..N,and AA interactions is crucial
to this analysis, and _rnuclear
spectra provide information essential for
this task. Adding one or more hyperone to the nucleus creates nuclear
systems that exhibit novel aspects which do not appear in conventional,
nonstrange nuclei. For example, the AiH-a4He isodoublet have particlestable excited states; the trinucleons and alpha particle have none.
Understanding the 0*.1 + splitting in this system, as well as the obvious
charge symmetry breaking (CSB) is a clear challenge to our understanding
the hyperen-nucleon (YN) interaction as well as our ability to model the
structure of the four-baryon system. Model calculations have indicated that
A2V-F._ coupling plays a significant role. The (_.+,Z°,Z-) mass difference
induces CSB in the AN interaction. Suppression of the AN-F..N coupling,
when a change in isospin (A - T = 0 +-__ - T = 1) requires that the composite
nuclear core make a transition to some highly excited T = 3/2 configuration,
appears to play a crucial role in the determination of the level ordering.
•

• o

t

_

Extending this analysis to S =-2, one finds A_eHe. The single reported
event has been controversial. Nonetheless, the _ separation energy BAa =
B(A_eHe).- B(4He) ._ 10.6 MeV can be directly related to (VA_), the
expectation value of theAA potential: (V_) = S_(_He) - 2BA(_He) =
4.4 MeV, consistent with the other two reported examples of A A
hypernuclei. Simple Hartree-Fock calculations for _H.e and _He.have
shown that V_S(r),,
V_4(r) could account for the binding energses of
beth system. The AN interaction is only weakly attractive, which implies a
similar property for V_. However, just as AN.ZN suppression appears to
play a significant role in the A = 4 level ordering and to result in the
anomalously small A-separation energy for A = 5, we hypothesize that AA.
_.N coupli .ng is likely to be suppressed in _He, so that only the A A
component ss sampled. In that case, st would be 4 H (or _He) that would
probe the full AA-_..Nforce.
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One predicts significant suppression of AA-F_V coupling in _He, because
= in a relative 1So state will require excitation of the
conversion from AA-=.N
tHe core. One cannot have five nucleons in the Is shell. That is, it is
sug_sted that _eHe probes primarily the diagonal VAAelement of the AA_.N interaction.
Such would not be the case for 4H_ .where the npAA
system can easily coul_le to NNNZ in a _er
that leaves all baryon.s in

the ls shell. Because

is bound,

w ll also be bound. Therefore,stIs

quite likely that the AA-=-._r interaction is significantly stronger than is
implied by the value of (V_) extracted From the three AA-hypernuclei
events which have been observed. Should the AA=-_Ninteraction strength be
comparable to that of the 180 neutron-neutron interaction (both lie in the
same multiplet), then one could envision a total binding energy for the 1+
ground state of _H large enough to permit a 0+ excited state to be particle
stable. If so, then in addition to the reactions
=.- + 4He -_ 4H + n

or

_.- + eli -_ _H

+ SH

for the ground state, one could also observe
._-+ 'He _ 4n + p

or

_.-+ eli _ _n

+ SHe

for the excited state. Whether 4H is bound to such a degree, it should be
clear that a measurement of its binding energy would probe the full AA-F.N
intersetion, in contrast to a measurement of the _He binding energy.

mmkzmsetk
El_vo_tic

Diu_iOtion

in Heavy Ion Collisions

The availability of relativistic heavy ion beams has opened a new avenue for
the study of electromagnetic excitations of nuclei. Experiments range from
single and double nucleon-removal reactions, to the study of "halo" nuclei
using radioactive beams, to the possibility of multi.photon excitations of
collective nuclear states. Aside from their intrinsic interest, electromagnetic excitation processes in peripheral collisions will also be important at
RHIC.
Using the semiclassical Weizficker.Williams (WW) method, we have performed a study of E2 contributions to the two-neutron removal process for a
variety of projectile nuclei. Assuming that the quadrupole contribution is
dominated by the isovector giant quadrupole resonance, we calculate the
correction to the two neutron removal process in SOCoand 197Au due to E2
processes and find that the observed discrepancies between the semiclassical calculation and experiment are resolved.
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We have also calculated the fully quantum mechanical cross section for
electromagnetic excitation of nuclei in first Born approximation, neglecting
recoil. Our final result may be expressed in terms of correlation functions
and densities convoluted in configuration space. The result agrees with the
WW approximation for unretarded electric dipole radiation, but our method
allows an analytic evaluation of the WW cutoff, determined by the details of
the E1 transition density. Using the Goldhabor-Teller model of that density,
and uniform charge densities for both projectile and target, the cutoff is
determined for the total cross section in the nonrelativistic limit, and found
to be smaller than those used in current E1 calculations. In addition, cross
sections are calculated using a phenomenological momentum space cutoff
designed to model final-state
interactions.
For moderate projectile
energies, the calculated electromagnetic dissociation cross section is found
to be smaller than the semiclaSeica| result, in qualitative agreement with
experiment.
This is the first fully quantum mechanical calculation of heavy-ion-induced
electromagnetic,dissociation,
which does not require imposition of phenom.enological .cutoffs..The .discrepancy between high Z, data and semiclasmcal theory ss explmned m terms of off-shell-photon effects.
Response Functions

in Light Nuclei

We have recently developed path-integral
techniques to e_abie _s to
calculate Euclidean (imaginary-time)
response functions of light nuclei.
During the past year, we have extended our initial longitudinal calculations to include the transverse
channel and also phenomenological
response functions related to (p,n)and (p,p) scattering experiments
at
LAMPF.
These calculations address some long-standing problems of quasi-elastic
scatterin8 in nuclear physics: the quenching of the longitudinal as compared to the transverse channel in electron scatterinfr, and the strong shift
of (p,n) response to higher energies than (p,p).

'

Our formalism includes a full treatment of both final-state interactions and
exchange currents, both of which are required in order to explain the
experimental dat_ As a result of these calculations, a consistent picture of
nuclear dynsmica in the quasi-elastic regime emerges. Its main features
include (1) a quenching of the longitudinal strength duo to the chargeexchange mechanism
of the nuclear force, and (2) an even larger
quenching in the transverse channel, which, however, is more than offset
by the effects of exchange currents. These exchange currents increase the
response dramatically, and produce results in accord with the experimental data. In hadronic reactions, the charge exchange mechanism provides
a means for shifting the (p,n) response to higher energy, and an exact
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treatment of flnal-state interactions in light nuclei produces a substantial
quenching of the spin Longitudinal to Transverse ratio recently observed at
LAMPF.
We are currently applying these techniques to explore other physics,
including polarization observables in electron scattering on A = 3 and path.
integral tests of the correlated Glauber theory used in high.energy electron
scattering.

nemowe.k x=tek=
Massive Neldrinom, Cosmo_y, and Tritium Beta Decay
We have considered the effects of a light scalar boson weakly coupled solely
to neutrinos. A prototype of this conjecture is found in the GelminiRoncadelIi "Majoron," but it is not necessary to assume any particular
model. We find that the interaction between neutrinos induced by scalar
exchange may be strong enough to profoundly affect cosmology. In
particular, we find that the neutrinos may constitute a degenerate Fermi
gas during the early stages of the Big Bang, forming self-beund localized
dusters near the time of recombination. Such clusters would represent
significant gravitational fluctuations even for low (- I eV/c_) mass
neutrinos, and they could strongly affect the evolution of matter density
fluctuations, including galuy and star formation. An endpoint consistent
with bounds such as those imposed by the observation of neutrinos
propagating from the supernova, 1987a, is the existence of a neutrinosphere surroundS, each star and exten_
out for as much as 0.03 lightyears, with a denmty on the order of 10le v's/ee. A possible test of these
ideas can be found in the effect of this neutrino background on end-point
measurements in #-decay experiments designed to search for neutrino
mass effects: Absorption of neutrinos from such a background would
provide a noticeably larger number of events near the endpeint than
expeetsd. These excoss events would produce an apparent negative mass.
squared in analyses designed to extract mass limits on the neutrino
produced in the decay. Such signals have been seen in all recent highaccuracy tritium ,6-dKay experiments, but only at the statistically questionable level of a few standard deviations except for the _
experiment,
which reported a negative mass.squared sitsud on the order of ten standard
deviations from zero, at the latest Asilomar meeting.
A Tensor Interaction in x -, ev.T Decay?
Data fl'om a recent experiment on z -, ev.7 appear to be in disagreement
with the SM prediction for this decay. The discrepancy has been interpreted as a possible indication of the presence of a tensor electron-quark
interact/on. In the Standard Model, tensor interactions can be induced by
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radiative corrections, but these are too weak to account for the discrepancy.
The required tensor interactions would have to cometherefore Fromnew
physics. While new experiments are needed to explore whether the
Standard Model is indeed inadequate for z --, ev,7 decay, it is of interest to
examine whether the available empirical constraints would allow the
stre_
of the tensor interactions to be of the required size, and to consider
the possible sources of quark.lepton tensor interactions.
We have investipted the constraints on tensor interactions from the available data and analysed the tmumrinteractions arising from the exchange of
spin-zero leptoquarks. In renormalizable gauge theories, spin-zero leptoquark exchan_ is the only possible source of tensor quark-lepton interactions at the tree level.
Our overall conchudon is that while the interpretation of the discrepancy in
z --+ev,_, in terms of a tensor interaction runs into difficulties, it cannot be

re_

yet as nded out.

The Neutrinos in Muon _y
We have analyzed the available information on the identity of the neutrinos
emitted in the decay p+ --, e. + n + n', where n and n' are neutrino states.
In the Standard Model, n and n' are massless left-handed neutrinos,
which accompany the corresponding left-handed charged leptons in
doublets of SU(2)L; the interaction responsible for this decay is of the V-A
form. In extensions of the Standard Model, there may be new decay modes
oftbe typep . --, e. +n+n', and new decay interactions may be present.
We have found that the decay mode which dominates the rate for p+ -,
e+ + n + n'involves the neutrino species of the Standard Model scenario. The
contribution of other decay interactions and decay modes is constrained to
be less than about !0'/,. _
of the non-standard.decay modes is the exotic
decay p+ --, e+V.O_i W.efind_that ifthe neutrinos m p+ -, e+V.v_,am righthanded, the best limit on the strength of the corresponding interaction
comes fl'om data on rouen decay and inverse rouen decay, and that if the
decay involves left-handed neutrinos, the best limit comes from the direct
experimental search for this decay.
Right.Hand_

Curr_nts in Beta Decay?

A recent measurement of the electron asymmetry parameter in neutron
decay has yielded a value,of the ratio of axial-vector to vector coupling
constant, which is in disagreement with the value deduced from the
neutron lifetime and the SUl)erallowedFermi beta decay rates. While this
discrepancy could turn out to be a consequence of as yet unidentified
systematic experimental errors, the possibility that it is due to the presence
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of a new interaction has to be explored. It has been pointed out that the
discrepancy could be resolved in the Framework of manifestly left-right
symmetric models if the ratio ml/mg of the masses of the left-handed and
the risht-handed gau4rebosons is - 0.3. Such a large value of ml/m5 is,
however, inconsistent with data on muon decay. Beta decay data (including
data on neutron decay) have been anal_
recently in the Framework of the
most general V,A interaction. The best fit jives (a_)mtnd =0.077(G_,/_/2)
for the central value of the effectivecoupling constant of the interaction
invol.vixqJa
fifth_t-handedleptonic
an.d
a right-handed
quark current
(a_ =
(m_/m_X O/e/_2)in
manifestly left
right
symmetric models).
The central
value is 2.3 o away from zero. If the new experimental result on the
electron asymmetry in neutron decay is removed from the data set, a_
becomes zero at the l alevel.
We have investigated the question of whether an a_ of the required size
could arisein someextensionsof the StandardModel. In beta decay,righthandedinteractionscan arise at the tree level from new gaugebosonswith
right-handed couplings to the fermions (such as the right-handed gauge
boson in left-risht symmetric models), as a result of mtzing of the usual
fermions with exotic ones that have right-handed couplings to the W, and
from the exchange of leptoquarks. Our results can be s-mmarized as
follows:

loci-

(1) In the mostgeneralversion ofleft-right symzn_Jtric
models
o.,
i8 not ruled out;
(2) In modelswith exoticfermions la_[ _ 2 x 10-40_ which is much too
small to be relevantfor the prchlbm;"
(3) A nonvaniahing a'_ can arise in models involving either the spinzero, Q (= electric charse) = I/3 ssoecalar lep .t_luark, or the spin-one,
Q = 2/3 isoec_ar leptoquark. In beth cases a_ can be of the required
size.

Po_rwiJe Corrdatk)M In Many-Ferm/on Systems
,

The first approximation to many.body systems is typically to consider only
single-particle dqroes of frs_om--the mean-field approximation. Often
in many-refinish systems, however, two-particle degrees of Freedom-pairwize correlations-4re important. A classic example is BCS superconductivity,
where electrons couple to Cooper pairs of zero linear momentum.
Pairing is also important in nuclei; not only anffular momentum J = 0
pairing in the ground state, as manifested by the systematics of binding
enersy in even and odd nuclei, but also J = 2 pairing as suaested by the
phenomenological Interacting Boson Model, where the spectra and transi-
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tions of many low.lying states are successful described by using only J = 0,2
(s and d) boeons thonght to represent pairs of nucleons.
We are developing general and systematic methods for treating pairwise
correlations in many-fermion systems, including nuclei, hadrons, and
condensod matter. Much of our work to date has involved mapping fermion
pairs to bosons. Given any one- or two-body fermion operators, we can
censtruet a boeon representation that has the same matrix elements as the
ortjtnal Farm/on operator. These boson representations are complicated
many-body operators; we have shown, however, that they factorize into a
simple boson operator (for example, a one plus two-body fermton
Hamiltonian yield a Hermit/an boson imago that has at most two-body
terms), timo8 a many-body projection operator that separates physical from
unphysiad states in the boson space. The projection operator can then be
divided out, leaving fl_te boson operators. The FactoHzation requires a
completeness relation and use of all possible bosen operators. We are
currently invest/sating how to Factorize using a truncated set of bosons,
e.g., s- and d-boeons. This line of investigation may lead to rigorous and
microscopic deHvat/on of the Interacting Boson Model of Nuclei, a longstanding problem in nudzar physics.
We have _
to explore other applications of the fermion.pair technology.
A Farmion-pair-cendenzate is a useftd variational Anzats that includes both
Hartre_Fock and gonoralizod seniority states as limits. This may be an
intorost/nfr approach to unusual condensed matter systems; some
resea.-_-.hers have postulated that angular momentum J = 2 pairs are
necessary to understand high-To superconductors. A final application,
under current invest/sat/on, is modeling the quark sea in hadrons using
this technolo_, the sea quarks are represented by a coherent state of quarkantiquark pairs.

Rich S._a _/dm
New representations for higher spin fields have been studied with possible
simplifyinU implications for supersymmetric field theories, as well as our
discovery of the first realization of a Bargmann-Wightman-Wigner field
theory and improved understanding of physie_d implications and features
of Majorana neutrinos.
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This section covers operating
operation from June 6 through
research use for 120 days of
summary of information on
Table I.

cycles 61 and 62. The accelerator was
October 11, 1992. Beams were provided
H., 104 days of H-, and 110 days of P-.
beams provided for research is given

in
for
A
in

I

Table I. Beam statistics for cycles 61 and 62.
ii

Cycle 61
Number of experiments

served*

H*
H- PSR
H- Line X
P" Line X

scheduled
scheduled
scheduled
scheduled

beam (h)
beam(h)
beam (h)
beam (h)

H*
H- PSR
H- Line X
P- Line X

beam
beam
beam
bum

I_
H-PSR
H- IAne X
P- Line X

average
average
average
average

H.
H- PSR
H- Line X
P- Line X

beam
beam
beam
beam

availability
availability
availability
availability
current
currant
current
current

duty
duty
duty
duty

factor
factor
factor
factor

(95)
(95)
(95)
(95)
(#A)
(#A) .
(/_)
_)
(95)
(gb)
(95)
(95)

_e

62

Total
Average 1992

18

35

53

1224
864
-1008

1636
1518
-1591

2880
2380
-2599

61
54
-59

80
78
_"- -74

72
68
--67

.

700
_)
.....
_0

500
65

600
58

100

75

7.0
1.0
-3.0

5.6
1.0
-3.0

6.3
1.0
-3.0

* Do_ not induds ezperimontsImrformedat the PSR-LANSCE/WNR
areas.
i
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The H. average beam current to Experimental Area A was restricted
because of a vacuum leak at the A2 target box. This leak caused accelerated
oxidation and erosion of the target graphite. Installation of a new target
box is planned before the next operating period. Radioactive air emissions
from the A6 primary beam stop area also caused limited beam current.
The Laboratory has a federally mandated yearly accumulated radiation
dose limit at the site boundary of 10 torero. The EPA removed a 30% selfshielding factor from the calculations for this accumulated dose from air
emissions; thus beam current was reduced to ensure emissions were lower
than the 10-totem limit. The Laboratory is working with the EPA to reinstate the shielding factor or allow direct dose measurement
at the site
boundary. MP-Division is also working to reduce emissions from the A-6
region.
A summary of unscheduled facility downtime during research shifts is
given in Table II. Some of the outages are concurrent and some affected
only one of the three beams.
i

Table II. Unscheduled

machine downtime during shifts in 1992.
H+

H-

1>i ii i

Category
H . injector systems
H- injector systems
P- injector systems
201-MHz rf systems
80F_-MHzrf systems
Vacuum system
Magnets
Magnet power supplies
Interlock systems
Cooling water systems
Computer systems
Production targets
Beam diagnostics
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

hours
9.6

%

hours

%

hours

%

302.0
41.7
55.1
7.6
55_5
7.7
70.6
9.7
7&7 ,,_I0.6
5.0
0.7
51.5
7.1
3.6
0.5
11.3
1.5
2.2
0.3
65_
9.0

94.5
330.0
51.8
653
13.6
37"2
9.4
19.6
18.8
0.4
I.I
42.4

13.8
48.2
7.6
9.5
2.0
5.4
1.4
2.9
2.8
0.0
0.2
6.2

724.8

684.0

100

1.3
26.0

4093
64.0
92_
11.6
8.0
8.6
19.7
0"2
78"2
I.I
39_q

55.1
8.6
12.4
1.6
I.I
1"2
2.7
0.0
10.5
0"2
5.3

742.0

100

3.6

100

.

The large increase in downtime from the 201-MHz rf systems is attributed
to a high failure rate of some of the high power amplifier tubes. This
higher rate may be because of a deterioration of some protective highvoltage dump circuits, as well as not having an adequate test stand to
condition tubes thoroughly before installation into the amplifier chains.
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Investigation
constructed.

into the causes is continuing and a new test stand is being

A water leak in one of the drift tube linac quadrupole magnets located
within a drift tube caused the magnet ground current to exceed normal setpoints, as well as water leaking into the soft vacuum system. A separate
power supply was connected to this magnet and was allowed to float above
ground, thus eliminating the ground path, and a separate vacuum pump
was installed on the quad and drift tube. These changes allowed continued
operation until the scheduled operating period was completed. The drift
tube and quadrupole magnet will be replaced during the next annual
maintenance period.

This section covers operating cycles 63, 64, and 65. The accelerator was in
operation from July 5 through October 31, 1993. Beams were provided for
research use for 109 days of H+, 82 Days of H-, and 80 days of P-. A summary Ofinformation on beams provided for research is given in Table III.
Illlllll

I

Table IT[. Beam statistics

for cycles 63, 64, and 65.

Total
Cycle 63 Cycle 64 Cycle 65 Average 1993
Number of experiments

'

served*

15

21

22

19

beam (h)
beam(h)
beam (h)
beam (h)

1008
696
696
432

886
646
749
832

706
545
532
..+636

2600
1887
1977
1900

_
78
78
72

90
77
_
78

88
66
48
83

74
6)
78

(pP.)
(pA)
(/_)
(pA)

590
47
525
130

_0
71
670
210

750
68
340
130

630
6)
510
16)

H+
beam duty factor (95)
I_"PSR
beam duty factor (95)
H- Line X beam duty factor (95)
1>- Line X beam duty factor (95)

4.8
1.0
2.9
2.3

4.8-7.1
1.0
2.9
5.8

5.6-8.1
1.0
2.9
5.8

7.1
1.0
2.9
4.8

H*
I_"PSR
H- Line X
P" Line X

scheduled
scheduled
scheduled
scheduled

I-1"
H- PSR
H- Line X
P" Line X

beam
beam
beam
beam

I4"
H-PSR
H- Line X
13"Line X

average
average
average
average

availability
availability
availability
availability
current
current
current
current

(_),++
(%)
(95)
(95)

•

.

+.

* Do_ not includeexperimentsperformedat the PSR-LANSC_
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This year's operating period included three run cycles by extending the
operating period into the 1994 fiscal year. The H+ average beam current to
Experimental Area A was again restricted because of the vacuum leak at
the A-2 target box. This leak causes accelerated oxidation and erosion of
the target graphite. The new target box will be installed before the next
operating period.
A summary of unscheduled facility downtime during research shifts is
given in Table IV. Some of the outages are concurrent and some affected
only one of the three beams.
i

Table IV. Unscheduled

machine downtime during shifts in 1993.

I

H.
Category

hours

H. injector systems
H- injector systems
P- injector systems
201-MHz rf systems
805-MHz rf systems
Vacuum systems
Magnets
Magnet power supplies
Interlock systems
Cooling water systems
Computer systems
Production targets
Beam diagnostics
Miscellaneous
j

8.1

H%

hours

%

hours

%

144.4

3.9
4.5
4.9
24.4
1.6
15.5
3.4
7.4
1.6
1.4
I.I
1.0

180.4
15.7
23.?.
71.4
12.5
9.5
5.5
17.8
1.2
0.3
4.4
42.4

52.8
4.6
6.8
20.9
3.7
2.8
1.6
5.2
0.4
0.I
1.3
6.2

"_I00

341.9

_c100

2.7

34.0
33_
56.7
19.3
9.4
2.6
24.9
3.0
90.7
4.9
19.1

II.I
10.9
18.5
6.3
3.1
0.9
8.1
1.0
.29.6
1.6
6.2

3062

100

ii

TOTAL

P-

19.5
21.3
106.4
7.0
67.3
14.9
32.1
7.1
6.2
4.8
4.4
ii

4,._

The large increase in availability
as compared to the last couple of
operating periods is attributed to improved reliability of the 201-MHz rf
amplifiers.
Spare amplifier tube availability because of previous high
failure rates caused operation a reduced duty factor.
Other improvements
safe systems.

included the reworkod amplifier fault detection

and

A water leak in one of the drift tube linac quadrupole magnets located
within a drift tube caused the magnet ground current to exceed normal setpoints as well as water leaking into the soft vacuum system. A separate
power supply was connected to this magnet and was allowed to float above
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ground, thus eliminating the ground path and a separate vacuum pump
was installed on the quad and drift tube. These changes allowed continued
operation until the scheduled operating period was completed. The drift
tube and quadrupole magnet will be replaced during the next annual
maintenance period.
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R. Johnson, L. Rybarcyk, R. Stuewe, and O. van Dyck
Institutions
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prior to 1993 beam operation, the "Delta-T" signal processing hardware in
the linac was upgraded, and the software was modified correspondingly
and features were added. The new system provides a routine capability to
measure the acceleration curve of a linac module over a full cycle of rf;
presently under development is the capability to measure absolute beam
energy by time-of-flight.
The hardware was greatly simplified and its stability and performance
enhanced. The new configuration employs double-balanced mixers used in
pairs to form orthogonal projections of the phase of beam.induced rf signals
with respect to a reference signal tied to the accelerator rf, as sketched in
Fig. 1. The two phase projection voltages are fed to the computer, which
calculates relative phase from the arctangent of the ratio of the detected
signals.

Computer
Fig. 1.
Block
hardware').

diagram

of beam

phase
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The standard Delta-T method uses the time advance of the beam signal
when the upstream module is energized (vs. module off). Because the
modules are long and have longitudinal focusing, the time advance (At) of
the beam measured at two downstream points can be used to calculate the
beam energy and beam phase with respect to accelerating cavity rf, using
knowledge of the beam dynamics in the accelerating module.
Measurement of beam energy and phase gain as the module under study is
scanned through a full cycle of rf provides data rich in information on the
accuracy of the linac model and is facilitated by the new electronics, which
eliminates the older active phase bridges with troublesome end-of-range
artifacts. Figure 2 shows a comparison of a typical measurement to a linac
design code simulation.
The new system is sufficiently stable to enable absolute beam energy by
time-of-flight
over long distances,
where the beam time pickoffs are
synchronized by inserting a constant reference signal sequentially on each
picko_ (the reference signal is moved to the pickofl's one at a time using a
long cable). Preliminary checks indicate that the system is sufficiently
stable that the electronic timing drift during the whole process is small.
Beam PhsIle

....

800
o

700
|

6O0

0
0

....

100

200

300

400

Modulo 7 pham set point
Fig. 2. Measured and calculated beam phase advance (micropulse arrival
time) in degrees of 805 MHz as rf phase is changed in last accelerating
module (axis in degrees of 201.9.5 MI-Iz).
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Factors in the accuracy of the beam energy estimate include timing
accuracy, number of measurement
points and their distances,
and
kinematics. System development at the end of 1993 beam operation used all
of the Delta-T time pickofl's in the linac downstream of the module under
study, which for the earlier modules takes advantage of many measurement points and long distances.
An example of the preliminary results
obtained is given in Table I.
I I

Illllilllll
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Table I. Beam energy by TOF. Module 18 design energy is 302.63 MeV.
[

ill[[[

Beam Peak Current
(mA)
[[[i

[

Energy by TOF
(MeV)
a_.

i

I
1
10
10
i

[

303.13
303.14
_Y_.07
302.10

II

i

At 303 MeV, where about 500 m of flight path to the switchyard is available
and 17 picko/Ys can be used, the ultimate accuracy of the method can be
-10 keV. To maintain_uaeful accuracy (-0..I. MeV) at higher energies, the
flight path can be extended by installing a_ditional pickofl's in the switchyard and d0wn Line A and Line D.
This development activity has several goals. For facility tune-up, the upgrade has given increased reliability, accuracy, and ease-of.use. To provide
a beam energy monitoring capability during operation, the system can be
extended down Line A and Line D. And for development, the system prorides a useful tool for evaluation of models of linac dynamics, for example,
with higher peak currents, which may be important for the future uses of
the facility.
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Appendix A
EXPERIME_I_

Ex_
r

RUN IN 1992-1993

_n,_l

Title

iiiii

i

267

IP

Preparation of Radioisotopes Cor Medicine and
the Physical Sciences Using the LAMPF
Isotope Production Facility

828

BR

Development of an (n,p) Reaction Capability at
Area B or Beam Line D

876

Bit

Spin Transfer Measurements

881

NTOF

Quasifree Axial Response Functions for Pb
and 2H Using the ( _, ii) Reaction

SMC

MEGA -- Search for the Rare Decay # . _ e+y

133

A Coincidence Measurement of Pion Double
Charge Exchange: 4He( x. , x- p)sp

l(]Q4

TOFI

Lifetime Measurements of Extremely NeutronRich Nuclides by Delayed Neutron Counting at
TOFI

1040

NTOF

Spin Variable Measurements t'or the (_,n')
Inclusive Reaction on Several Nuclei

1054

SMC

Ultra Hig'h Precision Measurements on
Muonium Ground State: Hyporfine Structure
and Muon Magnetic Moment

1062

NTOF

Study of Pure Fermi and Gamow-Teller
Tnmeitions
in the 14C(j_,/_)I4N Reaction

1066

EPICS

The Exotic Nucleus Helium-9 and Its Excited
States

978

'1079

for NP Elastic

_

Development of Experimental Techniques to
Study Relativistic Effects in Proton-Nucleus
Elastic Scattering at Forward Angles

1094

HRS

Extended Angular .Range of S u
Measurements m _Ca

1097

BR

Single Pion Production in .p Scattering
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II00

TOFI

Mass Measurements
with Z = 18-32

1107

133

Studies of Pion Double Charge Exchange
Scattering at Energies above the A Resonance

1109

P3

Pion-lnduced

1124

TOFI

Measurement of Correlated Spin Asymmetries
and Spin Transfer Observables in 800-MeV
Proton-Deuteron Elastic Scattering Using the
l_edium Resolution Spectrometer with N and
S Type Polarized Deuteron Targets

1137

N'I_F

Measurement ofDLL(0 °) for 1. (p,n)
Transitions in p-shell Nuclei

1139

HITS

Testing of Radiation Resistance of Read.Out
Chips for Use in I-!igh-Rate Nuclear and
Particle Physics Applications

1173

A6

A
Proposal
to Se.arc.hforI_FOscillations
with
High Sensitivity
at

1179

LEP

Reaction z +p -_ z +z°p near Threshold

1184

NTOF

Measurement of Analyzing Powers for the
14C(p,n) (IAS) Transition

1188

LANSCE

Search for Parity and Time Reversal.
Symmetry Violation Using Polarized NeutronNucleus Interactions

1190

133

Pion-Proton Transmission
Measurements

1195

EPICS

D/AS Widths in Medium and Heavy Nuclei

1206

HRS

Precision Measurement
500 MeV

1207

EPICS

The Nature of 7'< States Observed in DCX on
Medium-Mass Nuclei

1200

EPICS

Energy Dependence of Double Resonances in
Pion DCX

1213

A6

Measurement of the Neutrino Capture Cross
Section in avCl and 1271with Mu. Decay
Neutrinos
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of Neutron-Rich
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Nuclei

Fission

Cross Section

of D_/v for lSC( _, _) at

b

...........
1216

P3

6Li(x, g'X) Coincidence
........ Measurements
the As,s Resonance

1217

EPICS

Accurate Determination of the T> Giant Dipole
State in Light 7' = 1/2 Nuclei Using Pion DCX

1218

HIRAB

Branchins Ratios and High-Resolution
Spectroscopy of the Doubly Excited Hydrogen
Ion

12_

EPICS

Measurement of Angular Distributions d_/d_
for eLi( x +, x +) at T_ = 100, 134, 164, 190, and
219 MeV

1228

LEP

A Study of the Pion-Nucleus Is.ovector Sp'mFlip Mechanism at Low Energies Using 1°B

1227

LEP

The Two-Proton Component of the Pion
Absorption Reaction on Nuclei at Low Energies

1231

SMC

Laser Polarized Muonie Atoms and Spin
Dependence of Nuclear Muon Capture

1285

SMC

_qR: Level-Crossing Resonance Spech_scopy

12_

LEP

Feasibility of the Direct Production of Pionie
Atoms at IAMPF

1240

SMC

A Proposal to Measure the Michel Parameter p
with the MEGA Positron Spectrometer

1245

EPICS

Pion DCX on Odd Z Nuclei, an Experiment to
Clarify Apparent Shell Effects in DIAS Cross
Sections

1283

EPICS

Analog Contribution to Non-Analos Double
Charp Exchanm,

....

near

EPICS

Discrepancy between the M./Mp for the Giant
Quadrupole Resonance Deducedfor Pion and
Heavy-Ion Scattering

1257

133

Elastic Scattering of g+ and x- from Polarized
SHe at T s = 180 to 475 MeV

1_8

LEP

z-p -4 g°n Cross Sections in the Rq_on of the
A Resonance

.
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1272

P3

Pion Single Charge Exchange on the Deuteron
z-d _ zVnn: A Tune-Up Experiment for the
Neutral Meson Spectrometer

1277

REF

ln-situ Measurement of Radiation-Induced
Absorption and Fluorescence of Fiber Optic
Cables

1286

LEP

Report on _-_ Coincidence Measurements
LEP

1288

EPICS

Elastic Pion Scattering from lSC

1289

LEP

The Spin-Flip Electric Dipole in Pion Single
Charge Exchange

1290

LEP

Measurement of the Isobaric Analog and
Search for Anti-Analog Transitions in Pion
Single Charge Exchange on Heavy Nuclei

12_

EPICS

Systematics of I_sp__ Character of the First
and 3_ States m °°__Zr

Bit

np Elastic Analy_

1294

NTOF

Spin Decomposition of the Giant Resonance
Region for the Ca(p,n) and Pb(p,n) Reactions at
796 MeV

1296

NTOF

A Search for Signatures of Longitudinal
Correlations in the l_C(p, nx.) Reaction at
800 MeV

1303

A6

A High-Intensity He-Jet Production Source for
Radieactive Beams and the Cs-PNC
Experiment

1304

EPICS'

1306

NTOF

Act/vation Tot_ Cross Section for the
7IA(p,n)TBe(g.s.+ 0.43-MeV) Reaction

1307

HIRAB

Measurement of H0 Exalted States Produced by
Foil Stripping of 800-MeV H- Ions

13_

BR

Proposal to Measure Analyzing Power and
Spin Transfer in the np Inelastic Channel as
an Extension of Exp. 1293

"

at

Power

Search for the Analog of the Giant GamowTeller Resonance in a Medium Mass Nucleus
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1260

1285
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G.R. Budeson

The Direct Measurement ofthe x-

W. R. Gibbs
M. Rawool-Sullivan
New Mexico State Univ.

Nucleon Interaction Strength_
Difl'ezence between x. and

T. Kobayashi
RIKEN (Japan)

Study of llN and l°Li Nuclei for
Understanding the Structure of 11Li
(and a Mirror Symmetry between llBe
and UN)

O. Glass
Texas A&M Univ.

Search for the 'Inevitable Dibaryon'
through the Reaction SH(x._

S. Mordechai
Ben-Gurion Univ.
D. A. Smith
Univ. of Pennsylvania

The Double Giant Dipole Resonance in
Deformed Nuclei

H. T. Fortune
A. L. Williams
Univ. of Pennsylvania

Analog Contribution to Non-Analog
Double Charp ExrJum_

D. J. Horen
Oak Ridge
C. L. Morris
Los Alamos

Discrepancy between the M./Mp for
the Giant quadrupole Resonance
Deduced for Pion and Heavy-Ion
Scattering

H.T. Fortune
,..
M. M¢_dnsie, ..
Univ. of Pennsylvania

A Comparison of the DCX Mechanism
to the GDR _ and to Other 2p-_ States

R.D. McKeown
Caltech
IL J. Holt

Measurement of the Asymmetry in
x- :_Ie quasielastic Scattering

K. P. Coulter
Argonne
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1267

D. Dehnhard
Elastic Scattering of x+ and z- from
Univ. of Minnesota
Polarized 8He at T s = 180 MeV to
G. R. Burleson
475 MeV
New Mexico State Univ.
O. Htinsser
Tri-U_liv. Meson Facility

1268

M.E. Sadler
Abilene Christian

Univ.

z-p -_ x°n Cross Sections in the
Region of the A Resonance

12_

E. IL l_mey
Univ. of Colorado
G. R. Burleson
New Mexico State Univ.

Precise Measurement of Isovector
Transitions in ISC and vIA Induced by
Pion Single Charge Exchange

1270

J.L. Matthews
MIT
G. A. Rebka, Jr.
Univ. of Wyoming
P. A. M. Gram
Los A/amos

A Study of the SHe(_-,SH)x° Reaction

J. L. Matthews
MIT
M. Whitten
Los Alamos

Pion Single Charge Exchange on the
Deuteron (x-d --+xVnn): A Tune-Up
Experiment for the Neutral Meson
Spectrometer

1273

H.T. Fortune
P. P. Hui
Univ. of Pennsylvania

Non-Analog Single Charge Exchange
on T = 0 Nuclei

1274

K. Seth ......
..........
Northwestern Univ.

Spectroscopy of Light Exotic Nuclei by
a Novel Technique

1275

K.O. Ogsnes_li ";_'_ =
JINR, USSIt _
C. L. Morris
'
_
Los Alamos

Study of the Reaction z + + d _ p + p at
P/on Energies 20-50 MeV

1279

1_ J. Peterson
R. A. Ristinen
Univ. of Colorado

Reaction and Total Cross Sections for
300-500-MeV Pions on Nuclei

1280

K. Seth
Northwestern
J. Beene

Deeply Bound Pionic States in Heavy
Nuclei

•

Univ.

Oak
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1281

S. Mordechai
Ben-Gurion Univ.
C. Fred Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

Measurement of the Nuclear Isovector
Monopole Resonance Using the NMS

1282

R.B. Ivie
H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

Search for a New Reaction Mechanism
in Ground State DCX on MediumMass Nuclei

1283

R. GilmAn
Rut4jers Univ.
M, Rawool-Sullivan
L. Waters
Los A/amos

The Measurement of x-Nucleus Elastic
and Inclusive Cross Sections above the
As,s Resonance

1284

E.A. Pasyuk
JINR (Russia)
• S. J. Greene
Los A/amos

Study of the React/on x_ + 4He -+
x_ +4p(n) at Pion Energies 60120 MeV

1285

C.L. Morris
J. D. Zumbro
Los A/amos

Search for A- Components in Nuclear
Ground States

1286

A. Hussein
Measuring Neutron-Neutron
Ki_ Fahd Univ. of
ScatteringLength and Effective Range
•Petroleum and
Using the _l-I(_,2n)TReaction
Minerals (Saudi Arabia)
8. Ste_
Los A/amos
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D. 8mith
H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

The Spin-Flip Electric Dipole in Pion
Single Charge Exchange

1290

C.L. Morris
M. Rawool-Sullivan
It. Whitton
Los A/amos

Measurement of the Isobaric Analog
and Search for Anti-Analog
Transitions in Pion Single Charge
Exchange on Heavy Nuclei

1291

C.L. Morris
M. Rawool-Sullivan
R. Whitton
Los A/amos

Neutron Radii in the Calcium Isotopes
and Isotones 4SCa,S°Ti,S_Cr,and S_Fe
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1294

1296

D.J. Horen
Oak Ridge
C. L. Morris
Los Alamos

Systematics of Isospin Character of the
First 2. and 3- States in 9°'9_94"96Zr

M. McNaughton
Los Alamos

np Elastic Analyzing Power

D. Prout
E. Sugarbaker
The Ohio State Univ.

Spin Decomposition of the Giant
Resonance Region for the Ca(p,n) and
Pb(p,n) Reactions at 800 MeV

A. C. Hayes
Chalk River Labs
J. M. O_Donnell
Los Alamos

Study of lSB Using the 1aN( _-, =+)lab
Reaction

M. Jones
Los Alamos
G. Edwards
C. Glashausser
Rulers Univ.

A Search for Signatures of
Longitudinal Correlations in the
12C(p,nx +) Reactions at 800 MeV

S. Mordechai
Ren-Gurion Univ.
C. F. Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

Study of a New Resonance above the
DIAS in lion DCX

R. Boudrie
J. Ullmmm
Los Alamos
R. Ralmport .......
R. Finley
Ohio Univ.

A Study of the Spin and Non-Spin
Isovector Monopole Resonance Using
the (n,p) Reaction at 800 MeV

• .

1297

,

1299

C.L. Morris
J. D. Zumbro
M. Eawool-Sullivan
Los Alamos

Pion Scattering to the Continuum and
Pion Transparency in Nuclei

1300

B.K. Park
New Mexico State Univ.
D. Dehnha_
Univ. of Minnesota
O. HAusser
Simon Fraser UnivY
TRIUMF

Measurements of Asymmetries Ay
and Differential Cross Sections of PionInduced Single Charge Exchange on
Polarized _He
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1301

E.R. Kinney
Univ. of Colorado

Inclusive lion Single Charge
Exchange in SHe and 4He

13_

D.P. Beatty
R. Gilman
Rutsers Univ.

Understanding Non-Analog lion
Double Charge Exchange

1308

C. Wieman
Univ. of Colorado
D. Vieira
Los Ala=os

Parity Nonconservation Measurements of Trapped Radioisotopes -- A
Precise Test of the Standard Model

1304

P.P. Hui
H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

See_--.hfor the Analog of the Giant
Gamow-Teller Resonance in a
Medium Mass Nucleus

1305

A.L. Williams
H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

lion Double Charge Ezchange

1306

T.N. Taddeucci
J. Ullmann
Los Alamol

Activation Total Cross Section for the
7Li(p,n)TBe(g.s.+0.43-MeV) Reaction

1308

R.J. Peterson
Univ. of Colorado

lion Inelastic Scattering from 4°Ar
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